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Abstract
Existing methods for reactor network synthesis vary from graphical approaches such as 
Attainable Region to superstructure-based optimisation using both deterministic and 
stochastic methods. Complex reactor network applications, consisting of many 
components and highly non-linear reaction kinetics, tend to face problems using cuirent 
methods. Dimensionality limitations, initialisation problems, convergence difficulties and 
excessive computational times are some of the shortcomings. In an effort to overcome 
these difficulties, this project introduces the concept of Knowledge Driven Optimisation, 
utilising systems knowledge in order to develop mles that help to focus the optimisation 
search on high performance regions. The method uses knowledge derived from kinetic 
infoimation to gain an understanding of the system and devise a set of rules to guide the 
optimisation search. Data mining techniques aie engaged to analyse serial and parallel 
pathways, relating concenti ation and temperatm e variables to regions of high performance. 
Extracted trends are translated into optimal design rules, and applied to a customised Tabu 
Search. Rule violations identify directions for improvement and aide move selection, 
guiding the superstmcture optimisation search towards well performing structures, 
achieving more effective knowledge-based decision making than can be realised by a 
random stochastic search alone.
Results show optimal solutions obtained for a number of examples agree with published 
literature whilst achieving faster convergence and reduced computational times compaied 
to standard Tabu Search. To increase rule perfomiance automatically, dynamic rule 
updates are implemented to tune the rule limits as the optimal search progresses. A hybrid 
optimisation approach, combining the stochastic rule-based search with detenninistic 
techniques, is developed to promote efficient fine-tuning of the final structuie. Application 
of the methodology to complex systems is demonstiated through a biocatalytic case study, 
metabolism by Saccharomyces cerevisiae^ and the Imowledge-driven rule-based approach 
significantly outperfmms random Tabu Search. Preliminaiy studies into nonisothermal 
applications trial the use of temperature profiles. Finally, parallel processing and Grid 
teclinology is briefly investigated to assess the potential for achieving results in reduced 
times.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
One of the key challenges facing engineering design is the multitude of design options 
available. From raw materials to products, process configurations to types of equipment, 
the decision making process is extensive and can rely heavily on previous experience. 
This inevitably limits the discovery and application of novel designs. A more systematic 
approach, capable of considering many alternatives, may offer accelerated innovation 
leading to improved process performance and economic benefits. Optimisation can assist 
the decision making process by identifying high performance designs. The purpose of 
optimisation is to find the best combination of degr ees of fr eedom variables to maximise or 
minimise some set objective function wliilst satisfying a number of constraints. 
Optimisation problems of typical engineerirrg complexity can involve many thousands or 
even millions of variables, both continuous and discrete, as well as highly non-linear 
model equations.
In the field of process engineering, process synthesis is conducted at the conceptual design 
stages of a project. It aims to find feasible process configurations that present promising 
economic performance. The economic feasibility of a chemical or biochemical process 
strongly depends on the efficiency of the reaction system. Reactor network synthesis aims 
to identify the most effective conceptual reactor design in terms of mixing and feeding 
strategies,
A number of different reactor network synthesis methods have been developed and 
extended over the past few decades. These include graphical methods (Attainable Region) 
and superstructure optimisation-based methods.
The Attainable Region method is based on a graphical approach of finding the best 
physically possible combinations of ideal reactors in concentration space. The method was 
originally proposed by Horn (1964) and has subsequently been extended by numerous 
researchers (Glasser et al. 1987, Hildebrandt & Glasser 1990, Hildebrandt et al. 1990, 
Hopley et al. 1996, Nicol et al. 1997, Feinberg & Hildebrandt 1997, Glasser & Hildebrandt 
1997, Rooney et al. 2000, Kauchali et al. 2002).
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Superstr ucture optimisation involves generalised representations of ideal reactor units from 
which the optimal reactor mixing and feeding str ucture is to be extracted. Achenie and 
Biegler (1990) applied deterministic optimisation techniques in the form of non-linear' 
programming (NLP). Kokossis and Floudas (1990) applied deterministic mixed integer 
nonlinear programming (MINLP) techniques to optimise superstructur es comprised of all 
possible combinations of continuous stirTed tank reactors (CSTRs) and plug flow reactors 
(PFRs). They approximated PFRs by a cascade of equal-volurne CSTRs to formulate a 
mathematical model consisting of only algebraic equations. More recently, stochastic 
techniques in the form of Simulated Annealing have been applied to the optimisation of 
reactor network superstructures (Marcoulaki & Kokossis, 1999), with extensions to non­
isothermal and multiphase systems by Mehta and Kokossis (2000). Schweiger and 
Floudas (1999) proposed deterministic superstructure optimisation as an optimal control 
problem using differential PFR representations rather than the serial approximation of 
plug-flow behaviour by cascades of well-mixed reactors. Other superstructure-based 
methods involve targeting approaches (Achenie & Biegler 1988, Balakrishna & Biegler 
1992a, b, 1993), and hybrid techniques such as coupling Attainable Region concepts with 
supersti'ucture optimisation (Lakshmanan & Biegler, 1996).
Most chemical and biocatalytic processes involve complex reaction networks with multiple 
reactions described by highly non-linear kinetics. Available techniques all suffer problems 
when applied to such systems. The Attainable Region is difficult to construct for problems 
containing a large number of reactions and components. Deterministic optimisation-based 
techniques suffer from initialisation and convergence problems, whereas stochastic 
optimisation techniques have proven to be reliable but require long computational times to 
solve large systems (Rigopoulos & Linlce, 2002). Moreover, the optimisation results are 
often incomprehensibly complex and impractical to implement, and the methods offer no 
insights into the key features or underlying principles governing optimality. A systematic 
method enabling fast and reliable selection of high-perfonnance process configurations is 
required to allow performance and efficiency gains in this important and growing field.
This project proposes a novel framework for optimisation, focusing on the synthesis of 
chemical and biocatalytic reactor networks that combines knowledge acquisition tools with 
stochastic optimisation methods to robustly and quickly address complex reactor design 
problems. The method uses knowledge derived from kinetic information to gain an
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understanding of the system and devise a set of rules that are used to guide the optimal 
search. The main objectives of the work are:
• to develop a novel robust approach for optimisation of complex reactor networks;
• to reduce the computational time frames involved; and
• to gain an understanding of the optimal structur es delivered.
The aim of this work is to develop techniques that allow the optimisation of complex 
reactor networks robustly, quickly and comprehensibly. The problem under consideration 
entails the optimisation of a superstnrcture of ideal reactor units involving continuous 
stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) and plug flow reactors (PFRs) with feed distribution options 
as proposed by Kokossis and Floudas (1990). Reliable stochastic optimisation techniques 
in the form of Tabu Search (Glover 1989, 1990, 1993; Linke & Kokossis 2003a) are 
implemented to ensure robustness. The algorithm is then customised to utilise knowledge 
derived from the system in an attempt to guide the search towards regions of high 
performance in order to increase convergence speed, whilst gaining a better imderstanding 
of the rmderlying features of the optimal results.
The basis for the conceptual approach is to look closely at the fimdamental relationships of 
the process. For reactor networks, performance is generally defined by objectives such as 
maximum yield, selectivity and conversion. These are all dependent on reaction rates that 
are based on component concentrations and temperature as described by the reaction 
kinetics. Utilising these relationships to identify promising performance regions is the 
basis of the method presented in this work.
The proposed approach revolves ai'otmd the basic fundamentals that describe the process -  
for a reaction scheme: the reaction kinetics. The approach is to focus on the features that 
define interrelationships between reactions such as concentrations and temperatures, and 
how these features can be influenced by manipulating the continuous and discrete design 
performance control variables, such as volumes, existence of rmits, mixing patterns, 
connectivities, and optimal temperature policies. In simple examples the optimal 
configuration based on reaction rates between serial and parallel pathways may be obvious, 
but as reaction networks become increasingly complex, with multiple reactions involving 
many components with highly non-linear kinetics, these relationships are difficult or even
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impossible to see. This project aims to develop a stiaictured and systematic methodology 
for defining and deriving relationships between the key variables, and utilising this 
acquired knowledge to achieve an efficient optimisation search.
A review of the literature relevant to this work is conducted in the following chapter. 
Existing reactor network synthesis approaches are reviewed and various optimisation 
techniques are compared and contrasted. Knowledge discovery is explained and different 
data mining algorithms and tools are briefly summarised.
The general concept of Knowledge Driven Optimisation is presented in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 derives the basic methodology for knowledge-driven reactor network synthesis. 
The individual components of the synthesis approach include: reaction pathway analysis, 
data mining and rule foimulation. Optimisation and synthesis ar e described in detail and 
illustrated on the basis of a simple example, the Van de Vusse reaction scheme.
A number of examples previously studied in the literatuie are presented in Chapter 5 to 
fur ther illustrate the application of the method and to compare its performance with that of 
stochastic optimisation-based methods. These include the Denbigh reaction scheme and 
Lactose hydrolysis.
Chapter 6 further develops the method to incorporate dynamic rule updates that tune the 
nile limits as the optimal search progresses. Various approaches are investigated, and the 
final method is applied to the examples of Chapters 4 and 5.
A hybrid optimisation technique is presented in Chapter 7 where the stochastic rule-based 
search is combined with deterministic Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) to 
promote efficient fine-tuning of the final structure. Again, various options are 
investigated, and the final approach is illustrated with the literatme examples.
To demonstrate application to highly complex systems, a biocatalytic case study, 
metabolism by Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is addressed in Chapter 8, including a 
comparison of all the methods developed during this project.
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To illustrate the potential for application beyond isothermal networks, the methodology is 
extended to non-isothermal systems in Chapter 9 and illustrated with an example from the 
literature.
Chapter 10 briefly explores the gains that can be expected from parallel processing and 
Grid computing, which allow the distribution of computational load across a number of 
networked computers.
Finally, conclusions are contained in Chapter 11, along with recommendations for future 
work in this field.
Knowledge Driven Optimisation -  Application to Complex Reactor Network Synthesis
Chapter 2 Literature Review
The field of reactor network synthesis has constantly evolved since the first works were 
published over four decades ago. As the efficiency of the chemical reaction steps play a 
significant part in the commercial feasibility of a chemical process, achieving maximum 
reactor network performance is of key importance. Reactor Network Synthesis is an 
important activity at the conceptual design stage to detennine the performance limits that 
exist for a given reaction system. This chapter reviews relevant literature on reactor 
network synthesis and explains the current state of the art as well as the limitations of 
existing techniques that have motivated the development of knowledge driven reactor 
network synthesis, i.e. the work reported in this thesis. Knowledge driven optimisation 
draws on optimisation and data mining methods and relevant development in these areas 
will be reviewed in the subsequerrt sections.
2.1 Reactor Network Synthesis
Chemical reactions are at the heart of a chemical process, where the value is added to the 
raw materials, and reactor network synthesis emerged in an effort to conceptually design 
the most effective chemical reactor stmctiues in teims of mixing regimes, temperature 
policies, and feeding stiategies.
2.1.1 Early Work
Ai'is (1960) presented early work on the optimisation of holding time and temperature in a 
sequence of stiired tanlc reactors for multiple non-isotheimal reactions using dynamic 
programming. A later paper demonstrated application to tubular- and batch reactors for a 
single reversible reaction using a graphical approach (Aris, 1961). A geometr'ic method of 
defining the feasible space attainable by any type of reactor was pioneered by Horn (1964) 
and led to extensive resear-ch into the Attainable Region concept as discussed in the next 
section. The preliminary development of comprehensive reactor structures was 
investigated by a number of researchers (Ng & Rippin 1965, Jackson 1968, Ravirnohan 
1971). Paynter and Haskins (1970) optimised reactor types using different parameter 
values of an axial dispersion model to represent mixed and plug flow reactors. Chitra and
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Govind (1981) applied a recycle reactor with the recycle stream originating from an 
intermediate point along the reactor. This was able to represent a number of reactor 
configurations from a pure CSTR (infinite recycle) to a PFR (no recycle), and even a 
CSTR followed by a PFR (infinite inteimediate recycle). Their later work presents a 
methodology for the synthesis of serial reactor networks, optimising the type, airangement 
and size of reactors by developing rules with giaphical inteipretations for complex 
reactions applied to isothermal systems (1985a), and using giaphical methods for non­
isothermal systems (1985b).
2.1.2 Attainable Region
The Attainable Region (AR) is a giaphical reactor network synthesis method based on 
concentiation space. It involves constructing the region in which concentrations can be 
physically achieved from different sized ideal reactors and serial combinations of these. 
The rmderlying theory proposes that the optimal point will be an active constraint on the 
boundary of the region. This also suggests that recycle reactors are redundant as they will 
never lie on the boundary and hence can never be the optimal reactor configuration. Much 
work has focused on this technique since it was first proposed by Horn in 1964.
Glasser and coworkers (1987) constmcted the Attainable Region using a geometric 
approach and derived necessary conditions, and applied it to a nimiber of isotheimal 
constant density examples. Hildebrandt et al. (1990) derived a sufficiency condition, and 
demonstrated application to adiabatic and vaiiable-density systems as well as constiained 
problems. Hopley et al. (1996) applied the attainable region concept to an adiabatic 
exotheimic example with complex kinetics. Nicol et al. (1997) extended this further to 
assess the optimal cooling strategies.
The main difficulty suffered by Attainable Region is the dimensionality limitation caused 
by the giaphical construction method. Hildebrandt and Glasser (1990) first demonstrate 
application to tluee-dimensional systems. Physical construction of the region is 
impractical for higher dimensions. This becomes a problem for complex reactor networks 
that conmionly have more than tluee components and multiple reactions. Efforts have 
attempted to overcome this limitation by defining the region theoretically, however this is 
exfremely complex. Feinberg and Hildebrandt (1997) defined universal properties of the
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Attainable Region, while Glasser and Hildebrandt (1997) show potential application to 
more general systems. Rooney et a l (2000) present another giapliical approach for 
constructing higher dimension ARs. Despite these attempts, constructing the AR becomes 
impossible for large and complex systems.
2.1.3 Superstructure Optimisation
Superstmctm e optimisation involves generalised representations of ideal reactor units from 
which the optimal reactor mixing and feeding structiue is to be extiacted. A number of 
process units (reactors, separators etc.) are typically joined together in all physically 
possible combinations using mixers and splitters as connectors. The optimal search 
considers different structural combinations to find the best solution. Supersti'ucture 
optimisation simultaneously accomits for all sti-uctui'al and operational options, as well as 
allowable interactions between the units and provides a systematic framework to assess the 
options.
Achenie and Biegler (1986, 1988, 1990) first presented superstructure optimisation, 
applying deterministic techniques in the foiin of non-linear progiamming (NLP). Integer 
variables such as network structiue and reactor type were represented as continuous 
variables. The superstructure was made up of recycle reactor modules (RRM), which 
consisted of a recycle reactor, a fr esh feed stream, a heat exchanger, and a bypass. The 
recycle ratio R was used to simulate mixing conditions fr'om a PFR (R-» 0) to a CSTR (R 
infinity).
Kokossis and Floudas (1990, 1991, 1994) applied mixed integer non-linear programming 
(MINLP) techniques, using binary variables to represent the existence, or not, of specific 
units. General and inclusive superstiuctures were comprised of simplified models of ideal 
continuous stirred tanlc reactors (CSTRs) and plug flow reactors (PFRs). They 
approximated PFRs by a cascade of equal-volume CSTRs to foiinulate a mathematical 
model consisting of only algebraic equations.
More recently, stochastic teclmiques in the fonn of Simulated Aimealing have been applied 
to process synthesis problems such as heat exchanger networks (Dolan et a l, 1990), 
separation (Floquet et a l, 1994), and flowsheet optimisation (Painton & Diwekar, 1995).
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Marcoulaki and Kokossis have demonstrated the use of these teclmiques for reactor 
network synthesis (1996, 1999) and molecular design synthesis (1998). The method 
proved to be robust, and, unlike the MESILP methods which are local search methods, SA 
performs a global search for which confidence in global optimality can be instilled using 
statistical arguments. However, to ensure confidence in convergence to the globally 
optimal domain, long computational times were required.
Mehta and Kokossis (1997, 1998) extended this approach to cater for multiphase systems 
by developing shadow reactor units representing additional phases, while mass transfer 
could occm* between the interface of the reactor and its shadow reactor. They also 
extended the methodology to non-isothemial systems utilising temperature profiles along 
plug flow reactors, breaking them into smaller units (sub-PFRs) comprised of isotheimal 
sub-CSTRs (Mehta & Kokossis, 2000).
Linlce and Kokossis (2003a) compared the use of different stochastic teclmiques. Simulated 
Aimealing and Tabu Search, applied to the synthesis of reaction/separation systems. Their 
findings show that Tabu Search performed faster than the Simulated Aimealing approach.
Schweiger and Floudas (1999) proposed deteiministic supersti'ucture optimisation as an 
optimal control problem using contiol paiametiisation. The superstructure consisted of 
CSTRs and cross flow reactors (CFRs), which were PFRs with side feeds and side product 
streams. Differential representations were used to model CFRs, rather than the serial 
approximation of plug-flow behaviour by cascades of well-mixed reactors. The problem 
was set up as an NLP, where zero flows indicated the non-existence of units and eliminated 
the need for binary variables.
Esposito and Floudas (2002) applied global deteiministic optimisation to isothermal 
reactor network synthesis using an NLP formulation for a supersti'ucture consisting of a 
CSTR and a PFR, le. without integer vaiiables representing coimectivities between and 
existence of imits. They obsei-ved that the standard global optimisation algorithm did not 
converge to the global solution and various reformulations, simplifications and 
assmnptions were required and redmidant constraints added to enable the formulation to 
converge. They did, however, not state their global solutions. Reported computational
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times were long as a result of a large number of required iterations, which in turn could be 
somewhat reduced by a number of different techniques.
2.1.4 Targetting and Combined Methods
Biegler focused efforts on developing targetting methods. Achenie and Biegler (1988) 
applied a two-compartment model representing mixing patterns of segregated and mixed 
flow to provide targets for isotheimal problems. Balalaislnia and Biegler (1992a, b, 1993) 
first extended this concept to a multi-compaifment mixing model that allowed the 
simulation of a wide variety of mixing states between the two extremes of perfect mixing 
and plug flow. They then reported a constructive targeting approach using Attainable 
Region as a basis for choosing a single reactor, which was optimised. The superstinctui*e 
was then expanded, by adding an additional reactor and the new stiucture was optimised. 
If this was better than the previous structure, it was repeated, otheiwise the previous 
stnictiu'e retained and the procedure terminated. Lakslimanan and Biegler (1996, 1997) 
extended this work fmther by using superstincture type building blocks for each stage, 
consisting of different options for reactor type including CSTRs and differential side 
stream reactors with side feed and product sti'eams (DSRs). The representation also 
considered parallel reactor stinctines and bypasses. Attainable Region properties were 
incorporated in the formulation of the mathematical representation and the problem solved 
using MINLP. Rooney and Biegler (2000) combined Attainable Region concepts and 
multiperiod optimisation to allow for model parameter uncertainty.
In summary, a number of limitations in the different optimisation teclmiques hamper the 
success of these methods in applications of common complexity. Local deteiministic 
optimisation-based techniques are difficult to initialise and converge, and do not instil 
confidence in the quality of the solution, whilst global deteiministic techniques are 
hampered by similar problems. The stochastic optimisation teclmiques are the most robust 
teclmiques reported to date, whilst they require long computation times to solve. 
Combined methods using AR concepts and deterministic optimisation have been proposed 
to develop leaner problem foimulations; however, the limitations of the deterministic 
optimisation techniques still persist.
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2.2 Optimisation Methods
The aim of optimisation is to determine the best solution to a problem by exploiting its 
degrees of freedom in order to maximise (or minimise) an objective function subject to 
equality and / or inequality consti aints. Optimisation methods have seen a large number of 
industiial applications over the last half centiuy and nmnerous different techniques have 
been developed. The most commonly used optimisation methods for chemical engineering 
applications are the deteiministic approaches.
2.2.1 Deterministic Optimisation
Mathematical progi aimning methods have evolved from linear programming (LP), to non­
linear prograimning (NLP), mixed-integer linear* progiamming (MILP) and mixed-integer 
non-linear progiamming (MINLP). For linear problems, a global optimmn is guaranteed if 
the Hessian is the same throughout the domain, i.e. independent of the problem variables. 
However, most problems of engineering complexity involve non-lineai* formulations. 
Reactor network synthesis is one such problem and a number of approaches rely upon 
deterministic MINLP technology to solve non-linear modelling equations coupled with 
discrete binary var iables that represent the existence of process units and streams (Achenie 
& Biegler 1990, Kokossis & Floudas 1990, Schweiger & Floudas 1999). As MINLP 
problems involve both non-linear* equations and binary variables, they can be subject to 
combinatorial explosion and multiple local optima, and are often difficult to solve 
(Grossrnann et al. 2004, Floudas 2000). MINLP methods often use a staged approach, 
initially setting the integer variables to solve an NLP problem then changing the integer 
values and iterating. Traditional methods include Branch and Boimd, Generalised Benders 
Decomposition, and Outer* Approximation / Equality Relaxation. Recent developments 
include the Generalised Disjimctive Programming (GDP) and global deterministic 
optimisation methods. Details on the different techniques ar e given below.
Branch and Bound
The Branch and Boimd (BB) method (Beale 1977, Gupta 1980) involves a binary tree that 
starts with all binary variables relaxed and as each new layer* grows, one binary variable is 
set. Each node represents an NLP problem where binary variables are either* relaxed or set 
to a discrete value. The branches of the tr*ee represent the different options for* the binary
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variables. The tree starts with an initial node, where all binary variables are relaxed 
between 0 and 1. The NLP problem is solved, giving a lower bound on the final objective 
(for a minimisation problem). The node is then split into two branches, representing the 
discrete values (‘on’ or ‘o ff) for one binaiy variable. The NLPs at the nodes of the 
subsequent layer are both solved and the node with the best objective then presents the best 
option for continuing. This node is then split into two further branches, where another 
binary variable is allocated discrete values. This continues down the tree, with a layer for 
each binary variable. The final layer represents the feasible solutions and provides upper 
boiuids for the problem. Backtracking is required to fill in the whole tree, unless nodes are 
eliminated. Nodes and all subsequent branches can be eliminated if their lower bounds 
exceed the cunent upper bound. The optimum is the solution in the final im-relaxed layer 
that gives the best objective. The Branch and Bound method, while very effective for 
linear problems, can suffer premature convergence for non-linear applications, providing 
inferior and non-optimal solutions. Optimisation at each node does not yield a global 
optimum, and infeasible solutions may also be generated.
Generalised Bendei's Decomposition
Generalised Benders Decomposition (GBD) (Benders 1962, Geoffrion 1972) is a method 
that decomposes the problem into primal and master subproblems, and iterates between 
them. The primal problem sets integer variables and solves the non-lineai* problem, 
generating an upper bound on the optimal solution. The master problem suggests the next 
integer combination, based on nonlinear duality theory, and using the Lagrange multipliers 
obtained in the primal problem. It also provides a lower bound on the solution. At each 
iteration, the upper bound from the primal problem decreases and the lower bound from 
the master problem increases. The search teiminates when the two bomids are sufficiently 
close.
Outer Approximation /Equality Relaxation
Outer Approximation (OA) (Duian & Grossman, 1986) is similai' to GBD as it solves 
alternating NLP and MILP problems to formulate upper and lower boimds on the solution. 
The foimulation of the MILP problem is different as it uses an outer approxmiation 
(linearisation) of the nonlinear objective function and constraints around the primal 
solution. Outer Approximation with Equality Relaxation (OA/ER) was proposed by Kocis 
and Grossman (1987) to allow for nonlinear equality constraints, which are relaxed into
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inequality constraints. The lower bound for OA/ER is always greater than GBD and 
solution convergence generally requires fewer iterations (Biegler et ah, 1997), provided a 
quasi-convexity condition is satisfied (Floudas, 1995). However, it solves an increasingly 
large master subproblem that may talce longer than GBD, and could lead to storage or 
convergence problems.
Generalised Disjunctive Programming
More recently, Grossmann and co-workers have focused much attention on a new 
approach in the form of Generalised Disjimctive Prograimning (GDP), first proposed by 
Raman and Grossmami in 1994. The disjunctive approach was developed in an attempt to 
avoid convergence problems occuiring when stmctural elements were deleted (causing 
equations to become singular) during MINLP optimisation (Grossmami et ah, 2004). GDP 
consists of algebraic and symbolic logic equations. Mixed-integer logic is represented 
tlnough disjunctions and integer logic tlnough propositions (Raman & Grossmami, 1994). 
The objective fluiction contains continuous and boolean variables, and thiee types of 
constraints are foimulated: 1) global inequalities independent of boolean variables, 2) 
conditional constraints that apply if a boolean variable is tiue at a disjimction, and 3) logic 
propositions of boolean vaiiables.
A comparative study found GDP procedures to be more robust and faster than the MINLP 
method, while MINLP gave slightly better solutions (Barttfeld et ah 2003, Grossmaim et 
ah 2004). The importance of suitable initialisation procedmes cannot be understated 
(Grossmami et ah, 2004). Applications have included scheduling (Sclnnidt & Grossmami 
1996, Pinto & Grossmami 1997), flowsheet optimisation (Grossmami et ah 1998, Tiuicay 
& Grossmaim 1998), distillation problems (Yeomans & Grossmami 2000a,b, Barttfeld et 
ah 2003, Caballero & Grossmami 2004), reactive distillation (Jackson & Grossmann, 
2001), liquid-liquid multistage extractors (Reyes-Labarta & Grossmami, 2001), and 
process network synthesis (Lee & Grossmami, 2001, 2003).
Global Deterministic Optimisation
Meanwliile, Floudas and co-workers were developing global deteiministic optimisation 
teclmiques in the form of the aBB approach. An important point to note is that global 
optimality camiot be guaranteed if the foimulations are nonconvex as is often the case in
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reactor network synthesis. Originally proposed by Andionlakis et al. (1995) for general 
constiained nonconvex problems, the aBB concept builds on the Branch and Bound (BB) 
method, and converts nonconvexities in the foimulation into convex formulations by a  
calculations. A convex underestimator is calculated by subtracting a sufficiently large 
positive quadiatic teim, which is a fimction of the optimisation variables % and the cuiTent 
upper and lower boimds as well as positive scalar a  parameters, fi.*om the nonconvex teim. 
More recent developments have included the generalised aBB approach, which uses a 
different class of convex underestimators (Akrotirianakis & Floudas, 2004), Certain 
conditions aie required for global optimality to be guaranteed, including differentiability 
conditions which often do not hold. Significant computational effort is also required 
(Banga et a l, 2003).
Much of the literature to date has focused on the theoretical aspects of this approach. 
Protein folding and peptide docking applications in computational chemistry and biology 
have been reported (Klepeis & Floudas 2003a,b, Klepeis et ah 2003, Schafroth & Floudas 
2004). Adijman et a l (1998) reported application to reactor network design, consisting of 
a simple reactor volume optimisation in a two stage serial CSTR representation. As 
mentioned above, Esposito and Floudas (2002) applied global optimisation to isotheimal 
reactor network synthesis with limited success.
In simimary, there are a nimiber of shortcomings associated with deterministic optimisation 
methods that make them difficult to apply to reactor network synthesis problems. They 
can be highly sensitive to initialisation variables, in particular for non-linear problems and 
non-convex problems where multiple local optima exist, as the direction-based methods 
generally converge to the nearest local optimum. Convergence problems are also connnon 
with deterministic MINLP solvers and there aie limitations on the type of mathematical 
problems that can be handled, such as foimulations with discontinuous fluictions. There is 
also no guarantee of global optimality if the problem is non-convex, and global 
optimisation methods are yet to be applied successflilly to problems of connnon 
complexity in reactor network synthesis. Prominent stochastic optimisation methods offer 
greater potential for this type of problem and will be reviewed below.
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2.2.2 Stochastic Optimisation
As discussed above, the detemiinistic methods, though widely used, are highly sensitive to 
initialisation values and subject to convergence problems for large problems with highly 
non-lineai* equations and many variables (Marcoulaki, 1998). An alternative to these 
methods are stochastic optimisation approaches. Stochastic teclmiques are statistical 
methods using meta-heuristics to guide the search. The methods are experiencing a surge 
of interest and application for optimisation within the chemical engineering domain. 
Contrary to deteiministic direction-based methods, stochastic tools use a statistical random 
probabilistic approach to determine search directions. The entire search space can be 
explored, avoiding local optima that may be foimd with gradient-based methods. Different 
strategies for exploiting the whole space are the basis for alternative stochastic teclmiques. 
Unlike mathematical prograimning methods, the stochastic methods do not converge to a 
strict mathematical optimimi and specific termination criteria must be nominated. The 
most popular stochastic searches are Simulated Amiealing, Tabu Search and Genetic 
Algoritlnns (Pham & Karaboga, 2000) and these will be reviewed below.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated Amiealing (SA) (Kirlqpatrick et a l 1983, Aarts & van Laarhoven 1985) is an 
optimisation teclmique based on the slow cooling of metals to form a perfect lattice of 
metal molecules. It is based on the principle that it starts off diverse in a high energy state. 
A random move is made to the stmctme, and acceptance is based on probabilities, and 
allows uphill moves (in a minimisation problem) according to the Metropolis (1953) 
criteria. The temperature stays the same for the length of the Markov chain, after which it 
is reduced. As the temperature gets closer and closer to zero energy state, it has the effect 
of reducing the probability of worse solutions being accepted. Termination criteria can be 
simple such as total number of iterations or more intelligent, for example when standard 
deviations of recent objectives converge to within set criteria. Many studies have proven 
tins method to be robust for varied as well as complex applications. However, it has also 
been observed that due to the slow cooling approach, it can be computationally expensive 
and require excessive time frames to solve complex applications (Linke & Kokossis, 
2003b). Process systems applications include heat exchanger networks (Dolan et a l, 
1990), separation (Floquet et a l, 1994), flowsheet optimisation (Painton & Diwekar,
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1995), reactor network synthesis (Marcoulaki & Kokossis 1999, Cordero et a l 1997), and 
liquid-liquid extraction (Papadopoulos & Linke, 2004).
Tabu Search
Tabu Search (TS) (Glover 1989, 1990, 1993) is a stochastic method that derives from 
artificial intelligence techniques. A short-term memory in the fonn of a Tabu List is 
maintained to track which moves have recently been applied, hr order to avoid cycling in 
locally optimal points, moves that cause recent structures to be re-simulated are 
disallowed. These are in fact the reverse or opposite of the moves recently applied and the 
Tabu List is updated each iteration with the reverse move. Starting with an initial 
structure, a neighbourhood of new str uctures are trialled arrd acceptance criteria applied. If 
it is on the Tabu List, it is rejected imless aspiratiorr criteria are satisfied. Aspiration 
criteria allow the tabu list to be overridden if  either: the new solution is the best solution so 
far, or all neighbourhood solutions trialled are on the tabu list. The latter criterion ensures 
that a new structure is chosen each time. Termination criteria can include maximum 
number of iterations, or number of sequential iterations where the best objective is not 
improved. Few parameters are involved maldng implementation simple. Applications of 
TS have found it to be more efficient and substantially faster than SA (Wang et a l 1999, 
Linlce & Kokossis 2003 a). Some process engineering applications include batch plant 
process design (Wang et a l 1999, Cavin et a l 2004), heat exchanger networks (Lin & 
Miller, 2004) and reaction/separation systems (Linlce & Kokossis, 2003a).
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algoritlims (GA) (Holland, 1975) aie evolutionary stiategies based on 
observations from nature and Darwinian theory of natural selection. It involves 
populations of solutions evolving as the search progresses. Adults in the initial population 
combine to foim a new generation of childien with combined/randomly selected properties 
(chromosomes) of its parents. Features include crossover, mutation, and elitism, which 
allow for intensification and diversification. Termination criteria aie simply the number of 
iterations. Maintaining paiallel structures for the evolution o f whole populations is 
memory intensive and can make implementation of the algoritlnn complex (Linlce and 
Kokossis, 2003a). Many parameters reportedly make it difficult to control and it can also 
be slow to converge due to the absence of statistical termination criteria (Papadopoulos & 
Linlce, 2004). Some applications of genetic algorithms in process systems engineering
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include distillation (Fraga & Matias 1996, Fraga & Zilinskas 2003, Loboreiro & Acevedo 
2004), process design (Wang et a l, 2004), liquid-liquid extraction (Papadopoulos & Linke, 
2004), and reaction network optimisation (Majumdar & Mitra, 2004). Genetic algorithms 
have been applied to guide the learning process for neiu'al networks in data mining 
applications, although adding substantial computational overhead (Two Crows 
Corporation, 1999).
Tabu Search was selected as the stochastic search basis for this project as it appears to be 
well suited for customisation. Compared to other options, TS is fast and simple. 
Additionally, the neighbouihood of solutions is directly suited to trialling the set of moves 
suggested by applying acquired process systems knowledge.
2.3 Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
Knowledge discovery and data mining techniques have been developed over several 
decades to process and understand the massive amount of data that is increasingly 
collected in many different industiies. Their purpose is to find patterns and associations, 
and extract trends and information from large databases where relationships may be 
obscured or not immediately obvious. Knowledge discovery is defined as (Fayyad et a l, 
1996a):
“The non-trivial process o f identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and 
ultimately understandable patterns in data ”
Data mining is one of the steps to Imowledge discovery and is the “application of specific 
algoritlims for extracting patterns from data” (Fayyad et a l, 1996c). The roots of data 
mining lie in traditional statistics extended with ai tificial intelligence (AI) ideas of machine 
learning and pattern recognition, making the most of advanced computing power and 
allowing applications to multitudes of data. It provides an inductive approach to finding 
patterns using the data itself, in contrast to the traditional deductive methods of statistics 
where the user must suggest hypotheses of interaction and the functional fonn for tiial and 
iteration. Data mining tools are coimnonly used to build a model describing a set of 
tiaining data, then predicting the values of a large database.
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Typical applications relate to business objectives such as marketing, finance, fraud 
detection, manufacturing, telecommunications and internet agents (Fayyad et ah, 1996c). 
Scientific applications include astronomy, biology, physics, and remote sensing (Kamath, 
2001). Medical applications are also increasing, and the technique is being used for 
phaiinaceutical development, and constiuction of ecological models (Dzeroski et a l, 
1997). Recently, chemistry and chemical engineering applications that have been reported 
including the discovery of knowledge from chemical databases (Liang & Gan, 2001), 
reaction data mining to develop generic reaction knowledge base (Wang et a l, 2001), 
process operational data analysis and operational strategy development (Sebzalli & Wang, 
2001), and process modelling and optimisation applications (Nandi et a l, 2003).
Many different data mining techniques exist, including regression, neiu'al networks, 
decision trees, rule induction, K-nearest neighbom* and memory based reasoning, 
clustering and many more (Two Crows Coiporation, 1999). Some of the most popular are 
described below.
2.3.1 Regression
Regiession teclmiques derive from tiaditional statistics, where linear and polynomial 
regiession are used to fit lines and curves to data, often minimising the sum of the squares 
of the eiTors. Data mining applications include linear', nonlinear and logistic forms of 
regression, and can be single parameter or multivariate fimctions. Some methods include 
linear regression, polynomial regr'ession, radial basis fimctions, robust regression, 
regression trees, multilinear interpolation. Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines 
(MARS) and Generalised Additive Models (GAM) (Moore 2003, Two Crows Corporatiorr 
1999). These methods are used to produce a model of the data to forecast variables based 
on existing values. In general, regression techniques require the user to specify the 
functional form of the model to investigate.
2.3.2 Neural Networks
Nemal networks ar e a very effective and popular method for modelling large datasets with 
complex intenelationships and many predictor variables (Two Crows Corporation, 1999). 
They were originally developed to reflect the interactions between billions of neurons in
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the brain. As a data mining technique, they have several layers including an input layer, 
hidden layers and an output layer. The input layer contains the predictor variables and the 
output layer contains the response or target attributes. The hidden layer is made up of 
numerous nodes, each connected to each predictor variable and each response variable, or 
another hidden layer. Weighted combinations of each node are used to fit the data and can 
be very effective when large datasets are available to train the algoritlrm, although due to 
the large number of parameters, overfitting the data can be an issue. As the hidden layers 
represent effectively a black box approach, the relationsliip between input and output 
becomes difficult to interpret and masks any understanding of the imderlying process. 
Some applications of neural networks include investment analysis, signature analysis, 
process control, monitoring and marketing (Smith, 2001).
2.3.3 Classification Trees
Decision trees use a tree stmcture and a series of questions at each node to make a decision 
or solve a problem (Two Crows Corporation, 1999). A coimnon fonn of decision ti*ee is 
the classification tree, where attiibutes are split into different categories or classes. The 
classification tree is constmcted to predict what class a target attiibute will have, based on 
the values of predictor attributes. The tree has nodes, branches and leaves. At each node, 
a splitting criterion is developed based on minimising disorder (entropy) and achieving 
maximum infoimation gain. The method produces a visual map describing the entire 
variable space, enabling extraction of clear and ti'ansparent ti'ends relating one attribute to a 
number of others, and fiom which mles can be derived. Decision ti*ees can classify both 
categorical and continuous data and are usefi.il for indicating the most relevant fields for 
classification (Gamberger et ah, 2001). They ai*e less well suited to predicting a specific 
value of a continuous attribute, in which case a regression algoritlrm would be more 
appropriate.
2.3.4 K-Nearest Neighbour
K-nearest neighbour is a technique that classifies a point based on the most common class 
of its K neighbours. It requires tire calculation of distairces between the point of interest 
and other points in the dataset to locate the nearest neighborns. This becomes iirefficient if 
the dataset is large and alternative means for locatirrg the rrear'est neighbours are required.
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If the data is sparse, the neighbourhood will be large and if the data is dense, the 
neighbourhood will be small. As the method relies on distances between data points, the 
data must be transformed onto a normalised numeric scale, especially for categorical data. 
Different ways for calculating distances can be used, including the Euclidean distance, the 
Mahalanobis distance and the Hamming distance (Russell & Norvig, 2003). K-nearest 
neighbour is simple and easy to implement, but can be umeliable for high-dimensional data 
with many attributes (Russell & Noi*vig, 2003). Additionally, high memory demands 
reduce speed and this method can be slow (Two Crows Corporation, 1999).
2.3.5 Clustering
Clustering techniques aim to find structure in data that is othei*wise unloiown. They divide 
the data into different groups or clusters that are previously undefined. A cluster is defined 
as an “ordered list of objects which have some common characteristics” (Ali et al., 1998). 
Unlike classification trees, there is no tai'get attribute and the classes aie not predefined. 
The attiibutes used to group the data and the groups themselves aie unloiown until the 
clusters reveal them. The two principles behind clustering are that properties within a 
group will be similar, and dissimilai" to otlier groups. Depending on the technique applied, 
clusters can be exclusive where one data point belongs to only one cluster, or overlapping 
where it may belong to multiple clusters, or probabilistic where it may belong according to 
a certain degree of probability, or hierarchical in stmcture where there can be broad 
clusters consisting of more refined sub-clusters.
K-means clustering is one of the simplest and most common approaches, and involves 
predefining the number of clusters K (Gamberger et al., 2001). Each attribute represents a 
dimension and is transfomied to some nonnalised numeric scale. Distances fiom the 
origin are calculated for each attribute of each data point, and usually combined using the 
Euclidean distance formula, which is the square root of the simi of the squares of the 
distances. K centroids, representing the mean values of the distances of the cluster, are 
initially randomly nominated and each data point assigned to the closest centroid. A new 
centroid is calculated based on the members of the cluster, and if the coordinates are 
different to the previous centroid, the process is repeated. Only a few iterations are usually 
required for the process to converge.
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Clustering is usefril in finding natural groupings in data, and has found applications in 
pattern recognition, spatial data analysis, image processing, economic science, and web 
applications (Getoor, 2002). Transforming the variables can affect the results, and the 
niunber of clusters chosen (K) is an important parameter. Some techniques adjust the 
number of clusters automatically, aiming to get small intia-cluster distances and large 
inter-cluster distances. Clustering may require expert interpretation and some 
manipulation to find meaningful relationships within the data (Two Crows Corporation, 
1999).
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As mentioned above, engineering design involves making decisions regarding methods and 
configurations, and selecting numerous variables and parameters from many different 
options. Despite the ever-increasing capacity of computational power, a bmte force 
approach of trying all available combinations is infeasible, due to the sheer number of 
possible options and combinatorial explosion. Optimisation methods are employed to 
systematically find the best combination of independent variables that either maximise or 
minimise a specified objective, subject to a nmnber of constraints. Before we introduce the 
new paradigm of Knowledge Driven Optimisation, we will briefly review the evolution of 
optimisation methods.
The eai'liest foims of optimisation focused on mathematical principles requiring an 
optimum to have a zero gradient, and second order derivatives (Hessian’s) indicating 
direction, i.e. a maximum or minimum, or not an optimmn at all but instead a saddle point. 
Deterministic methods calculate gradients to determine the search direction. As analytical 
solutions were not always possible, particularly as problems became more complex, 
numerical techniques have been developed to calculate these quantities iteratively.
Discrete variables can be used to indicate the existence of structural design elements and 
are particularly usefril in superstructure optimisation. Common mathematical 
programming methods such as linear and non-linear programming, had to be expanded to 
allow for non-continuous variables, and mixed integer progiannning was born. Complex 
engineering superstructures usually involve non-lineai* formulations, hence Mixed Integer 
Non-Linear Prograrmning (MINLP) is the most common method applied to such problems.
Methods to solve these include Branch and Bound (Beale 1977, Gupta 1980), Generalised 
Benders Decomposition (Benders 1962, Geoffrion 1972), Outer Approximation / Equality 
Relaxation (Dmari & Grossman 1986, Kocis & Grossman 1987), Generalised Disjunctive 
Programming (Raman & Grossman, 1994), and Global Deterministic Optimisation 
(Andi'oulalds et al., 1995). The MINLP problern is generally divided into two sub­
problems, one solving an MILP while the other solves an NLP. Wliere the problem is non-
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convex, the global optimum camiot be guaranteed. A major problem with local 
optimisation techniques is that the design engineer does not have confidence that the 
solution cannot significantly be improved. A process engineering design application was 
recently published by Wang and Achenie (2002) who determine only locally optimal 
results to the complex problem of solvent design for extractive fermentation. Other 
problems experienced with deterministic optimisation methods include sensitivity to 
initialisation values as well as convergence problems, particularly for highly non-linear 
applications.
Realising the shortcomings of the deterministic optimisation methods, alternative 
optimisation methods have been developed. Stochastic optimisation is based on 
probabilities and random selection of move directions. The entire search space is explored 
using a statistical sampling approach, with various teclmiques employing different ways to 
diversify or intensify the search and encomage convergence. Stochastic methods are well 
suited to superstructure optimisation as both continuous and discrete variables can be 
optimised simultaneously.
Stochastic methods have proven to be reliable and robust for a riimiber of process systems 
engineering applications (see e.g. Marcoulaki & Kokossis 1999, Wang et al. 1999, Linlce 
& Kokossis 2003a). Similar to deterministic optimisation for non-linear problems, global 
optimality carmot be guaranteed but sufficient function evaluatiorrs and multiple stochastic 
experiments lead to confidence in the solution quality. The main disadvantage is that the 
random approach to selecting move directions can lead to long computational times and 
excessive computational times may render some applications infeasible.
This thesis introduces a new optimisation paradigm: Knowledge Driven Optirnisatiorr. 
This is a concept that has been developed to exploit the benefits of stochastic optimisation 
while utilising Imowledge derived from the process model to guide the optimal search. 
The main aim is to reduce the cornprrtational times and to enhance robustness by 
encouraging the search towards identified regions of promising performance, while gaining 
an imderstanding of the principles driving the optimal results.
The general concept of knowledge driven optimisation is to analyse the process model to 
find the driving features which influence the system performance. The first major step is
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to define and to gain familiarity with the process model. This involves defining the 
objectives and identifying the decision and perfonnance control variables. The second 
major step involves knowledge discovery. Data mining tools are used to discover hidden 
knowledge about the intenelationships between performance control and decision 
variables based on the process model. High performance regions are uncovered and 
translated into rules for decision vaiiahles, which can then be used to guide the 
optimisation search by suggesting move directions. Rules describe regions of high 
performance, therefore rule violations occur in undesirable spaces. Rule violations can be 
used to suggest a search direction that would encourage the system to move into a region 
of high performance. The third major step involves customising the stochastic 
optimisation search by selecting moves that are suggested from the rule violations. Figure
3-1 shows the overall conceptual approach of Knowledge Driven Optimisation.
1. Process Definition and Understanding
Define process systems, specify objectives 
Select process model
Define design decisions and decision variables
Identify performance control variables that influence objectives
Investigate relationship between decision and performance 
control variables
2. Knowledge Discovery and Rule Formulation
Establish dependencies between performance control and 
decision variables through data mining
Identify high performance search spaces
Formulate rules defining high performance regions J
A 3. Knowledge Driven Optimisation and Synthesis
• Translate rule violations into move directions
• Introduce rules to customised stochastic optimisation scheme
V
Figure 3-1 Knowledge Driven Optimisation schematic
J
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To apply and illustrate the concept of Knowledge Driven Optimisation, tins thesis presents 
the development and application of Knowledge Driven Reactor Network Synthesis. The 
following chapter outlines the methodology in detail.
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Reactor network synthesis aims to find the best mixing and feeding strategies to achieve 
optimal reactor network performance. The literature describes various different techniques 
that exist, from giaphical approaches such as Attainable Region to superstructure-based 
optimisation using both deteiministic (gradient-based) and stochastic (probabilistic and 
random) methods, as suimnarised in Chapter 2. Complex reactor network applications, 
consisting of many components and highly non-lineai* reaction kinetics, tend to face 
problems using current methods. Dimensionality limitations, initialisation problems, 
convergence difficulties and excessive computational times are some of the shortcomings.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Knowledge Driven Optimisation aims to overcome problems 
such as these by combining the robust stochastic teclmiques with knowledge derived from 
the process system to guide the search. Applied to reactor network synthesis, the proposed 
approach focuses on the features that define inteiTelationships between reactions, and how 
these features can be influenced by manipulating the continuous and discrete design 
decision variables, such as reactor volumes, existence of units, mixing patterns and 
connectivities.
Following the general Knowledge Driven Optimisation concept presented in the previous 
chapter, the first step involves defining the process and faniiliaiising with the kinetic model 
tlnough reaction pathway analysis. Knowledge can then be extracted from the process 
model using data mining tools and rules formulated to represent promising perfoimance 
regions. Finally, the mles can be translated into move directions and used to guide the 
optimisation search. These thr ee steps are described in detail in the following sections:
1. Reaction Pathway Analysis'. Serial and parallel pathways are identified and rate 
indicators defined.
2. Data Mining and Rule Development'. Data mining tools are used to assess trends within 
kinetic data and mles are developed to describe the uncovered relationships from 
reaction pathway analysis and data mining.
3. Knowledge Driven Optimisation and Synthesis: Rules are used to guide the 
optimisation search towards promising regions of performance.
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To illustrate the methodology, the Van de Vusse reaction system will be used throughout 
this chapter and is defined by the following reactions (Marcoulaki & Kokossis 1999, 
Kokossis & Floudas 1990, Schweiger & Floudas 1999):
A — ri = kiCA ki=10.0s'^
B —^  C r*2 = 1(2CB k2 = 1.0 s'*
2 A ^ - ^ D  1*3 = IcbCa^  1(3 = 0.5 L mol'^s'^
where B is the desired product. The feed flow rate is lOOL/s and contains pure A. Two 
cases are observed -  Case A has a feed concentration of A of O.58mol/L, while Case B is 
5.8rnol/L. The objective is to maximise the outlet concentration of component B.
4 .1 Reaction Pathway Analysis
Generally, complex reaction systems with multiple reactions consist of combinations of 
serial and parallel reactions. The rates of the different reactions depend on the component 
concentrations, which in tmii ar e influenced by the choice of reactor mixing patterns, e.g. 
well mixed or plug-flow reaction zones. Combinations of different mixing patterns may be 
required to control optimal progress along the reaction paths towards the desired products. 
Different reactor types and network structures are required to attain optimal performance 
for different pathways (Levenspiel, 1999).
As an example, consider the reactions shown in Figure 4-1. hr the first (parallel) case, 
there are two reactions which compete to use reactant A. The desired product is 
component B. To maximise production of component B over component C, we wish to 
maximise the rate of reaction 1 whilst minimising reaction rate 2. For polynomial kinetics, 
large concentrations favour reactions of higher order, while small concentrations favour 
lower order reactions. Therefore, if reaction 1 is of higher order than reaction 2, the 
concentration of component A should be high. This can be achieved by restiicting mixing 
with a plug flow reactor (PFR). Alternatively, if  reaction 1 is of lower order than reaction 
2, the concentiation of component A should be low, and this is achieved with a well-mixed 
scheme, such as a continuously stiired tanlc reactor (CSTR) or recycle reactor. If both 
reactions are of the same order, the selectivity will be independent of the concentiation of 
component A.
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1) Parallel II) Serial ill) Combined
A ->  B A ^  B A -^  B
A - > C B - ^ C B ^ C
A - ^ D
Figure 4-1 Parallel, serial and combined reactions
Now consider the second reaction in Figine 4-1. This serial arrangement uses component 
A to generate the desired product B, which then reacts on further to produce component C. 
The aim in this case is to maximise reaction 1 while minimising reaction 2. The kinetics of 
reaction 1 are usually independent o f the concentration of B and a high concenti ation of 
component A will maximise production of B, i.e. minimal mixing. The kinetics of reaction 
2 will depend on the concentration of component B, and as B increases so too will this 
reaction rate. To maximise the concentiation of B and at the same time minimise the 
production of component C, a plug flow reactor (PFR) can be used to the control the extent 
and cut off the reactions before too much o f component B is consumed.
The third example in Figure 4-1 shows a combined reaction network with both serial and 
parallel reactions. In this case, the serial path would dictate the use of a PFR while the 
parallel pathway might suggest a CSTR. A combination of mixing patterns may offer the 
best solution, such as a CSTR followed by a PFR.
Reaction pathway analysis is performed to gain a preliminary understanding of how the 
system may behave as defined by the serial and parallel pathways. It highlights the key 
features requiring further investigation dming the data mining step, and involves reaction 
network representation, rate indicator definition and concentration profile plots.
Reaction pathway analysis constmcts a network of reaction pathways to identify serial and 
parallel reactions. Rate indicators are defined to reveal the preferred reaction network 
pathways based on the combination of concentiation and temperature values, hidicators 
chart the progiess of the reactions and highlight when undesirable sections or pathways are 
followed. Improvements can then be suggested in the direction of desirable regions.
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4.1.1 Reaction Network Representation
As mixing strategies depend on whether serial and/or parallel pathways exist, there is a 
strong need to have a clear picture of these pathways and the location of feeds and products 
within the network so that mixing options can be suggested.
The reaction network is initially represented in the foim of stoichiometric and coimectivity 
matrices. In order to derive a clear problem representation, the components of the system 
aie designated into the following classes:
• reactants', components that are present in the feed and react to fonn other components,
• intermediates', components that are generated during the reaction process but also 
consumed in subsequent reactions,
• by-products', generated components that are undesirable or unwanted and may compete 
with the production of the desired product,
• end-products', components that are produced and do not react on further.
The desired products could be end-products or intemiediates. Reactions aie classified as:
• desirable', where product is produced,
• undesirable: where product is consumed or unwanted competitive by-product 
produced,
• neutral: where one product may be consumed to produce another desired product.
A reaction network diagram can then be constmcted to claiify the reaction sequence and 
identify reaction pathways that may be significant for reaction network synthesis. 
Components are represented as nodes, which aie linlced together by reactions as branches. 
Starting with components present in the initial feed, the network diagiam is constmcted 
from the kinetic model, considering one reaction at a time. Reactions are added in the 
order in which they could occur based on the presence of reactants, and finishing with the 
end-products. The completed reaction network diagram allows a cleai* interpretation of the 
serial and parallel pathways, which ultimately detennine the optimal structure of the 
reactor network.
For the Van de Vusse example, component A is a reactant, component B is an inteimediate 
and also the desired product, component D is an undesirable by-product and component C
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Feed pure A 
A--> B 
B -^ C 
2A ^  D
A 2 .
x3
3. A 1  ^ > B
' • ' . 3
?
D
c
KEY Desired product — >  Desirable reaction ■ - >  Undesirable reaction
Figure 4-2 Reaction network diagram development for the Van de Vusse example
is an undesirable end-product. Reaction 1 is the only desirable reaction, while both 
reactions 2 and 3 aie undesirable as they use reactant to produce undesirable by-product 
and consume intermediate desired product to produce an undesirable end-product. Figure
4-2 shows the reaction network diagram for the Van de Vusse example, containing both 
serial (A to B to C) and parallel (A to B and A to D) pathways.
4.1.2 Rate Indicators
hiitial attempts to develop the rule-based approach focused on reaction rates, and mles 
were constmcted in order to maximise desirable reaction rates and minimise undesirable 
ones. One or more mles could be generated for each reaction, describing the desired 
concentiations for the reactants involved. This however lead to conflicts as one rule would 
require maximising the concentration of a certain component while another would require 
minimising it, particularly for the case of competing parallel reactions where selectivity is 
important. For example, in the Van de Vusse example, maximising the rate of reaction 1 
requires high concenti ations of component A, while minimising undesirable reaction rate 3 
requires the opposite. Incoiporating conflicting mles within the optimisation search 
proved to be ineffective as the seai'ch would become dominated by these conflicts, and one 
of the conflicting mles would have to be removed. There was obviously a need to derive a 
method that would eliminate the direct conflicts whilst representing both the desirable and 
imdesirable reaction rates. This lead to the idea of rate indicators, wliich aie ratios of 
reaction rates.
Serial and parallel pathways, combined with reaction rates, define the optimal stmcture of 
a pai'ticulai' system. An effective way of exploiting these relationships is to define
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indicators that reflect the dominance of one reaction over other reactions. This gives an 
indication of where the reaction activity is focused within the reaction network. The 
indicators chart the progress of the reactions and highlight when undesirable sections or 
pathways are followed.
High perfoimance for paiallel reactions is achieved by maximising the rates of reactions 
leading to the desired product whilst minimising competing reactions which consume 
reactant to generate imwanted by-products. A selectivity indicator is defined as the sum of 
all reaction rates from a particular reactant producing the desired product, divided by the 
sum of all competing reaction rates from that reactant producing undesired by-products:
  (4-1)
2-1 ^u,ic u
where: %  is the selectivity, or parallel indicator for reacting component ic,
Vd,ic are the reaction rates of desirable reactions d of reacting component ic, 
rujc are the reaction rates of undesirable reactions u of reacting component ic.
Serial reactions involving an inteimediate product need to be terminated at the optimal 
point where maximum intermediate exists. If production of the inteimediate is gieater than 
consumption, the total quantity is increasing and teimination would be prematuie. Once 
consumption exceeds generation, the total quantity of intermediate will start to decrease, 
and the optimal point is passed. It is therefore necessary to represent the cut-off point at 
which these two rates are equal, the serial or extent indicator. The extent indicator of a 
component is defined as the sum of all reaction rates in which it is generated divided by the 
smn of all reaction rates in which it is consumed. If there is more than one desired product, 
a weighting for each product is introduced. The weighting could be related to the relative 
value of the product or the required production rate. The extent indicator is defined as the 
weighted sum of all reaction rates thiough which either can be generated, divided by the 
sum of all reaction rates where either is consumed:
E I = ^ --------- (4-2)
i^p^ u.ip
u,ip
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where: EI=  extent, or serial indicator,
d^.ip -  reaction rates of desirable reactions d producing product ip, 
f'li.ip = reaction rates of undesirable reactions u consuming product ip,
Wip = weighting for each product.
To illustrate the rate indicator concept, consider the Van de Vusse example. The objective 
is to maximise the concentration of the desired product B. This involves maximising 
reaction rate 1 and minimising the rates of reactions 2 and 3. Elementaiy kinetics, where 
reactions rates are proportional to concentrations of reactants raised to the power of the 
stoichiometric coefficients, dictates that to luaximise reaction 1, the concentration of 
component A must be maximised. This conflicts with the simultaneous desire to minimise 
reaction rate 3 and therefore the concentration of A. Additionally, to keep reaction rate 2 
low, the concentration of B must be low. This however is in conflict with the overall 
objective to maximise the concentration of B. Rate indicators are defined to overcome 
this. A parallel rate indicator is defined as r/ / and a serial rate indicator is equal to rj / 
f'2 . This way, conflicts are accounted for within the formulation and the appropriate focus 
can be applied to the desired outcome (maximise B).
Complex reaction networks, involving many reactions that may indirectly produce or 
consume the desired product but are a few steps removed, are described using local and 
regional indicators. Local indicators combine those reactions that are immediately relevant 
to the desired product, in other words adjacent or directly competing reactions. They 
describe the direct effects on the product, but do not provide the whole picture for the 
entire network. Regional indicators are also necessary to describe other parts of the 
network that do not directly produce or consume the product but still contiibute to the 
overall perfonnance of the reaction network. Consider the network shown in Figure 4-3.
Feed pure A 
E
A B 
A -^  D 
E -^  B
B -^  C
 Undesirable reaction
Desired product
Desirable reaction
KEY
Figure 4-3 Regional rate indicator example
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Although it may appear that reaction 2 may be the most desirable path to produce B as it is 
the simplest involving only one step, it could be slow and should not be assumed to be the 
best option. Instead, the other reactions must be considered also. In this example, the local 
serial indicator would be + T4  + rs) / rg, as these reactions directly produce or consume 
the desired product B. However as reactions 1 and 3 will detennine the production rate of 
components E and D, and hence the speed of reactions 4 and 5, it is necessary to include 
indicators or rules for these also that encourage r/ and n .
4.1.3 Concentration Profiles
To gain familiarity with the kinetic model, simulations are performed for different sized 
single ideal continuous-stUTed tanlc reactors (CSTRs) and plug flow reactors (PFRs) based 
on the kinetic model. Concentiation profiles are plotted and concentration ranges can be 
obseiwed. Rate indicators are also plotted, allowing preliminary analysis of any apparent 
relationships between concentrations and rate indicators. As the profiles only represent 
two (single CSTR or PFR) of many structural options, this provides only a preliminary 
indication of the types of relationships that may exist. The initial form of rules can be 
postulated for further analysis in data mining.
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Figure 4-4 Concentration profiles for Van de Vusse example
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Figure 4-4 shows concentration profiles for Van de Vusse Case A (VdVA). It is clear that 
the PFR gives better results than the CSTR, as the concentration of B is peaking above 0.4 
mol/L compared with 0.33 mol/L for the CSTR. Visual analysis shows the optimum 
appears to occur at concentiations of A less than 0.1 mol/L and concentrations of C less 
than 0.14 mol/L. For both reactor types, the concentration of C should never be allowed to 
exceed that of B, which malces sense conceptually as C is produced from B and tins would 
obviously indicate the reaction had proceeded too far. From the rate indicator plot, it can 
be seen for the PFR that the optimum occurs as the extent (or serial) indicator ry/r? is 
approximately one, which agiees with the previous explanation of rate indicators. The 
CSTR plot shows that for mixed flow, this rate indicator is greater than unity, around 5.
4.2 Data Mining and Ruie Deveiopment
The previous section focused on understanding and describing the reaction network and 
pathways. To develop rules for application within the optimal search, quantitative 
relationships need to be uncovered between the rate indicators and objective values, and 
between component concentiations and temperatures, and rate indicators. The underlying 
trends describing intenelationships between serial and paiallel reactions and their effect on 
the overall objectives may not be immediately obvious in complex systems and tools are 
required to extract these trends. Data mining techniques are used to assess kinetic data and 
extract hidden trends that may be difficult to see with simple analysis. Data mining helps 
to reveal promising regions of perfoimance control variables (component concentrations, 
temperatures) for which rate indicators show good performance. This allows the 
development of optimal design mles to represent the dominant design trends that lead to 
good system performance and avoid regions of poor performance.
Data mining is usually conducted on existing data. However in this application, data is 
generated specifically for data mining. This removes most of the data preparation stage as 
there are no outliers, or incorrect or missing data.
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4.2.1 Data Generation
Experimental kinetic data can be utilised for the data mining process, however as the 
optimisation search uses kinetic models that describe the process, these same models are 
utilised here to generate synthetic data. This also overcomes the difficulties commonly 
faced with real data such as outliers and incorrect or missing data. It may also allow for 
additional combinations of concentiations beyond the scope of the experimental 
investigations. However, this must be done with caution, as the kinetic model may only be 
valid at the experimental conditions, and data feasibility is not guaranteed.
A synthetic database of records containing reaction rate data is generated based on 
different combinations of concentrations of each component. The database consists of 
concentration and temperature data, reaction rates calculated fiom these concentiations and 
reaction rate indicators for serial and parallel pathways. Concentiation ranges are 
estimated from concentration profiles of single ideal reactors, adjusted to consider 
concentrations attainable by combinations of multiple reactors. Caie must be taken when 
selecting the distribution and number of data points, as the database must be representative 
of the problem space yet remain a workable size to allow rapid generation and analysis. 
Mass and split fiaction balances are incoiporated as a constiaint to promote feasible data 
combinations.
Other relevant objectives are added at this stage where possible. It is important to note 
here that objectives which rely on the optimisation variables such as reactor volume size or 
residence time, can not be included at this stage as the data purely represents 
concentrations and reactions rates that may be possible at some arbitrary point in time. 
This is another reason rate indicators are used to allow the linlc between time- or size- 
dependent objectives and the concentrations.
4.2.2 Data Observation and Analysis
Once the data is generated, it is useful to plot it and observe any immediate trends. This 
also allows a visual check that the data was coiTect.
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4.2.3 Data Mining
Knowledge discovery and data mining are used to reveal associations and to extract trends 
and information from large databases where relationships may be obscured or not 
immediately obvious. Mairy different data mining teclmiques exist, including regression, 
neui’al networks, decision tiees, laile induction, K-nearest neighbour and memory based 
reasoning, clustering and many more (Two Crows Coiporation, 1999). A detailed 
comparison of their key features and differences is contained in Chapter 2. For this work, 
the aim of the data mining exercise is to identify relationships between inputs and outputs, 
therefore decision trees, also called classification trees, appeared ideally suited to the 
problem under consideration. The method produces a visual map describing the entire 
valuable space, enabling extinction of cleai* and transparent trends relating one attribute to a 
number of others.
The classification trees are prepared from kinetic data, identifying the most relevant 
components and associated concentration levels leading to high or low reaction rates and 
rate indicators for key pathways, and the effect these have on the set objectives. 
Classification trees aie constmcted by first selecting the target attribute and then selecting 
predictor attiûbutes that could influence the target attiibute. hi this application, the target 
attiibutes are rate indicators, and the predictor attributes are generally the performance 
control variables: the component concentrations and temperatmes. To handle the 
numerical data, each attiibute is ‘classified’ into a series of ranges. A classification tree is 
then constmcted according to disorder foimula, where the aim is to minimise the disorder 
at each node split and create the simplest tiee structure (Clinical Decision Making Group 
1998, Kumar & Joshi 2000):
disorder = V  ! —  | x 
6
where b = branch 
c = class
Z -
nbe xlog. nhe
\  /
(4-3)
ni) = number of samples in branch b
Ht = total number of samples in all branches
njjc = total number of samples in branch b of class c
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The classification tree represents the cleanest split of the most relevant attributes leading to 
certain ranges of the target attribute and consists of nodes, branches and leaves. Decision 
nodes comprise a collection of data that are split into branches to form subsequent smaller 
nodes. Final nodes with no branches are called leaves. A binary tree has two branches 
from each node. Each node has a splitting criterion in the form of data ranges. A typical 
splitting criterion would be C,c < L, where C,c is the concentration of component ic, and L 
is a numerical value that produces the lowest disorder in the subsequent nodes. If the 
criterion holds true, the upper branch of the classification tree is followed, otherwise the 
lower branch applies. A simple trend has few nodes and branches and can show a clear 
relationship between a particular component and the indicator or rate in question, for 
example to increase the rate of reaction r, increase the concentration of reactant ic.
Figure 4-5 illustrates a simple classification tree. For this Van de Vusse example, the 
target attribute is the parallel selectivity indicator, r/ / rj, and the predictor variables are the 
component concentrations. Each node shows the splitting criterion at the top, followed by 
the number of records contained within the node. The ‘classes’ show the ranges of the 
target attribute (selectivity indicator), the number present, and the relative percentage. The 
shaded boxes contain different colours for each target attribute ‘class’, and provide a clear 
visual pattern of the results. In this case, the trend is clear: the concentration of A is the 
dominant influence and minimising this (less than or equal to 0.46 moFL) gives the highest 
selectivity indicator. This demonstrates that the indicator ratio is inversely proportional to 
the concentration of A since rj is first order in A and rj is second order.
CA_oul <“ 1.31
331 records
[9.85,14.94]: 69 20.85%
[44 63,103.45]: 55 16 62%
[4.60,9.85]: 75 22.66%
[22 99,43.10]: 62 18.73%
[15.17,22.99]: 70 21.15%
CA_ol4 0.86
187 records
[44.83,103.45]: 55 29.41%
[22.99,43.10]: 62 3316%
[15.17,22.99]: 70 37.43%
CA_oul « 0.46
117 records
[44.83,103.45]: 55 47.01%
[22.99,43.10]: 62 52.99%
55 records
[44.83,103.45}: 55 100.00%
70 records
[15.17.22.99]: 70 100.00%
62 records
[22.99,43.10]: 62 1 00.00%
CA_out < -2  02
144 records
[9.85,14.94]: 69 47.92%
[4.60,9.85]: 75 52.08%
69 records 
[9.85,14 94]: 69 100.00%
75 records
[4.60,9.85]: 75 100.00%
Figure 4-5 Simple classification tree for Van de Vusse example, target attribute r,/rj
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A more complex trend would have many nodes and branches, indicating the combinations 
of concentrations of different components that lead to more desirable regions within the 
space.
4.2.4 Rule Formulation
Data mining results are used to formulate rules to guide the optimisation search process. If 
rules derived from the system kinetics could be developed to lead towards promising 
regions, a more efficient search could be undertaken compared with a random approach.
Following the data mining step, mles are formulated based on a specific objective to relate 
component concentrations and temperatures to rate indicators, rate indicators to objectives, 
and component concentrations and temperatures to objectives. The data mining results 
reveal important concentration and temperature ranges and set initial bounds for the mles.
Different mles are derived for each serial and parallel pathway identified in the reaction 
network diagi am. These may apply at different stages of the process or at the same time. 
Rules describing parallel sequences usually relate to minimising the formation of by­
product. This may occur at any stage of the process. Rules aimed at controlling serial 
behaviom often aim to maximise the amount of an intermediate. This usually requires 
cutting off the reaction, and hence the mles ar e applied at the final reactor outlet.
Parallel mles are required for competing reactions, and selectivity-type indicators are used 
to develop them. Maximising selectivity is usually a good approach, although this depends 
on the specific example. As suggested in the literature (Levenspiel, 1999), parallel 
reactions are controlled through concentr ation, so it is not surprising that derived rules for 
parallel pathways usually relate to concentration values. A lower limit on a selectivity 
indicator can also be set.
Where serial reactions exist, and the desired product is an intermediate, a number of 
generic mles can be postulated. These mainly relate to extent-type rate indicators, or 
generation over consumption. Where an intermediate product is desired, the maximum 
yield occurs when the rate of production equals the rate of consimiption. This translates to 
a serial indicator value of imity. This can only occiu' in ideal plug flow behaviour. For
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mixed systems, such as a CSTR, the serial indicator value is greater than one at maximum 
yield. The more mixing is present in a stmctiue, the fuither from unity the indicator will 
be. As is discussed later, the PFR reactor is approximated as a cascade of sub-CSTRs in 
this methodology. So even for a PFR, the desired value for the serial indicator will be 
slightly greater than one. To allow for this within the rule list, both an upper (greater than 
1.0) and lower (1,0) bound on the indicator are included. Concentration limits for key 
components giving the appropriate indicator range can also be obtained fr om data mining 
and applied as rules.
For illustr ation, again consider the Van de Vusse example. Control of the parallel pathway 
in the first segment may be achieved by:
□ Maximising the selectivity indicator, ri / 7*j, adopting a lower limit derived from data 
mining
■ Rule: If r i f  rs<  then select direction a  and adopt moves that lead that way.
□ Adopting an upper limit on the concentration of A in the initial stages of the reaction to
encourage the first order reaction producing B over the competing second order 
reaction producing D, which is favoured at higher concentrations
■ Rule: If Ca > X, then select direction p and move appropriately.
A sample of ways to contr ol the serial pathway include:
□ Limiting the serial rate indicator, ri I to within a set range
■ Rule: I f r j !  V2<1, then move in direction a,
■ Rule: If ri I T2 > X^ then move in direction p.
□ Ensuring the concentration of end-product C never exceeds the concentration of 
intermediate desired product B
■ Rule: If Cc > Cg, then move in direction a.
Other mles are developed similarly. As the different cases involve different 
concentrations, the rule development process must be carried out for each Case. Table 4-1 
shows the rules developed for Case A. Case B involves a higher concentration of initial 
reactant. Table 4-2 shows the rules for Case B. Move categories and directions are 
explained below in Section 4.3.3.
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Table 4-1 Van de Vusse Case A rule summary
No. Location
(reactor)'
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category^
1 1 CA>X 0.58 1
2 n Cb = X, Cc = X 0.00 1
3 n Cb = X, Cc > X 0.00 2
4 n Cc > X * C b 1.00 2
5 n I'l/ T2<X 1.00 2
6 11 r, / 12 > X 1.07 1
7 n CA>X 0.126 1
8 n Cb < X; Cc < X 0.084 1
9 n Cb < X, Cc ^ X 0.084 2
‘nth reactor represents tire last active reactor 
^move category 1: increase, move category 2: decrease
Table 4-2 Van de Vusse Case B rule summary
No Location
(reactor)'
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category^
1 1 CA>X 2.60 1
2 n Cb — X, Cc — X 0.00 1
3 n Cb — X, Cc ^ X 0.00 2
4 n Cc > X * C b 1.00 2
5 n ri / T2 < X 1.00 2
6 n I’l / r2 > X 1.10 1
7 11 CA>X 1.26 1
8 n Cb < X , C c< X 0.84 1
9 n Cb<X,  Cc > X 0.84 2
'nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1: increase, move category 2: decrease
These mles represent the trends that allow the system to operate in a near optimal state.
For example, Table 4-2 suggests that to encomage optimal conditions, the initial
concentration of A should be kept below a certain level, in other words diluted, to
minimise D formation. This suggests a mixed reactor would be suitable initially. The
remaining mles refer• to the final active reactor and suggest that at the exit, the
concentration of C should always be below B, the rate of reaction 2 should never exceed
that of reaction 1, the concentration of A should be below a set level to ensiue sufficient
conversion, and the concentration of B should be above a certain level, provided C is not.
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The rules derived from data mining analysis are implemented within the optimisation 
fi'amework in the fonn of upper or lower bounds on component concentrations and rate 
indicators. The rules describe what to do when outside desired ranges. The limits can be 
tuned to further improve search efficiency.
4,3 Optimisation and Synthesis
The design rules are implemented to guide the optimal seaich of the reactor network 
superstmcture. The customised optimisation algorithm featui*es rule-based move selection 
to guide optimisation towards the most promising spaces, achieving more effective 
loiowledge-based decision making than can be realised by a random stochastic search 
alone.
The proposed framework consists of superstiuctuie optimisation using Tabu Search 
emiched by rules that are applied during the optimisation search to assess the confonnance 
of a particular design as well as to identify appropriate search directions and to select 
moves. Figure 4-6 illustrates the overall procedure with a flowchart.
Initial solution
NOViolated rules?
YES,
Select appropriate move direction Select moves randomly
Generate new neighbourhood solutions and simulate
Select best new solution NO
YES NOBest SO far? All Tabu?Tabu?
NO YES YES
NO
Termination criteria met?
YE!
Final solution
Figure 4-6 Knowledge driven rule-based enhanced Tabu Search
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4.3.1 Superstructure representation
The superstructui'e representation consists of all possible combinations of reactor units, as 
shown in Figure 4-7. Reactor types are modelled as ideal continuous stirred tank reactors 
(CSTR), plug flow reactors (PFR) and distributed side stream reactors (DSSR), illustrated 
in Figure 4-8. Plug flow behaviour is approximated as a cascade of equal volume sub- 
CSTRs (Kokossis & Floudas, 1990), shown in Figure 4-9. During optimisation there is 
always one reactor in existence, and active reactors feature sequential connections with a 
minimum flow from the previous reactor. This maintains the expected sequential structure 
and allows optimisation results to remain simple and interprétable. The representation 
implementation for stochastic search algorithms is described in detail by Mehta (1998).
Reactor 4Reactor 3Reactor 2Reactor 1
feed A A  A
bypass
streams
A A" y  V Vn
recycle
streams
.Ÿ Ÿ Ÿ Ÿ  j
product
Figure 4-7 Superstructure representation
CSTR
PFR
DSSR
Figure 4-8 Reactor representation / options
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Figure 4-9 PFR representation as cascade of serial sub-CSTRs
Mathematical balances are formulated to describe the superstructure, based on standard 
law of conservation of mass: in -  out = accumulation. Steady state assumptions allow the 
accumulation term to be set to zero, and in molar tenns the balance becomes: 
in + generated = out. Balances are performed over each reactor unit i for each component 
ic as follows:
" r + l
j= 0  ir=[ j= [
(4-4)
where Fi^ ic = molar flowrate of component ic from reactor unit i,
S i j  = split fr action of flow coming from reactor unit i going to reactor unit J ,
Vi = volume of reactor i,
Virjc = amount of component ic generated in reaction ir, see below,
ic = component,
i = current reactor unit,
j  = other connected reactor units,
ir = reaction,
n,. = number of active reactor imits, 
n,^ „ = number of reactions.
The generation tenn is made up of the smn of reaction rates. The individual reaction rates 
are example specific, but depend on rate equations and stoichiometiy. As an example, rate 
equations for elementary reactions ir for component ic are expressed as follows:
h',ic  -  ^ irJcK r  1 1  Q cc  icc=\
(4-5)
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where Sirjc = stoichiomehic coefficient for component ic in reaction ir, 
kir = reaction ir rate constant for isothermal cases,
Qcc = concentration of component icc, 
ctivjcc = concentration power of component icc for reaction ir, 
ic = component, 
ir -  reaction, 
icc = each component,
«C = number of components.
The balance equations are solved using the NEQLU routine developed by Chen and 
Stadtherr (1981), which is based on a modification of Powell’s dogleg method.
4.3.2 Optimisation algorithm
The superstructures are optimised using Tabu Search (Glover 1989, 1990, 1993) enriched 
with the optimal design rules to guide the search decisions. Tabu Search was chosen for its |
advantages over other stochastic optimisation algorithms, such as Simulated Annealing 
(Kirkpatrick et al. 1983, Aarts & van Laarhoven 1985) or Genetic Algorithms (Holland,
1975), as described in Chapter 2. It allows a set of new candidate solutions to be generated 
and assessed during the same iteration, which agrees well with the need to suggest a set of ,
moves based on rule violations. Simulated Annealing, by contrast, is a single point search 1
aird only corrsiders one new solution at a time. Genetic algorithms have many parameters 
and are difficult to control. Tabu Search lends itself most effectively to the customised 
optimisation sear ch approach that forms the basis of the guided search. Previous research 
has fourrd Tabu Search to be more efficient than Simulated Aruiealing (Linlce & Kokossis,
2003) for the type of problem rmder consideration. Key features of Tabu Search include 
the Tabu List (TL), or a memory of recent moves that are forbidden for a rrumber of 
subsequent moves, and the neighbourhood size (NH), which refers to the number of new 
structures to generate at each iteration.
Objective function
The optimisation problem is formulated to maximise a set objective, commonly 
concentration of desired product, subject to a set of constraints that include the 
superstmcture mass and energy balances around each unit and sub-unit:
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Maximise f(x) 
s.t. g(x) < 0
h(x) -  0
X > 0
(4-6)
where f(x) = objective function (e.g. concentration of component ic),
X = process variables, 
g(x) = inequality constr aints,
h(x) = equality constr aints (mass and energy balances).
4.3.3 Rule Violations and Move Selection
The optimisation process uses rules to guide the search (Figure 4-6). Once an initial 
structure is simulated, it is assessed for rule conformance. If a rule is violated, the 
appropriate move direction is selected to guide the reactor design towards rule 
conformance. Each move direction is associated with a number of different moves, and 
these malce up the neighboiuhood of solutions to simulate. Move options include adding 
or deleting a reactor, changing the reactor type, increasing or decreasing the reactor 
volumes, adding or deleting recycles or bypasses, moving recycle or bypass locations, and 
increasing or decreasing the recycle or bypass flows. Table 4-3 outlines the moves 
included in each move category.
Table 4-3 Moves and move categories
Move
ID
Move Description Move
Category
Move
ID
Move Description Move
Category
1-3 Add reactor 1 18-20 Increase recycle ratio 1
4 Delete reactor 2 21-23 Decrease recycle ratio 2
5-7 Change reactor type 1,2 24 Add bypass stream 2
8-9 Increase reactor volume 1 25 Delete bypass stream 1
11-13 Decrease reactor volume 2 26 Move bypass position upsbeam 2
14 Add recycle stream 1 27 Move bypass position downstr eam 1
15 Delete recycle stream 2 28-30 Increase bypass fraction 2
16 Move recycle position upstream 2 31-33 Decrease bypass fraction 1
17 Move recycle position downstream 1
1 : Reactant concentration decrease, product concentration increase, serial indicator decrease 
2: Reactant concentration increase, product concentration decrease, serial indicator increase
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Each move involves modifying the structure as follows:
• Add reactor -  Find last active reactor, if superstructure not full add new reactor of 
random volume less than total volume while keeping the overall volume the same 
(scale down volumes of other reactors), adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions so 
last active is directed into new reactor, new reactor goes to product.
• Delete reactor -  Find last active reactor, delete only if more than one reactor present, 
adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions so second last reactor flow is now directed 
into product. Scale up volumes of other reactors to maintain same total volume.
• Change reactor type -  Change reactor type. If either old or new type was DSSR, 
adjust split fractions for PFRs accordingly.
• Increase reactor volume -  Change reactor volume by either small (up to 10%), medium 
(10 to 50%) and large (50 to 100%) increment/amount. Check not exceeding reactor 
size upper limits.
• Decrease reactor volume - Change reactor volume by either small (up to 10%), 
medium (10 to 50%) and lai'ge (50 to 100%) increment/amoimt. Check not below 
reactor size lower limits.
• Add recycle stream -  Check if recycle already exists to reactor. If not, select random 
downsti'eam source (including same reactor) and random split fr action for recycle ratio. 
Check it is not outside upper or lower limits for split fractions. Scale down other split 
fr actions from same source. Adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions and check split 
fractions add to 1.
• Delete recycle stream ~ Find location of recycle stream source. Remove recycle and 
adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions, scaling up other split fractions from same 
source. Check split fr actions add to 1.
• Move recycle position upstream -  Locate original soiuce for recycle. Check that can 
be moved closer (i.e. not same reactor). Move recycle location to new random source 
closer to reactor with same split fraction as old recycle. Adjust adjacency matrix and 
split fr actions, scaling up those from old recycle so they add to 1, and scaling down 
those fr om new recycle so they too add to 1.
• Move recycle position downstream -  Locate original source for recycle. Check that 
can be moved farther away (i.e. soiu'ce not last active reactor). Move recycle location 
to new random source downstream with same split fractions as old recycle. Adjust 
adjacency matrix and split fractions, scaling as before. Check split fractions add to 1.
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• Increase recycle I'atio -  Adjust size of recycle by increasing split fraction by either 
small (up to 5%), medium (5 to 20%) and large (20 to 50%) increment/amount. Check 
does not exceed upper limit set for split fractions. Scale down other split fractions 
from same source as appropriate. Check split fr actions add to 1.
• Decrease recycle ratio - Adjust size of recycle by decreasing split fr action by either 
small (up to 5%), medium (5 to 20%) and large (20 to 50%) increment/amount. Check 
not below lower limit set for split fractions. Scale up other split fractions from same 
source as appropriate. Check split fr actions add to 1.
• Add bypass stream - Check if bypass already exists to reactor. If not, select random 
upstream source and random split fr action for bypass fr action. Check it is not outside 
upper or lower limits for split fractions. Scale down other split fractions from same 
source. Adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions and check split fractions add to 1.
• Delete bypass stream - Find location of bypass stream source. Remove bypass and 
adjust adjacency matrix and split fractions, scaling up other split fractions from same 
source. Check split fr actions add to 1.
• Move bypass position upstream - Locate original source for bypass. Check that can be 
moved farther away (i.e. source not feed). Move bypass location to new random 
source upsfream with same split fractions as old bypass. Adjust adjacency matrix and 
split fr actions, scaling as before. Check that split fr actions add to 1.
• Move bypass position downstream - Locate original source for bypass. Check that can 
be moved closer (i.e. source not prior reactor). Move bypass location to new random 
soiu'ce closer to reactor with same split fr action as old bypass. Adjust adjacency matrix 
and split fractions, scaling up those from old bypass so they add to 1, and scaling down 
those fr'om new bypass so they too add to 1.
• Increase bypass fraction - Adjust size of bypass by increasing split fr action by either 
small (up to 5%), medium (5 to 20%) and large (20 to 50%) increment/amount. Check 
does not exceed upper limit set for split fractions. Scale down other split fractions 
fr om same soui’ce as appropriate. Check split fr actions add to 1.
• Decrease bypass fraction - Adjust size of bypass by decreasing split fraction by either 
small (up to 5%), medium (5 to 20%) and lai'ge (20 to 50%) increment/amount. Check 
not below lower limit set for split fractions. Scale up other split fractions from same 
source as appropriate. Check split fractions add to 1.
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One of the key featmes of Tabu search is the neighbouihood size (NH). A set number of 
move options are tried at any one time. Each move is applied to the original structuie, and 
the objective fimction calculated.
It should be noted that the mle-based search does not follow the steepest descent direction 
but instead maintains the global search characteristics of Tabu Search. Like the stochastic 
search, the rale-based search allows uphill moves. New structures are continually trialled 
and, provided the selection criteria are satisfied, inferior solutions will be accepted during 
the search. The rules aim at applying the knowledge gained from the pre-analysis of the 
entire variable space to suggest a number of likely improvements over the cuiTent solution. 
This search bias reduces the number of undeiperforming solutions trialled during the 
optimal search.
4.3.4 Acceptance and Termination Criteria
Once all stractuies generated in an iteration have been simulated, acceptance criteria are 
applied to continue the search from the best new structure found. The acceptance criteria 
generally select the move giving the best new objective provided it is not on the Tabu List. 
Two oveniding aspiration criteria aie also included, whereby, despite being on the Tabu 
List, the new solution is accepted if it exhibits the best performance found duiing the 
search, or if  all moves trialled in the neighbourhood aie also deemed tabu. The Tabu List 
is updated with the reverse of the accepted move. This prevents the next solution reverting 
back to a previous solution and wasting computational effort. All remaining entries in the 
Tabu List are shifted down, with the last move on the Tabu List no longer being tabu.
Once the best new neighbourhood solution has been selected, the termination criteria are 
evaluated. Teimination occurs if  either a maximum number of iterations are completed, or 
a maximum number of sequential iterations are completed without achieving a new overall 
best solution. The values selected here will affect the quality of the solution, as premature 
teimination will give poor results. To avoid this, a tiade-off is required with computational 
time.
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4.4 Van de Vusse Results
To illustrate the methodology, optimisation studies were conducted with the Van de Vusse 
example. The superstructure included up to 4 reactors, while PFRs and DSSRs were 
represented by a cascade of 7 serial equal volume CSTRs. Teimination criteria were set at 
500 maximum iterations and 50 un-improving iterations. Simulations were conducted 
using a Pentium 2.4GHz processor. For all examples, the problem is posed as:
Given a set o f  feed streams, and the Jdnetics between components, determine 
the optimal structure, size and flows o f a reactor network to maximise or 
minimise some specified objective.
A  statistical set of 10 runs, with different starting structures, was performed using the rules 
derived previously in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. Table 4-5 displays the initial structures, 
which are the same for both Van de Vusse cases. The neighbourhood size was 7 and the 
Tabu List contained a single entry.
To monitor and compar e the performance of the rule-based algoritlim, standard Tabu 
Searches were also conducted for each example. This involved searching a neighbourhood 
of randomly selected moves for each iteration. Comparative results for both cases of the 
Van de Vusse example are presented below, using evaluation criteria in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4 Evaluation criteria for rule-based method
Criteria Description
Solution structure Number of reactors and configuration of stream comiections
Overall best objective Best final converged objective out of 10 runs
Average best objective Final converged objective, averaged over 10 runs
Function evaluations Number of reactor network simulations, averaged over 10 nuis
Rule improvement rates Percentage of time an accepted move, suggested by a mle violation, resulted
in an improved objective compared to die previous value, averaged over 10 
runs
Convergence progress Speed at wliicli search approaches final objective, averaged over 10 runs
Rule conformance iteration Iteration at wliich rule conformance first occurs, i.e. no rules are violated and
a random call is made, averaged over 10 iiuis
Percentage of final best Percentage of objective at rule conformance iteration divided by final
objective at mle confonnance converged objective, averaged over 10 runs
Standard deviation iteration Iteration where standard deviation of best objective so far across all 10 runs
is less than set percentages (10%, 5%, 1%)
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Table 4-5 Initial structures for the Van de Vusse example
Run Initial Structure
KEY
CSTR
PFR
0.3
0.4
100L
100L
100L
1000L
100L
50L
100L
10L
100L
100L100L
50L
5L
1000 100L
10L
Results for Van de Vusse Case A (see Table 4-6) consistently found a series of PFRs as the 
optimal solution. Tliis agrees with previous literature results (Marcoulaki & Kokossis 
1999, Kokossis & Floudas 1990, Schweiger & Floudas 1999). The structure reflects that 
the parallel pathway is insignificant and a simple PFR can be used to control the extent of 
the serial reactions.
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Table 4-6 Van de Vusse case A comparative results for different optimisation methods
Van de Vusse 
Case A
Stats^ Best
Objective
Function
Evaluations
Total
Volume
Optimal Structure'
Rule-based ave 0.4323 986 25.87
0.4325
0.4319
1413
552
26.23
25.36
—>1 H  H  Hmax
min
PFR
7.42L
PFR PFR 
6.90L 5.53L
PFR
5.90L
Tabu Search ave 0.4323 930 25.91
0.4326
0.4317
1599
465
26.71
25.50
H  H  Hmax
min
PFR
7.30L
PFR PFR 
6.03L 6.14L
PFR
6.04L
Simulated 
Annealing 
(Marcoulaki,
Kokossis 1999)^ min
ave
max
0.4293
0.4304
0.4284
26.97
28.97 
25.08
4 |-» r H ~|-
PFR PFR PFR
10.8L 4.54L 11.IL
’Best of 10 runs based on different initial structures
^Summary statistics based on 10 inns, except Simulated Amiealing where literature reported 5 rnns
The optimal structme foimd for Van de Vusse Case B was commonly a CSTR (or 
equivalently an equally distributed DSSR) followed by a series of PFRs (Table 4-7), which 
agrees with the literature (Marcoulaki & Kokossis 1999, Kokossis & Floudas 1990). Due 
to the higher concentration of reactant and the higher order of the competing reaction, the 
parallel pathway becomes significant. A CSTR as the first reactor unit serves to dilute the 
concentration of component A, ensuring the parallel pathway favours production of 
component B over component D. The PFR then controls the extent of the serial reactions.
Table 4-7 Van de Vusse case B comparative results for different optimisation methods
Van de Vusse 
Case B
Stats^ Best
Objective
Fimction
Evaluations
Total
Volume
Rule-based ave 3.6578 811 28.78
max 3.6611 1862 29.57
min 3.6514 362 28.32
Tabu Search ave 3.6599 1035 28.55
max 3.6612 1570 28.77
min 3.6513 623 27.89
Simulated 
Annealing 
(Marcoulaki, 
Kokossis 1999)^
ave
max
min
3.629
3.661
3.550 _
28.46
29.30
26.80
Optimal Stmcture’
DSSR
11.55L
HZZ>CZZHZZ>
PFR
6.90L
PFR
5.56L
PFR
4.69L
~N  1-4'
CSTR PFR 
11.40L 6.37L
PFR
5.12L
PFR
5.59L
{ ^ i H
CSTR PFR 
11.6L 7.13L
PFR
4.20L
PFR
6.07
'Best of 10 i-uns based on different initial structures
^Srmunaiy statistics based on 10 runs, except Simulated Annealing where literature reported 5 nnrs
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Other stmctiu'es were also found, including networks with recycles and bypasses, with very 
small differences in the objective fimction. This suggests the optimum is quite broad or 
flat, and that a number of network designs could give similai" perfoiinance.
For each example, there becomes apparent a dominant rule that affects the outcome of the 
search. For examples with an inteimediate as the desired product, this is typically the 
upper bound on the serial extent indicator. Subsequent trials were conducted for vaiious 
values of these mles. Figure 4-10 shows how the overall improvement rate (not including 
the random iterations) reflects the dominant mles, in both cases mle 6. It can also be noted 
that the random iterations have a much lower improvement rate than the rule-based 
iterations. Figure 4-11 shows how this mle affects the perfoiinance criteria for Case A, 
while Figure 4-12 presents Case B.
Van de V u sse  C ase A
90%
=  80% 
2 70%Eg 60%
50% 
1  40%
g, 30% 
H 20% 
10% 
0%
Van de V u sse  C ase B
S* — — — "S' — — — .Q. — -O
— e— Overall 
— Q- — Rule 5 
— 6  — Rule 6 
- - X - Rndm
2 70%
g 60%
50% 
f  40% 
g, 30%
e  20% 
^  10% 
0%
— e— Overall 
-  - O—  Rule 1 
— □—  Rule 5 
“  • A • — Rule 6 
-••X -'-Rndm
1.02 1,04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 
Rule 6 Limit
1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15
Rule 6 Limit
1.20 1.25
Figure 4-10 Rule improvement rates for different rule limits for the Van de Vusse example
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. . .  A* " " ‘Ave FE
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R ule 6 Limit
Figure 4-11 Van de Vusse case A best objective, average best 
objective and average function evaluations
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Van de Vusse Case B
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Figure 4-12 Van de Vusse case B best objective, average best 
objective and average function evaluations
Another interesting measure to assess performance of the rule-based algoritlim was to plot 
convergence progress. This was defined as the average best objective across all 10 
statistical mns, as the iterations progressed. Figure 4-13 shows the convergence progress 
for both Van de Vusse cases for various values of rule 6. For both examples, the trend is 
clear. The rule-based approach converges more quickly than the standard random Tabu 
Search. The rule limit has little effect, particulaidy with case B. Note that this only shows 
the first 20 iterations. Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show the average fimction evaluations 
are typically between 800 - 1000, and appear* to be a function of the rule limit. Following 
fi’om this it could be stated that the i*ule limit has little effect on the effectiveness of the 
rule-based algorithm initially, but will affect the latter stages of the search and the 
termination point.
Van de V u sse C ase A Van de V u sse  C ase B
0.44 3.9 -I- 
I  3 .7 -  
.2. 3.5- 
§ 3 . 3 -  
S 3 . 1 -  
| 2 . 9 -  
| 2 . 7 -  
2.5 -■
S 0.42
0.40 — »— 1.05 
1.10 
- • A — 1.15 
- ••><”  —TS
— »— 1.05 --0-- 1.10 
— 6 —1.15 
■ • - X* • - TS
Z2
E 0.34
<  0.32
0.30
Iterations Iterations
Figure 4-13 Convergence progress for Van de Vusse examples
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Table 4-8 Van de Vusse case A Hrst conformance and standard deviations
Rule Fir st Rule Conformance Iteration where standard deviation across all runs < Z%
Limit Conformance Percentage of 10% 5% 1%
Iteration Final Objective
1.05 16 99.2% 19 24 37
1.07 13 96.9% 17 24 >50
1.10 11 96.5% 17 24 48
1.12 11 96.3% 16 22 40
1.15 10 96.0% 15 20 29
TS - - 29 35 46
Table 4-9 Van de Vusse case B first conformance and standard deviations
Rule 
Limit ■
First Rule Conformance Iteration where standard deviation across all mns < Z%
Conformance
Iteration
Percentage of 
Final Objective
10% 5% 1%
1.05 11 98.2% 9 11 20
1.10 9 97.7% 9 11 17
1.15 8 96.9% 9 11 17
1.20 8 96.9% 9 11 18
TS - - 17 18 22
With an average number of function evaluations around 1000, and the neighbourhood size 
(number of moves to be trialled each iteration) at 7, the average number of iterations is 
approximately 140. This is an order of magnitude greater than the typical mle 
confonnance iteration of between 10 and 16 for Van de Vusse case A (shown in Table 4-8) 
and 8 to 11 for Van de Vusse case B (Table 4-9). The significance of this perforaiance 
criterion is that it represents the first time the mles are in confonnance and a random move 
selection is made. This means that previously, all move selections were based on those 
suggested from mle violations. At these early iterations the solution is already at least 96% 
of the final objective value. Therefore, the rule-based search finds a near-optimal solution 
very early in the search. The remainder of the search, perhaps 90% of the effort, is focused 
on achieving the last 4% of the final objective function, typically using random move 
selection. After this point, structural changes are much less common than volume changes. 
This suggests that once the mles have guided the search close to the solution, a more 
efficient mechanism for fine-tuning could be implemented, with the potential to 
significantly reduce the function evaluations. This is explored in Chapter 7.
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4.5 Sensitivity Analysis
To investigate the effects of the key Tabu Search parameters, a series of mns were 
performed for neighbourhood sizes (NH) of 5,7 and 10. The Tabu List (TL) contained 
from 1 to 5 entries, as well as an option to remove the list altogether (i.e. TL^O). The 
average best objective represents the quality of solutions whilst average function 
evaluations reflect the computational speed. Both were averaged over the 10 statistical 
runs with different initial stmctures. Different limits for the dominant mle were also 
trialled.
4.5.1 Neighbourhood Size
Figure 4-14 shows neighbourhood size sensitivity with a constant Tabu List size TL=1.
Van de V u sse C ase A B est Objective Van de V u sse C ase B B est Objective
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0.43255
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Figure 4-14 Neighbourhood Size (NH) sensitivity for the Van de Vusse example, Tabu List size TL=1
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For both cases, increasing the neighbourhood size NH increased the quality of solutions, 
although this effect tapered off beyond NH=7. Meanwhile, the average fimction 
evaluations consistently increased with NH each time. Based on these results, adopting a 
neighbourhood size of 7 gave the best tradeoff between quality and speed.
4.5.2 Tabu List Size
Figure 4-15 shows the solution quality and fimction evaluations deteriorate with larger 
Tabu List sizes, while NH remains constant at NH=7. A Tabu List size of 1 appears to 
give the best performance, as solution quality is almost equal to that of no tabu list (TL=0).
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Figure 4-15 Tabu List (TL) size sensitivity for the Van de Vusse example. Neighbourhood size NH=7
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Function evaluations are lower, particularly for Van de Vusse case B. TL=1 has therefore 
been adopted as the basis for this work.
4.6 Discussion
As the Van de Vusse example illustrated, the results of the knowledge-driven rule-based 
method are promising. It successfully found the optimal solutions as reported previously 
in the literature. The method performs well in comparison with robust and efficient 
stochastic optimisation teclmiques in the fonn of Tabu Search for both quality and speed. 
Incorporating a bias via the knowledge driven nile-based search has not compromised the 
solution quality. It was observed that the method achieves higher improvement rates than 
random move selection, which proves the usefulness of developing knowledge based 
optimisation schemes. The methodology is not limited by number of reactions or 
components and does not suffer convergence problems when applied to non-linear kinetics. 
It is robust and can achieve solutions in short computational time flames.
To ensure the rules were having a positive impact on the outcomes of the search, rule 
performance was assessed. This allowed the sensitivity of the system to be determined, as 
well as the dominant rules to be identified and the limits tuned. Following completion of a 
set of runs with different initial stnrctures, the improvement rate was used to check rule 
performance. The improvement rate is defined as the number of times a rule gave an 
improved objective over the total number of times it was triggered. Apart from a few 
exceptions of the strictest rules, the rules had improvement rates between 50 and 100% and 
exceeded those of random move selection. Conceptually, as rule limits become less strict, 
conformance with all rules would be expected sooner and behaviour* would become more 
similar to a random search. Results also reflected this as the function evaluations generally 
increased, improvement rates increased, rirle conformance iteration and percentage of final 
objective decreased. However, making a rule too strict may result hr premature 
convergence with a lower quality solution. It can be seen that there is a tr ade-off between 
these factors, and rule limits need to be selected carefully. The method presented here 
used manual timing with timing rims conducted initially to select appropriate limits. 
Extending the methodology to allow automated dynamic rule updates could increase the 
improvement rates on the fly. A memory of the performance of each rule could be used to
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allow its bounds to be adjusted during the optimisation search. Chapter 6 explores this in 
more detail.
Both the convergence progress plots and the first conformance results show that the rule- 
based search is very effective at converging to neai-optimal states very quickly. The rules 
tend to quickly move the initial structures to the optimal structures at the start of the 
search. Once all rules are satisfied, the search converts to random move selection for fine- 
tuning the continuous variables of a given structure. This represents the majority of 
iterations, and the final number of function evaluations is heavily dependent on this fine- 
timing. More efficient fine-tuning mechanisms exist, and these are investigated in Chapter 
7 with the aim of reducing the overall function evaluations. As first rule confonnance 
occurs after 10 or 15 iterations on average, and best objective values at this point are at 
least 95% of the final best objective, it is proposed that this may be a useful switching 
point for implementing the fine-tuning algorithm.
Sensitivity studies assessed the impact of parameter values on solutions. Results showed 
that as neighbourhood size NH increased, so did function evaluations. It was also observed 
that in general, solution quality (best objective and average best objective) improved with 
neighbourhood size, although the difference was only marginal between NH=7 and 
NH=10. The results suggested a neiglibourhood size of 7 was more appropriate for use 
with the knowledge-based method, as the best and average best objectives did not improve 
substantially beyond this point, while the function evaluations continued to increase. This 
can be explained by the number of moves that are commonly suggested for a particular 
move direction, as dictated by which r*ule is violated. The nile-based method typically 
suggests between 6 or 9 moves each time, depending upon the state of the structure -  a 
more complex structme with recycle or bypass present will have more applicable moves. 
The suggested moves focus on a certain direction and should produce improvements, 
whereas random selections can be in any direction and are less likely to find the best move 
in a given situation. For a large neighbourhood size, the rule-based approach will trial the 
suggested moves plus some random moves to make up the neighbourhood size quota of, 
say, 10. As the suggested moves are expected to result in an improved objective, these 
additional random moves can be considered wasted fimction evaluations. In a standard 
Tabu Search with random move selection, the larger neighbourhood size allows more 
random moves to be trialled each iteration, increasing the likelihood that it will find
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improved solutions, and enables it to converge more quickly. Results for a neighbourhood 
size of 5 seemed to indicate prematiue convergence, as there were fewer function 
evaluations but typically poorer solutions. This may be due to the termination criteria 
(total number of iterations or im-improving iterations) remaining constant, and 
subsequently the overall function evaluations when this was reached were less.
The Tabu List is an interesting factor to investigate. It could be argued that as most of the 
variables are continuous, the purpose of a Tabu List (avoiding selecting a recently accepted 
structur*e) becomes redundant, as it is not likely to be exactly identical. Studies conducted 
here show that increasing the Tabu list size reduces the function evaluations at the expense 
of solution quality. A single entr y in the Tabu List gives solutions equal in quality to no 
Tabu List, while requiring on average fewer function evaluations, hrcreasing the Tabu List 
size beyond a single entry gives irrcreasingly poorer performance, with worse best and 
average best objectives. Function evaluations also decrease which suggests premature 
convergence.
The objective of reactor network synthesis is to determine the optimal mixing and feeding 
patterns that lead to the best possible perfonnance attainable by a reactor network. The 
simplified models and representations were used to allow the quick identification of the 
optimal reactor network layout at a conceptual level. However, the optimisation results 
need to be interpreted and translated into practical schemes by the engineer. Cormnon 
featur es amongst optimal designs were serial arr*angements of PFRs. This results fi'om the 
discretisation of PFRs by cascades of equal-volume CSTRs. Serial arrangements of PFRs 
allow for a finer discretisation which leads to a better approximation of plug flow 
behaviour. Such structures should be interpreted by the design engineer as single PFRs.
One cr iticism of stochastic techniques is that the global optimum can never be guaranteed, 
however provided the number of iterations is sufficiently high, multiple stochastic 
experiments lead to confidence in the solution quality. At the conceptual design phase, the 
concept of mixing strategies and feed regimes are the required outcomes, and the final 
numbers are confirmed during more detailed costing studies.
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111 this chapter the methodology is applied to a number of case studies previously published 
in the literature. In each application, the superstructiue includes up to 4 reactors. Plug 
flow reactors (PFRs) and distributed side-stream reactors (DSSRs) are represented as a 
cascade of 7 serial equal volimie continuously stiiTed tank reactors (CSTRs). Termination 
criteria are set at 500 maximiun iterations and 50 un-improving iterations. Simulations are 
conducted on a Pentium 2.4GHz processor.
A neighbourhood size of 7 is adopted and the Tabu list at any time contains a single entry. 
A statistical set of 10 runs, each with a different starting stiuctuie, is perfonned for each 
example. To monitor performance of the rule-based algorithm, standar d Tabu Searches are 
also conducted for each example so that comparative results can be presented.
To evaluate the perfoiinance of the mle-based algorithm, the evaluation criteria presented 
in Table 5-1, also used for comparison in Chapter 4, are applied here.
Table 5-1 Evaluation criteria for rule-based method
Criteria Description
Solution stmctme 
Overall best objective 
Average best objective 
Function evaluations 
Rule improvement rates
Convergence progress 
Rule conformance iteration
Percentage of final best 
objective at rule conformance
Standard deviation iteration
Number of reactors and configuration of stream connections
Best final converged objective out of 10 iims
Final converged objective, averaged over 10 iims
Number of reactor network simulations, averaged over 10 runs
Percentage of time an accepted move, as suggested by a rule violation, 
resulted in an improved objective compared to the previous value, 
averaged over 10 runs
Speed at winch search approaches final objective, averaged over 10 nms
Iteration at winch mle confomiance first occurs, i.e. no rules are violated 
and a random call is made, averaged over 10 runs
Percentage of objective at rule confomiance iteration divided by final 
converged objective, averaged over 10 nms
Iteration where standard deviation of best objective so far across all 10 nms 
is less than set percentages (10%, 5%, 1%)
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5.1 Denbigh Reaction Scheme
The Denbigh reaction scheme consists of five components which interact according to the 
following reactions (Kokossis & Floudas, 1990):
A - ^ D
B — ^ E
ri — kiCA 
Ti = kzCs 
f3 = ksCA 
r4 = k^Cs^
ki = 1.0 L mol' s' 
k] = 0.6 s'' 
k] = 0.6 s'' 
k4 = 0.1 L mol ' s '
The feed rate is lOOL/s and consists of 6.0mol/L of component A and 0.6mol/L of 
component D. Component B is the desired product, and the objective is to maximise the 
conversion of component B (defined as Cb / Ca^ ). Figure 5-1 shows the reaction network 
diagram from which the serial and parallel pathways can be seen.
The main pathways of concern for this example involve the parallel node at component A 
where the aim is to maximize component B, and the serial reactions from component A 
through component B to components C and E. As component B is the desired product and 
both the subsequent reactions (2 and 4) are undesirable, the selectivity between these two 
reactions is irrelevant and the parallel nature of the node at component B need not be 
considered further. Indicators are defined as follows: selectivity indicator (parallel) = ry / 
rs, extent indicator (serial) = 0.5*n / (7*2 + ^4)- Rules derived from these indicators and 
data mining results are shown in Table 5-2. Initial structures for the optimisation runs are 
presented in Table 5-4.
A 1 ^ B 2
3 ' ' . 4
D
KEY
Desired product
■> Desirable reaction
 >  Undesirable reaction
Figure 5-1 Denbigh reaction network diagram
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Table 5-2 Denbigh rule summary
No. Location
(reactor)'
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category^
1 1 Ca > X 1.50 1
2 n Cb — X, Cc + Ce ~ X 0.00 1
3 n Cb ~  X, Cc "k Cb > X 0.00 2
4 n Cc + CE>X*CB 1.00 2
5 n CA<X 0.80 2
6 n CA>X 2.00 1
7 n Cb < X , Cc+ C e < X 0.90 1
8 n Cb ^ X, Cc "t" Ce > X 0.90 2
9 n 0.5 * I’l /  (ï2+u) < X 1.00 2
10 n 0.5 *ri/(r2+i4) > X 1.03, 1.05, 1.07, 1.10, 1.12, 1.15 1
'nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1: increase, move category 2: decrease
Optimal structures (Table 5-3) compare well to those obtained in the literature (Kokossis & 
Floudas 1990, Achenie & Biegler 1988, Balakiislnia & Biegler 1992, Marcoulaki & 
Kokossis 1999). Marcoulald and Kokossis have a small CSTR as the final reactor, but this 
is equivalent to having one additional sub-CSTR at the end of the preceding PFR, thus 
giving the same overall impact as a single PFR.
Table 5-3 Denbigh results, rule 10 limit = 1.10
Denbigh Stats^ Best
Objective
Function
Evaluations
Total
Volume
Optimal Structure
Rule-based ave 0.2539 767 39.68
0.2539
0.2537
970
460
40.15
39.15
-^1 l-H |-H“  hmax
min
PFR
7.49L
PFR PFR 
9.07L 10.63L
PFR
12.40L
Tabu Search ave 0.2539 938 39.76
0.2539
0.2538
1926
603
40.28
39.52
h^ l hH l-Hmax
min
PFR
7.54L
PFR PFR 
9.32L 10.25L
PFR
12.45L
Simulated ave 0.2524 - 39.50 77?Annealing 
(Marcoulaki, 
Kokossis 1999)^
H  H  l-> - >max
min
0.2528
0.2519 -
40.24
38.87
PFR
10.9L
PFR PFR 
12.6L 12.6L
CSTR
2.77L
'Best of 10 inns based on different initial structines
^Summary statistics based on 10 runs, except Simulated Amiealing where literature reported 3 runs
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Table 5-4 Denbigh initial structures
Run Initial Structure
KEY
CSTR
PFR
50L
0.3
10L
0.5
100L100L
20L 20L20L
50L
10L
100L
10L
100L
20L
50L 50L
Figure 5-2 plots the solution quality with best and average best objectives, and 
computational speed with average function evaluations. As the rule limit increases up to 
1.12, so do the best and average best objective. The trend for fimction evaluations is 
somewhat eiTatic, but appears to be increasing overall. Figure 5-3 shows average 
improvement rates for key rules and demonstiates that mle 10 is dominant in influencing 
the overall rate (not including random mle selection). Rule-selected moves have a much 
gi'eater incidence of improving the solution than randomly chosen ones.
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Convergence progress is demonstiated in Figure 5-4 and shows the rule-based method 
approaches the near optimal states much more rapidly than Tabu Search. Table 5-5 shows 
that at first rule confoiinance, between iterations 7 and 9, objective values aie already at 
least 96 percent of the final objective.
Denbigh: Average and B est Objective and Average Function 
Evaluations
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Figure 5-2 Denbigh, average and best objective, average function evaluations
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Figure 5-4 Denbigh, average convergence 
progress
Table 5-5 Denbigh fîrst conformance and standard deviations
Rule
Limit
First Rule Confomiance Iteration where standard deviation across all runs < Z%
Conformance
Iteration
Percentage of 
Final Objective
10% 5% 1%
1.03 9 97.1% 3 4 8
1.05 9 97.0% 3 4 8
1.07 8 96.9% 3 4 8
1.10 8 96.9% 3 4 8
1.12 8 96.8% 3 4 8
1.15 7 96.7% 3 4 8
TS - - 5 10 14
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5.2 Lactose Hydrolysis
Hydrolysis of lactose by P-galactosidase can be approximated with the following model 
(Marcoulaki & Kokossis 1999, Bakken et a i 1989, Bailey & Ollis 1986):
E + S ^  ES E 4- GL + pG 
Rj E + ctG <—► EctG 
^ E + PG^EPG  
R% pG ► otG
R] G L ^  GA 
R4 E-* Ed
ri — CeCs*(1 + + Cpo/Kpo)
K«g = 0.003, KpG = 0.079
Ï2 = 50*(CaG* -  Cac),
CaG* =  (C s"  +  C „o" +  C p o“ - C s ) * K /( K + 1 )  
K=0.1111 
rg = 0.083Cgl 
r4= 0.047Ce
where E: enzyme (P-galactosidase), S: substrate (lactose), GL: glucose, G: galactose (a  
and p forms), Cqg* is the equilibrium concentration, GA: gluconic acid, Ed: deactivated 
enzyme. A feed of lOOL/min consists of lOOmol/L lactose, O.65mol/L enzyme,
O.OOlmol/L a-galactose, and O.OOlmol/L p-galactose. Glucose is the desired product.
Ed
EaG
KEYo Desiredproduct
Desirable
reaction
Undesirable
reaction
Figure 5-5 Lactose hydrolysis reaction network diagram
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Figure 5-5 shows the reaction network diagram, including enzyme complexes. The serial 
reactions involve the production of glucose (reaction 1), which then reacts on further to 
give gluconic acid (reaction 3). The point at which the generation rate of the desired 
product stops being greater than the consumption rate is the maximum yield point, and as 
glucose is the desired product, this occurs where the serial rate indicator rj / rj is unity. 
Biomass deactivation (reaction 4) is unavoidable and is simply a function of the enzyme 
concentr ation, which is set. Initial structures for the optimisation studies are illustrated in 
Table 5-6 and the derived mles are shown in Table 5-7.
Table 5-6 Lactose hydrolysis initial structures
Run Initial Structure
10L
10000
* L
1000L TOOL DSSR
100L >  100L ------->
20L 10L
0.4
0.4
10L 10L
50L
0.3
20L 10L
10L ^  10L > 10L 10L — >
1UL' 1UL 10L 1UL
10 >  200L >  200L >  200L >  200L
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Table 5-7 Lactose hydrolysis rule summary
No. Location 
(reactor) ‘
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category^
1 1 Ce > X 1.00 1
2 n Cql “  X, Cqa = X 0.00 1
3 n Cql “  X, Cqa > X 0.00 2
4 11 Cqa > X * Cql 1.00 2
5 n ti / 13 < X 1.00 2
6 n I'l / 13 > X 1.03, 1.05, 1.07, 1.10 1
7 n CtxG < X 0.40 1
8 n Cql < X, Cqa"^ X 1.75 1
9 n Cql < X, Cqa > X 1.75 2
‘nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1; increase, move category 2: decrease
As can be seen in Table 5-8, the optimal stmctm e found is a series of PFRs (in effect one 
large PFR), which is in agreement with published results (Marcoulaki & Kokossis, 1999). 
Computational speed is quicker than Tabu Search as fimction evaluations are lower. 
Quality of results appears to be improved compared with Simulated Annealing. 
Marcoulaki and Kokossis (1999) also reported that the quality could be improved up to 
2.744 rnol/L by using 50 sub-CSTRs and applying NLP teclmology to derive the optimum 
PFR voliune of 75 OL.
Table 5-8 Lactose hydrolysis results, rule 6 limit = 1.05
Lactose
hydrolysis
Stats^ Best
Objective
Function
Evaluations
Total
Volume
Optimal Structure ‘
Rule-based ave 2.7323 926 750
2.7325
2.7318
1362
725
760
739
—^ 1 H  H H Kmax
min
PFR
87L
PFR
164L
PFR
217L
PFR
280L
Tabu Search ave 2.7321 1136 751
2.7326
2.7318
1854
575
767
734
|->1 H H " Kmax
min
PFR
81L
PFR
171L
PFR
225L
PFR
277L
Simulated
Amiealing
ave 2.6882 - 749
max
min
2.7000
2.6775
763
723
KI H N k(Marcoulaki, 
Kokossis 1999Ÿ - PFR PFR PFR PFR
‘Best of 10 runs based on different initial structures
^Summary statistics based on 10 nms, except Simulated Annealing where literature reported 12 runs
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Figure 5-6 illustrates the best and average best objective, as well as function evaluations 
and the impact different rule limits have. It can be seen that solution quality peaks around 
a rule limit of 1.05, while fimction evaluations continue to increase.
Rule improvement rates can be seen in Figme 5-7, and again show that rule-selected 
moves give rise to much gieater improvement than randomly selected moves. Rule 6 is 
clearly the key rule in terms of influencing the overall improvement rate.
Figure 5-8 shows convergence progress is significantly better than Tabu Search. First rule 
conformance, compiled in Table 5-9, occurs between iterations 12 and 16, with the 
coiTesponding average objective at tliat point gieater than 96.8 percent of the final 
objective.
Lactose Hydrolysis: Average and B est Objective, Average Function 
Evaluations
2.735
2.734
2.733
2.732
2.731
2.730
2.729
2.728
2.727
2.726
2.725
t e  A
1400
1300
1200 g
1100 S
1000 5 — e — BeslObj
900 m — O—  Ave BO
800 § A Ave FE
700 1
600 £
500
400
1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.10
Rule 6 Limit
Figure 5-6 Lactose hydrolysis, average and best objective, average function evaluations
Lactose Hydrolysis Improvement Rates
100%
90%
aI  60%
I  50%
> 40%
I  30% 
”  20%  
10% 
0%
X.................
— #—  Overall 
— O- -  Rule 5 
— A — Rule G 
-.-X -.-Rndm
1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12
Rule 6 Limit
Figure 5-7 Lactose hydrolysis, average 
improvement rates
2.9
I 2.5 g°  2.3Ï
I  1.9
** 1.7 
1.5
Lactose Hydrolysis Convergence Progress
10 15
iterations
1 05
1 07
* 1 10
•••X" •TS
Figure 5-8 Lactose hydrolysis, average 
convergence progress
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Table 5-9 Lactose hydrolysis first conformance and standard deviations
Rule First Rule Confomiance Iteration where standard deviation across all rans < Z%
Lmnt Conformance Percentage of 10% 5% 1%
Iteration Final Objective
TÔ3 16 9877% 16 18 2l
1.05 14 97.7% 15 18 21
1.07 13 97.0% 16 18 21
1.10 12 96.8% 15 18 21
"TS : : 21 36 45
5.3 Observations
The knowledge-driven rule-based method has successfully found the optimal solutions for 
a number of illustrative examples from the literature. It effectively outperforms robust and 
efficient stochastic optimisation teclmiques in the fomi of Tabu Search in terms of 
convergence speeds, which result from the reduction in reactor network simulations 
(function evaluations). Of key importance is the convergence progress, where the rule- 
based method can consistently achieve faster convergence, approaching the final objective 
value much more rapidly than Tabu Seai'ch. Confirming the findings of Chapter 4, the 
convergence progiess, first confoiinance iteration and percentage of final objective all 
show the effectiveness of the rule-based search at achieving near optimal solutions in the 
early stages of the search. This feature can be exploited to develop an efficient hybrid 
optimisation scheme as demonstrated in Chapter 7.
In agieement with the results reported in Chapter 4, rule improvement rates exceed those 
of randomly selected moves or a totally random search. However, the rule limits selected 
have an impact on the final solution quality and speed. To ensure appropriate limits are 
applied, allowing dynamic mle updates during simulations is investigated in Chapter 6.
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The objective of this project is to find optimal solutions to complex reactor network 
problems in reasonable timeframes. To ensure a robust approach, stochastic tools (Tabu 
Search) have been used as a basis, with random probabilistic decision-making replaced by 
a more intelligent guided seaich utilising knowledge of the process. Rules, derived fi'om 
reaction kinetics and representing regions of high perfoimance, are compared to solution 
structures. Rule violations occur when outside desirable regions, and indicate the 
appropriate direction for improved perfoimance. Moves are then selected to achieve this 
direction. Obviously, the rule limits adopted are crucial to the success of the approach. 
This chapter presents a refinement to the methodology by implementing dynamic rule 
tuning, which updates rule limits based on ongoing performance of the search.
6.1 Rationale
Application of the basic methodology from Chapter 4 showed that performance of the rule- 
based search was sensitive to the lule limits selected. Rule limits were initially chosen 
based on data mining results, and updated manually on an iterative basis according to the 
perfoimance during the optimisation search. The perfoimance of the rule and limit were 
assessed by rule improvement rates. Improvement rates are defined as the fiuction of 
moves selected for a particular mle violation for which the objective is improved.
Results from Chapter 4 suggested that rule improvement rates affected solution quality. 
Poor improvement rates resulted in lower quality best and average best objectives. For the 
mle-based search to be justifiable, a minimum improvement rate of 50% must be achieved 
for every mle, i.e. the mles should yield improved results the majority of the time. Clearly, 
for the search to be more effective than a random Tabu Search, improvement rates of the 
mle-based approach must also be higher than for random searches.
Rule improvement rates in the basic methodology are assessed post-optimisation, and 
appropriate adjustments made. If the mle improvement rate is below 50 percent (less than 
half the time), the mle is generally too strict and is relaxed. If the mle is never called, the 
mle may be too weak and its limit is tightened. Rule improvement rates of 100 percent
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may seem ideal, however obsei'vations suggest they may still be strengthened further. 
Generally, rules with 100% improvement rates aie called less often, allowing more random 
calls to be made. A stricter rule could be called more often and have more control over the 
search, whilst losing a small percentage off the improvement rate does not appear to have 
any deleterious effects on the search. For example, if a lule is violated say 10 times, and 
each time the new structuie gives a better objective than the previous solution, the rule 
improvement rate is 100%. However, if the rule limit is tightened, the rule may be violated 
20 times, yet with a reduced mle improvement rate of say 90%. This means that 18 out of 
20 moves resulted in an improved objective. Such an increase of mle improvements is 
desirable considering that move selection becomes random when no mles are violated. 
Thus, contraiy to intuition, a reduction in mle improvement rates may at the top end make 
the search more effective. Based on our computational experience, mle improvement rates 
in the region of 80 percent consistently yield good seaich performance.
From a practical perspective, it is undesirable to conduct tuning luns for each case study. 
Such mns are time-consuming and require an expert user to adjust a number of parameters. 
To eliminate the need for manual mle tuning, this chapter presents an automated 
methodology which monitors mle improvement rates during the optimisation and updates 
the mles dynamically as the search progresses.
6.2 Implementation
To implement dynamic mle updates, the basic methodology is extended to incorporate 
additional steps to assess improvement rates and update rule limits. The modified 
flowchait, with added steps shaded, is shown in Figure 6-1. As in the basic methodology, 
a sti'ucture is simulated, mle confoimance is checked, a move direction is selected, moves 
are chosen and applied, and one move is accepted. Before the termination criteria are 
checked, the mle perfoimance is assessed by calculating rule improvement rates, and mle 
updates considered.
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NOViolated rules?
YES,
NO
YES NOBest so far? All Tabu?Tabu?
NO YES YES
NOImprovement Rates ok? 
ŸÈsl
NO
Termination criteria met?
YES
Initial solution
Final solution
Update rule bounds
Select best new solution
Select moves randomlySelect appropriate move direction
Generate new neighbourhood solutions and simulate
Figure 6-1 Rule-based Tabu Search with dynamic rule updates
6.2.1 Violated Rules
Rule performance is assessed during the search by retaining a memory of the number of 
times a rule has been called and the number of times it has improved the result. After 
acceptance of a particular move, the violated rule that led to its selection is analysed. If the 
new objective resulting from the move suggested by the rule is greater than the previous 
objective, the memory of the number of improvements is updated, and the overall 
improvement rate IRimie is calculated:
ÎPirule ^improv,iruleM... (6-1)viojrule
where: IRiruie is the improvement rate for rule irule,
nimprov.iruie IS the number of improved objectives based on irule violations, 
nvio.iruie is the number of times irule has been violated.
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The improvement rate is then compared to a number of bounds. Based on obsei'vations, 
the optimal rule improvement rate is between 75 and 95 percent. If the improvement rate 
is below a critical lower bound (improvement rate lower bound: IRLB) of 50%, the rules 
are deteriorating the objective most of the time. Therefore the rule is too strict and 
adjustments are made to relax it by a set percentage (percent lower bound: PTLB). It is 
also far from the desired range of 75%-95% and this percentage (PTLB) can be laige. If 
the rate is below a middle bound (improvement rate medium bound: IRMB), 75% based on 
observations made, the rule may be improved slightly by making it marginally less strict 
by a medium percentage (percent medium bound: PTMB = PTLB). If the rate is above 
an upper bound (improvement rate upper bound: IRUB), 95%, the lule may be too slack 
and can be stiengthened by a small amount (percent upper bound: PTUB = V2 PTMB = 14 
PTLB). Combining all these limits, the tai’get is to get rule improvement rates between 
IRMB and IRUB, i,e. between 75% and 95%.
As the improvement rate is an average, it can be calculated in a number of different ways:
1. The first way is to calculate the average based on all results so far (type 1), i.e. the total 
number of times a rule has been tiiggered during the lun and the number of times it has 
improved the objective. However, if  the mle is changing, this average will include all 
poor perfoimance and may not reflect the revised mle. Also the average will dampen 
out as the search proceeds, and the significance of each new result will reduce. As the 
number of data points increases, the response time to change the average will slow.
2. The second approach is to calculate both the total and the improvements based on the 
last number of times (L) it was triggered (type 2). This is similar to a moving average, 
and apai't from the beginning will always contain L values. This is likely to reflect the 
cuirent performance of the mle more closely, although it may not be fast to respond.
3. The third option is to calculate the average since the last time the mle was changed 
(type 3). This would reflect the cunent mle perfoimance accurately, and would enable 
a quick response. However, there may be only a small number of entries, in which 
case each individual value becomes highly significant.
These tfrree approaches for implementing updates for violated mles are refeiTed to as V- 
type options and are investigated to assess which gives the best results.
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6.2.2 Conforming Rules
Improvement rates can only be calculated if a rule is violated. If a rule is always in 
conformance, it may be redundant or not strong enough. To test this, these rules could be 
strengthened to see if  they can help the search.
When a rule is violated, improvement rates are calculated and the rule is updated if 
necessary. When no rules are violated, the search defaults to random move selection. This 
allows an opportunity to modify confonning rules. A count is maintained to keep track of 
the rules which have never been violated diuing the search. If this coimt exceeds a certain 
value, this rule is considered for manipulation. If multiple rules exceed tliis value, one of 
these rules is randomly chosen. The coimt resets each time the rule is updated until the 
first violation occurs. Two different possibilities of modifying the conforming rules are 
considered:
1. The first way is to strengthen the rule by a set percentage. A medimn change would be 
appropriate, therefore this is set to the percent medium bound (PTMB).
2. The second option is to base the value on the crurent best solution, modified by a 
percentage (PTCF) to allow for less than optimal solutions.
These two approaches relate to conforming rules and are refened to as C-type options. 
Another option is to leave the conforming rules as they are and take no action. This is 
refened to as C-type 0.
Some rule bounds are absolute, such as not allowing the concentr ation of the product to 
equal zero. To ensiue these rules are not modified, an option is introduced to specify 
which rules can be changed druing the run.
6.2.3 Parameters
hnplernentation of dynamic rule updates requires the use of a number of different 
parameters. Table 6-1 outlines these parameters and includes an explanation as well as the 
base case values adopted. Most values were based on previous observations as well as 
some initial trials, and are investigated further in a sensitivity study.
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Table 6-1 Dynamic rule update parameters
Parameter Description Explanation Value
V Type Violated rules 
averaging Type
If a rule is violated, tlie rule improvement rate can be calculated. 
This is an average of the number of times a rule has caused an 
improvement in the objective, divided by the total number of 
times it has been violated. Options for implementing the average:
VI: All results over the entire run are averaged.
V2: Only the last L results are included, like a moving average.
V3: Only the results since tlie last change are included.
1,2,3
C Type Conforming
rules
implementation
Type
If a rule is continually in confomiance (i.e. not violated), it could 
be too weak. The C-Type represents what action to take:
CO: No action is taken.
0 , 1 , 2
Cl : After a count of SC is exceeded, the mle is strengthened by a 
certain percentage (applied PTMB).
C2: After a count of SC is exceeded, tlie mle takes on the value of 
tlie current best solution, modified by a percentage (PTCF) to 
allow for less than optimal solutions
IRLB Improvement 
Rate Lower 
Boimd
Lower bound for acceptable improvement rate level, absolute 
minimum rate acceptable. If the improvement rate is below this 
level, the mle is relaxed by a certain percentage, PTLB.
50%
IRMB Improvement 
Rate Medium 
Bound
Medium bound for acceptable improvement rate level, desirable 
minimum rate. If the improvement rate is below this level, the 
mle is slightly relaxed by a small percentage, PTMB.
75%
IRUB Improvement 
Rate Upper 
Bound
Upper boimd for acceptable improvement rate level, desirable 
maximum rate. If tlie improvement rate is above this level, the 
mle is strengthened by a very small percentage, PTUB.
95%
PTLB Percent change 
Lower Bound
Percentage amount by which the mle is relaxed if the 
improvement rate is below the lower bomid IRLB of 50%. This 
parameter also affects PTMB and PTUB.
3%
PTMB Percent change 
Medium Bound
Percentage amount by wliich the mle is relaxed if the 
improvement rate is below the medium bound IRMB of 75%. 
Smaller than PTLB, and related by PTMB = Vï PTLB.
1.5%
PTUB Percent change 
Upper Bound
Percentage amount by which the mle is strengthened if  the 
improvement rate is above tlie upper bound IRUB of 95%. 
Smaller than PTMB, and related by PTUB = % PTMB = % PTLB
0.75%
SV Sequential
Violated
Number of sequential times the improvement rates are allowed to 
be greater tlian the upper bound before modifications are made.
3
SC Sequential
Conforming
Number of sequential times a mle is in complete conformance 
(never violated) before modifications are made.
1 0
V2L V Type 2 
Length
Averaging range for V Type 2 (where the improvement rate is 
calculated over tlie last L instances of violation)
1 0
PTCF Percent change
Conforming
rules
Percentage adjustment applied to current best solution to get new 
mle limits, for C Type 2 (where conforming rules are made to 
approach tlie best solution so far)
7%
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6.3 Investigations
The previous section outlined the parameters required for implementing dynamic mle 
updates. To ensure the best performing algoritlim is adopted, investigations must be 
conducted to select the best values for each of the parameters. Before each individual 
parameter was analysed with a sensitivity study, base case values from Table 6-1 were 
used while tiials were conducted to compare the results of the different approaches for both 
violated and confonning rules. Once these were completed, the approaches performing the 
best were then used to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the remaining paiameters.
To investigate the effect these different parameters have on the results, tiials were 
conducted with the isothermal Van de Vusse example from Chapter 4:
A — ri = kiCA ki=10.0s'^
B — -—yC  r2 “  k2CB k% — 1.0 s ^
2A — ^  D i'3 = ksCA  ^ ks = 0.5 L mof^s"^
where component B is the desired product. The feed flow rate was lOOL/s and contained
pure A. Case A had a feed concentration of A of O.58mol/L, while Case B was 5.8mol/L.
6.3.1 V-type and C-type Investigations
Violated rules averaging type (V-type)
Updating violated rules requires calculation of improvement rates (IR) -  the number of 
times a particular* i*ule has resulted in an improved objective as a percentage of the total 
number of times the rule is violated. As this is an average, a range over which to calculate 
the value must be selected. There are three approaches:
• V-type 1 : calculate IR over all previous iterations;
• V-type 2: calculate IR over the last L iterations; or
• V-type 3: calculate IR only since the last change.
Figure 6-2 shows that for Van de Vusse Case A, V-type 3 gives the highest best objective, 
along with comparable average best objective results and consistently low fimction 
evaluations. Results for Case B do not indicate any particular method to be superior, as 
each has similar variation in quality and speed. Considering both cases, V-type 3 results 
appear to be a good compromise between speed and quality.
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Figure 6-2 Dynamic rule updates V-type comparison, C-type 1
Conforming rules implementation type (C-type)
Updates based on mle improvement rates require rales to be violated. Conforming rales 
are rales that are never violated. The three different options for updating conforming rales 
(C-types) are:
• C-type 0: leaving conforming rales as they are, taking no action;
• C-type 1 : strengthening rules by a set percentage PTMB; or
• C-type 2: setting rale limits to approach those of the best solution so far.
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Figure 6-3 Dynamic rule updates C-type comparison, V-type 3
From Figure 6-3 it can be seen that both C-type 0 and C-type 1 give comparable solutions 
while function evaluations are similar for Case A, and slightly greater for C-type 1 Case B. 
C-type 2 appears to be less reliable, producing some substantially inferior results. As C- 
type 0 takes no action for conforming rules, C-type 1 is hereafter adopted as the method for 
updating these mles.
Overall, adopting V-type 3 and C-type 1 produces high quality results within reasonable 
timeframes. An initial rule limit for both cases o f 1.10 appears to give good perfoimance.
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6.3.2 Sensitivity Study
As the number of parameters for the implementation of dynamic rule updates was high, it 
was not feasible to pursue extensive trials on each. Instead, a sensitivity study was 
conducted on key parameter values, shown in Table 6-2. Results from the Van de Vusse 
example aie shown from Figure 6-4 to Figuie 6-9, based on an initial mle 6 limit for both 
Case A and Case B of 1.10. V-type 3 and C-type 1 aie adopted unless stated otheiwise.
Figure 6-4 shows that while increasing IRMB improved the average best objective, the 
difference was minor and not worthwhile at the expense of the extra function evaluations 
required. The base case value of 75% appears to give high quality results within 
reasonable timeframes.
Table 6-2 Dynamic rule updates sensitivity study
Parameter Brief Description^ Base
Case
Trial
1
Trial
2
Trial
3
IRMB Medium bound for acceptable improvement rate level 75% 70% 80%
PTLB Percentage change lower bound 3% 1 % 2 % 4%
SV Number of sequential improvement rates greater than IRUB 3 5 7
SC Number of sequential rule conformances before modification 1 0 5 15
PTCF Percentage change current best solution C Type 2 7% 3% 5% 1 0 %
V2L Averaging range for V Type 2 1 0 5 15
^See Table 6-1 for more detailed description
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Figure 6-4 IRMB sensitivity: improvement rate medium bound below which the rule is slightly relaxed
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Figure 6 - 6  SV sensitivity: number of sequential times the improvement rates are allowed to be greater 
than the npper bound before modifications are made
From Figure 6-5, PTLB sensitivity, it can be seen that the trend for average best objective 
and function evaluations is opposite for the two cases. A PTLB of 1% gave the poorest 
quality results for Van de Vusse case A, while producing the best in Case B. A PTLB of 
4% was high for Case A and low for Case B. Function evaluations demonstrated the same 
contrasting trend. With such inconsistent results, it is difficult to conclude which 
parameter value to apply. However, the base case value of 3% gives high quality results 
within reasonable time frames for both cases, and appears to be appropriate.
SV sensitivity is illustrated in Figure 6-6. As values increase from the base case of 3, only 
a mai'ginal increase in the average best objectives is observed, to the detriment of function 
evaluations. Function evaluations for SV of 5 are excessive in Case A, and both 5 and 7 
gave large function evaluations for Case B. As the quality of results for the base case is 
still high, it is the best option for maintaining low function evaluations.
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Figure 6-7 SC sensitivity; number of sequential times a rule is in conformance before modifications are 
made
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Figure 6 - 8  PTCF sensitivity: percentage adjustment applied to current best solution to get new rule 
limits for C-Type 2 (V-type 3)
Figure 6-7 reflects the sensitivity of SC. Results are not consistent, as average best 
objectives increase slightly for Case A while they decrease for Case B. The same is 
obseived with function evaluations, which decrease for Case A but increase for Case B. 
As the results appear to be fairly insensitive to the SC value, the base case of 10 will be 
applied in future.
PTCF is only relevant for C-type 2, which was not selected as the best approach for 
updating conforming mles. Despite tliis, a sensitivity study was conducted to assess 
whether changing parameter values would have a significant impact on the results. Figure 
6-8 shows that PTCF was highly sensitive, although in an inconsistent fashion. Changing 
the value in either direction fi*om the base case value of 7% gave significantly poorer 
solution quality for Case A, These results re-confmn that C-type 2 is not effective for 
updating confonning mles.
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Figure 6-9 V2L sensitivity; averaging range length for V-type 2 (C-type 1)
V2L is only relevant for V-type 2, which was also not selected as the best V-type option. 
The sensitivity results in Figure 6-9 show that consistently improved results could not be 
achieved with a different parameter value, hence the base case length of 10 is therefore 
appropriate.
Overall, it was observed that the sensitivity to changes in the parameter values was not 
significant in terms of the quality of the solution, with the exception of parameter PTCF. 
In contrast, function evaluations appeared to have a greater dependence on the values 
adopted, hr most cases, the appropriate value was chosen for producing a high quality 
solution within a reasonable timeframe, and all base case values were found to be 
acceptable.
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6.4 Results
Dynamic mle updates were applied to different examples from the literature, adopting V- 
type 3 and C-type 1 based on the investigations conducted above. Base case parameter 
values fr om Table 6-1 were applied. Of key interest here was the impact of the initial rule 
limit on performance of the search and final rule limits.
6.4.1 Van de Vusse
Dynamic tuning has been applied to the Van de Vusse example:
B —^ C
2 A —^ D
ri = kiCA 
r'2 = k2Ce 
T3 = ksCA^
ki= 10 .0  s'l 
k2 ”  1.0 s  ^
k] = 0.5 L mores'*
where B is the desired product. The feed flow rate is lOOL/s and contains pure A. Two 
cases are observed -  Case A has a feed concentration of A of O.58mol/L, while Case B is 
5.8mol/L. The objective is to maximise the outlet concentr ation of component B.
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Figure 6-10 Van de Vusse case A, dynamic rule updates results
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Table 6-3 Van de Vusse case A, dynamic rule update final rule limits
Rule Location 
(reactor) ‘
Move
Category^
Dyn
ON?
Condition Initial
Boimd
(x)
Average final mle bounds, mle 6  
limit = X
1.05 1.07 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 2
1 1 1 1 Ca > x 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.49
2 n 1 0 Cb = X, Cc = X 0 0 0 0 0
3 n 2 0 Cb = X, Cc > X 0 0 0 0 0
4 n 2 0 Cc > x*Cb 1 1 1 1 1
5 n 2 0 V[/T2 < X 1 1 1 1 1
6 n 1 1 I'l/rg > X See X 1.17 1.16 1.17 1.18
7 n 1 1 Ca > x 0.126 0.115 0.114 0.114 0 . 1 1 1
8 n 1 1 Cb < x , C c< x 0.084 0.093 0.094 0.093 0.095
9 n 2 1 Cb < X, Cc > X 0.084 0.093 0.094 0.093 0.095
‘nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
Van de Vusse Case A
The results for the Van de Vusse example Case A can be seen in Figure 6-10. Best results 
for both average best objective and best objective are obtained with an initial rule limit of 
1.10, which also coincides with the fewest function evaluations. Result quality does not 
differ noticeably from static mles, and function evaluations are similar. Improvement rates 
aie consistently high, and better than both Tabu Search and mle-based method. Table 6-3 
shows the initial and final mle limits. Changing the initial rule limit for mle 6 only has a 
small impact on the final mle limits.
Van de Vusse Case B
Dynamic mle updates results for Van de Vusse Case B are shown in Figure 6-11. An 
initial mle limit of 1.05 gives the best quality results for both best objective and average 
best objective, although function evaluations are large. Adopting an initial mle limit for 
mle 6 of 1.10 or 1.15 may give a better tiade-off between quality of solution and speed 
with fewer function evaluations than Tabu Search. The average best objective is 
consistently better than the mle-based seaich, while improvement rates are also higher. 
Table 6-4 contains the final mle limits (average over 10 mns), based on different initial 
mle limits for mle 6. hicreasing the initial mle limit for the dominant mle had a similar 
effect on the final limit, while the other mle limits varied in both directions.
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Figure 6-11 Van de Vusse case B, dynamic rule updates results
Table 6-4 Van de Vusse case B, dynamic rule update final rule limits
Rule Location
(reactor)^
Move
Category^
Dyn
ON?
Condition Initial 
Bound 
(x) ■
Average final rule bounds, 
rule 6  limit = X
1.05 1 . 1 0 1.15 1 . 2 0
1 1 1 1 Ca > x 2.9 2.76 2.74 2.76 2.77
2 n 1 0 Cb = X, Cc = X 0 0 0 0 0
3 n 2 0 Cb =  X , C c  >  X 0 0 0 0 0
4 n 2 0 Cc > X*CB 1 1 1 1 1
5 n 2 0 r i / i '2  <  X I 1 1 1 1
6 n 1 1 r i / i ’2 >  X SeeX 1.15 1.16 1.17 1 . 2 0
7 n 1 1 Ca > x 1.26 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 0
8 n 1 1 Cb <  X , Cc< X 0.84 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.96
9 n 2 1 Cb <  X , Cc >  X 0.84 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.96
nth reactor represents tlie last active reactor 
^niove category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
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6.4.2 Denbigh
Dynamic rule updates were applied to the Denbigh example, with V-type 3 and C-type 1. 
Parameter values of the base case were adopted. The Denbigh reaction scheme consists of 
five components interacting via the following reactions (Kokossis & Floudas, 1990):
! V 1
B —^ C
A ^ - ^ D
B ^ - ^ E
I'l =kiCA 
Y2 = kaCe 
r3 = kjCA 
i'4 = k^Cg^
ki = 1.0 Lmof's"^
k.2 = 0.6 s'^  
k] = 0.6 s'^  
k4 = 0.1 L m of's '^
The feed rate is lOOL/s and consists of 6.0mol/L of A and 0.6mol/L of D. B is the desired 
product, and the objective is to maximise the conversion of B (defined as Cb/Ca^ ). Results 
are shown in Figure 6-12. As the initial rule limit increases, results appear to improve. An 
initial limit for rule 10 of 1.15 gave the highest quality results, while function evaluations 
were low. Improvement rates are consistent and higher than the mle-based search, while 
solution quality is generally improved. Speed for the dynamic search is maiginally faster, 
except for mle limit 1.10.
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Figure 6-12 Denbigh dynamic rule update results
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Table 6-5 Denbigh dynamic rule update final rule limits
Rule Location Move Dyn Condition Initial Average final rule bounds,
(reactor)  ^ Category^ ON? Bound rule 10 limit = X
w  - 1.05 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.15
1 1 1 1 La ^ X 1.5 1.67 1.66 1.68 1.68 1.68
2 n 1 0 Cb — X, Cc + Ce =  X 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 11 2 0 Cg = X, Cc + Ce > X 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 n 2 0 C c +  C E >X *C B 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 n 2 1 Ca < x 0.8 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.93
6 n 1 1 Ca > x 2.0 1.90 1.87 1.85 1.84 1.87
7 n 1 1 Cg < X, Cc+Ce < X 0.9 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05
8 n 2 1 Cg < X, Cc+Ce > x 0.9 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05
9 n 2 0 0.5*r 1/(12+14) < X 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 n 1 1 0.5*ri/(i2+r4) > X See X 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.15
nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
Table 6-5 shows the final rule limits. The final rule limits vary slightly in both directions 
as the key rule 1 0  limit increases, and there appears to be no dominant trend.
6.4.3 Lactose Hydrolysis
Recall the example of Lactose hydrolysis fi om Chapter 5:
+  S « •  E S ^  E +  G L +  PO  r, =  C eC s*(1 +  C„g/K „g +  Cpo/Kpo)"'
R - i E  + aG-«-*-EaG Kac = 0.003, Kpo= 0.079
._E + pG i-»EpG  
R2 pG aG  T2 = 50*(C „g* -  C „g),
C„Q* =  (C s" + C .G " +  Cug‘’ -C s)*K /(K + 1)  
K=0.1111
R j G L -*  G A  r3 =  0.083C oL
R4 E -» E d  r4=0.047CE
where E: enzyme (P-galactosidase), S: substrate (lactose), GL: glucose, G: galactose (a  
and p forms), GA; gluconic acid, Ed: deactivated enzyme. A feed of lOOL/min consists of 
lOOmol/L lactose, 0.65mol/L enzyme, O.OOlmol/L a-galactose, and O.OOlmol/L p~ 
galactose. Glucose is the desired product.
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Figure 6-13 Lactose hydrolysis dynamic rule update results
Figure 6-13 shows that a rule limit of 1.06 appears to give high quality results with 
reasonable function evaluations. With the exception of 1.07 and 1.08, best objective 
values exceed the static rule-based method, and average best objective results approach the 
rule-based results. Timeframes ar e varied, as are final rule limits shown in Table 6-6.
Table 6-6 Lactose hydrolysis dynamic rule update Rnal rule limits
Rule Location
(reactor)*
Move
Category^
Dyn
ON?
Condition Initial
Bound
Average final rule bounds, 
rule 6  limit = X
1.03 1.05 1.07 1 . 1 0
1 1 1 1 C e  > X 1 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.83
2 n 1 0 C g l  — X , C q a  — X 0 0 0 0 0
3 n 2 0 C q l  =  X , C q a  ^  X 0 0 0 0 0
4 n 2 0 C g a  > x ’’’C g l 1 1 1 1 1
5 n 2 0 t \ / ï3  < X 1 1 1 1 1
6 n 1 1 ri/ra > x See X 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.09
7 n 1 1 C a G < X 0.4 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
8 n 1 1 C g l  ^  X , C g a "^ X 1.75 1.98 1.94 1.94 2 . 0 1
9 n 2 1 C ql <  X, Cqa >  x 1.75 1.98 1.94 1.94 2 . 0 1
nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
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6.5 Discussion and Conciusions
Dynamic rule updates have been implemented to eliminate the need for test i*uns and 
manual tuning of rule limits. In this approach, the rule limits are updated dynamically as 
the search progresses.
Three different approaches for calculating the improvement rates for violated rules were 
investigated. V-type 1 involved calculating the improvement rates over the entire run. V- 
type 2 calculated the value based on a constant length L of previous rule calls. V-type 3 
only used the values since the last change to calculate improvement rates. Trials indicated 
that V-type 3 gave high quality solutions with competitive search effort.
There were also three different ways of updating conforming rules. C-type 0 represented 
no change and the rule limits were left as they were when the search commenced. C-type 1 
used a similar approach to updating the violated rules by making a small adjustment to the 
existing rule limit. C-type 2 involved setting the rule limits to approach those of the 
crurent best solution. Investigations carried out showed that C-type 2 gave poor 
performance, while the other two approaches produced similar results. As C-type 0 left 
conforming rules as they were, C-type 1 was selected as the most appropriate method to 
update these nrles.
A sensitivity study was conducted on the key parameters to investigate their impact on the 
optimal search. The results showed that most parameters had only a minor effect, and that 
the values adopted in the base case scenario are appropriate.
Orrce all the parameters had been selected, dynamic rule updating was applied to examples 
previously studied (see Chapters 4 and 5). For each example, similar results were obtained 
in comparison to the basic nrle-based method and Tabu Search, For the key rule, the initial 
rule limit had an impact on the quality of solution, but not the final nrle limits. Solution 
quality, both in terms of best objective and average best objective, was not consistently 
better or worse than the basic rule-based approach, hr some cases the overall best 
objective, the average best objective and the number of function evaluations all followed 
similar trends, in other cases there was no relation. Allowing the rule limits to vary 
consistently increased improvement rates fiom the basic rule-based methodology to
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between 80% and 100%, clearly outperforming Tabu Search which achieved improvement 
rates of around 60%.
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Chapter 4 presented the basic method for knowledge-driven optimisation applied to reactor 
network synthesis. From the results in both Chapters 4 and 5, it was observed that the 
initial iterations of the rule-based search proved to approach the optimal solution more 
rapidly than a typical random seai'ch. As the seaich progiessed further, both methods 
attempted to fine-tune the solution until termination criteria were met. The majority of the 
seai'ch time and computational effort was focused on the fine detail of tuning the solution. 
However, deterministic optimisation methods can be more efficient for fine-tuning 
continuous variables. This chapter investigates a hybrid approach, which couples the rule- 
based search with the application of Sequential Quadiatic Programming (SQP), a 
deterministic technique, to increase the efficiency of the fine-tuning end of the 
optimisation search.
7.1 Rationale
Convergence progiess results fiom Chapter 4 and 5 show that the rules are actively 
encouraging the search towards promising regions fiom the beginning, achieving near 
optimal states quickly, and at a rate faster than a random Tabu Search. In all rule-based 
optimisation runs, the first random call was made after 7 to 16 iterations when the cunent 
best objective was greater than 96% of the final best objective. The average number of 
iterations was between 100 and 160, which means tliat the remaining 80 or more iterations 
were in fact fine-tuning the solution to gain the last 4 percent of performance. An analysis 
of the computational evidence fiom the numerous case studies showed that the discrete 
decisions had already been made prior to the fine-tuning. Fine-timing moves were 
commonly small adjustments of the continuous variables, i.e. the reactor volumes and split 
fractions. For a fixed network structur e of close to optimal performance, deterministic 
methods can optimise the continuous variables more effectively requiring fewer function 
evaluations.
It is proposed to adopt a hybrid two-staged approach. Stage 1 uses the rule-based 
methodology to lead the search towards better solutions and achieve a near-optimal 
configuration. Stage 2 then introduces an efficient fine-tuning algorithm in the form of
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Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), a deteiministic gradient-based method, to 
quickly converge to the neai'est local optimum for the fixed network stmcture. Progress of 
the search and mle conformance can be used as a guide to select an appropriate point at 
which to swap between the stochastic search and SQP. This is referred to as the crossover 
point. Rule violations indicate that the solution is outside the optimal region for 
performance, hi the same way, mle confomiance shows that the solution is inside this 
region. Therefore, if  the mles are no longer violated, this indicates that the solution might 
be approaching a quality suitable for crossover to deterministic optimisation of the fixed 
network stmcture. Initialisation problems, which are common to deterministic methods, 
will be avoided as the search will cormnence with an existing feasible solution generated 
by the rule-based search.
7.2 Sequential Quadratic Programming
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) (Han 1976, Powell 1978) is a technique 
developed to solve smooth, non-convex, non-linear optimisation problems with non-linear 
constraints. It is based on the concept that non-linear problems can be solved by a 
sequence of second order Taylor series quadratic approximations using quadratic 
programming. It is a generalisation of Newton’s method for unconstrained optimisation 
and involves solving a quadratic objective function and linear constraints. The problem is 
defined as (Zhou et al. 1997):
m in /(x ) 
s.t.
bl < x < b u
g j{x )^ ,O J  = l,...,n, (7-1)
< 0 , 7  = n, +1 /,
hj(x) = O J  = l,...,n^
hj (x) = , x) -  =Q, j  = n^+ l,...,t^
where f(x) is the objective function
X are the optimisation variables
bl are the lower bomids on the optimisation variables
bu are tlie upper boimds on the optimisation variables
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gj(x) ,7 = 1,.. .,71/ are the nonlinear inequality constraints,
71/ is the number of nonlinear* inequality constr aints, 
j  is the constraint index,
gj(x),j = 71/ + 1,...,^/ are the linear inequality constraints, 
ti is the total number of inequality constraints,
Cj.„i are the gradients of the linear inequality functions, 
dj.„i are the y intercepts of the linear inequality functions, 
bj(x) , 7  = 1,.. .,7ie are the nonlinear equality constraints, 
fie is the nmnber of nonlinear equality constraints,
/^(x) , 7  = 7ig + 1,.. .,^ g are the linear equality constraints, 
te is the total number of equality constraints, 
aj-ne are the gradients of the linear equality functions, 
bj.ne are the y intercepts of the linear equality functions.
Non-linear equality constraints are relaxed into inequality constiaints:
— "  1,"")^0 (7-2)
The objective is modified with penalty parameters to account for these equality constraints:
min /„, (x, p)  = f ( x )  -  ^  p j h j (x) (7-3)
7=1
where fmi^iP) is the modified objective function,
pj are penalty parameters for each relaxed nonlineai* equality constraint.
A quadratic approximation of the Lagiange is derived using a Taylor series expansion. 
This also assumes non-lineai* equality constraints have been expressed as inequality 
constraints so there exists only linear* constiaints and non-linear* inequality constraints.
X(x,A,/i)== /{ x )+  A^g;(x)H- ^ P j h j ( x )  (7-4)
7=1 7=1
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where is quadratic approximation of the Lagrange of the objective function,
Xj are the inequality multipliers, 
jUj ar e the equality multipliers.
The Hessian of the Lagiange is approximated using a quasi-Newton updating method, the 
BFGS formula with Powell’s modification which ensures the approximation is positive 
definite. This is used to generate a Quadratic Programming (QP) sub-problem, which 
involves linearised non-linear constraints, for each iteration /c:
' ' ' y=i
fObl<Xj^+d <bu
^  0 ,7  =  L . . ,4  (7 -5 )
hj ( i^t ) + 0,7=1,..., Mg
{aj ,x^-i-(f°^ = 6y,7=l,...,rg-M g
where is the search direction,
Hk is the approximation to the Hessian of the Lagrange for iteration k.
The solution of the QP gives sear ch directions dk and dj  ^ for updating x, and the step length 
parameter tk is determined from a line search procedure that decreases a merit function.
^*+1 + 4 4  +  (7 -6 )
where dk and dj  ^are the sear ch directions for iteration /c, 
tk is the step length for iteration k.
Convergence occurs when both the gradient of the Lagiange function and the equality 
constraints approach zero. More detail on the implementation of the algorithm can be 
foimd in Zhou et al. (1997).
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7.3 Implementation
The original rule-based optimisation methodology is extended to include deterministic 
fine-tuning of solutions. Figure 7-1 shows the revised flowchart, with the modification 
indicated by shading. The main consideration for implementing the efficient fine-tuning 
step involves deciding when to switch from the stochastic rule-based method to the 
deterministic SQP algorithm (crossover).
7.3.1 Crossover
The rationale for implementing a two-staged approach is based on increasing the efficiency 
of fine-tuning and eliminating the majority of function evaluations. The rule-based method 
as the first step will quickly find a near optimal structure. The deterministic method will 
then optimise the continuous variables to find the optimal solution for that structure. This 
relies heavily on selecting the appropriate point at which to crossover from the rule-based 
to the deterministic search.
The rule-base method enables assessment of the quality of the current best solution without 
information about the final objective value. As rules represent conditions that reflect
Initial solution
Violated rules?
YES
NO
Select appropriate move direction
YES
Select moves randomly
Generate new neighbouitiood solutions and simulate
Select best new solution <.
_  YES
Tabu? ^ -------- » Best so far?
YES
All Tabu?
YES
Termination criteria met? 
YES
Final solution <
Figure 7-1 Rule-based Tabu Search with SQP fine tuning
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promising regions of high perfonnance, rule violations indicate a sub-optimal 
network design. Rule conformance occurs when conditions are within the high perfomiing 
region and indicate proximity to the optimum. Rule confonnance can be used as a measure 
to determine a suitable crossover point at which to initialise the SQP algoritlim. The rule- 
based search provides a mechanism that can indicate quite accurately when to switch over 
based on knowledge of the system, in contrast to standard stochastic searches where 
stochastic arguments {e.g. 50 unimproving iterations etc.) would be required.
The rule-based search is based on rule violations which lead to appropriate move 
selections. In contrast, rule conformance results in random move selection. The frequency 
of random move selection gives an indication of the state of the search and can be analysed 
to determine when to crossover. Two strategies for implementing the crossover between 
the rule-based search and the SQP fine-tuning have been investigated. In the first 
approach, the number of random calls is used as the crossover trigger. The second 
approach leads to crossover after a series of sequential random calls have been made.
7.3.2 SQP Algorithm
For the purpose of this work, the FFSQP algorithm developed by Zhou, Lawr ence and Tits 
(1997) has been adopted. This is a comprehensive SQP algorithm that allows both linear* 
and non-linear* equality and inequality constraints, and can solve the rninimax problem of 
multiple objectives. It applies the QLD quadratic progranrming code by Schittkowski 
(1986).
The SQP optimisation problem in FFSQP is constructed as a minimisation problem. As 
many examples for* reactor networks involve maximising yield or concentration, the SQP 
objective usually requires inverting the specified objective for* the problem.
The continuous variables exploited during this secondary stage of optimisation are the 
reactor volumes and the split fractions between cormected units.
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7.4 Results
The hybrid approach for efficient fine-tuning using SQP is applied to the examples from 
Chapters 4 and 5. Trials are conducted to investigate different crossover points. Two 
approaches are tested: 1) crossover at the Fth random call, i.e. the Fth time the mles aie all 
in confoimance; and 2) crossover when there aie F sequential random calls, i.e. when mle 
confoimance occurs successively. A number of values are trialled for F. The aim is to 
find a crossover point that gives high quality results but without taking too long.
7.4.1 Van de Vusse
The Van de Vusse example was used to illustrate development of the method in Chapter 4. 
It consists of three reactions and four components:
A — ri = kiCA ki=10.0s'^
B —-—> C 1*2 — k2Cg k2 ~ 1.0 s ^
2 A - ^ D  r3 = k)CA  ^ ka = 0.5 LmoT^s'^
where B is the desired product. The feed flow rate is lOOL/s and contains pure A. Two 
cases are observed -  Case A has a feed concentiation of A of O.58mol/L, while Case B is 
5.8mol/L. The objective is to maximise the outlet concentration of component B.
Initially, SQP tiials focus on which crossover point to adopt, and the effect this has on 
quality (average best objective) and speed (computational time) of results. Crossover 
points are either the number of random calls, S=1 with F the nmnber of random calls, or 
the number of sequential random calls, 8=2 with F the number of random calls in a row. 
Comparative results can be seen in Figme 7-2 and Figure 7-3. Some general tiends are 
immediately appaient. The key concept is to ensme crossover occms once the stmctme 
has matured enough to be similar to the final solution. Triggering crossover too early can 
cause inferior stmctmes to be locally optimised, and this can be seen from the results for 
S lF l where the average best objective results are poor. At the other end of the scale, 
waiting too long for crossover leads to the basic search terminating itself without the use of 
SQP. This is observed for S2F5, where SQP is not called for some of the i*uns and the 
computational times are substantially higher.
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Figure 7-2 Van de Vusse case A, SQP crossover investigation
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Figure 7-3 Van de Vusse case B, SQP crossover investigation
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For SQP fine-tuning to be effective, there is a trade-off between quality of results and 
speed of solution and a balance must be achieved between these two extremes. Figure 7-2 
shows that Van de Vusse case A gives good quality results within short time fi*ames fiom 
S1F3 or S2F2. From Chapter 4, results showed that Van de Vusse case B requires a 
slightly more complex structuie with combined mixing regimes. Figure 7-3 shows that for 
this more involved example, good quality results aie achieved from S2F3 onwards. To 
ensure that both simple and complex examples aie catered for, S2F3 (the third sequential 
random call) will be adopted as the best trade-off crossover point for achieving high 
quality solutions within reasonable timeframes.
Once the crossover point is selected, investigations are earned out to assess what impact 
the mle limit has on the SQP results. Results for Van de Vusse case A can be seen in 
Figure 7-4, including a comparison with the basic rule-based method, and the standaid 
Tabu Search. A number of observations can be made from these graphs. First, the SQP 
method significantly reduces the number of function evaluations. However, each SQP 
fimction evaluation requires more computational time than the mle-based function 
evaluations, so total computational time is also included. Even so, the graph shows that the 
hybrid approach using mles coupled with SQP is still faster than both Tabu Search and the 
basic mle-based method. Despite the SQP approach giving lower quality average 
objectives, the best objective over the 10 runs was always higher than either the Tabu 
Search or mle-based methods. It is also worthwhile to note that the overall mle 
improvement rates also improved.
These giaphs also show the effect of the different mle limits on the results. As mle 
violations, or lack of, are used to tiigger the SQP crossover, it would be expected that the 
weaker the mle bound was, the earlier the random calls are made, hence the earlier the 
SQP crossover is tiiggered. This has two effects -  resulting in fewer function evaluations, 
but also lower quality results. The results shown in Figure 7-4 agree with this, where it 
appears that a strict mle is better.
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Figure 7-5 Van de Vusse case B, SQP fine-tuning results
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Figure 7-5 demonstrates the same trends for Van de Vusse case B. Function evaluations 
for the hybrid method are only a quarter of the Tabu Search and rule-based methods. Best 
objectives again exceed those of the rule-based and Tabu Seai*ch methods. Computation 
time is on a similar scale, average best objective results decrease as mles become more 
relaxed, and overall improvement rates are still better than the other methods. For this 
example, a limit of 1.10 for mle #6 appears to give the best trade-off between quality and 
speed as the average best objective is maintained within a shorter timeframe.
7.4.2 Denbigh
Recall the Denbigh reaction scheme fr om Chapter 5:
A —^ \ B  ri=kiCA^ ki = 1.0L m or^s“^
B —^ C
A ^ - > D
B — ^ E
1'2 — k2Cs
1*3 = k]CA 
1*4 = k4Cs^
kz = 0.6 s‘" 
ks = 0.6 s"^
1(4 = 0.1 Lmof* s"^
The feed rate is lOOL/s and consists of 6.0mol/L of component A and 0.6moFL of 
component D. Component B is the desired product, and the objective is to maximise the 
conversion o f component B (defined as Cb/Ca°).
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Figure 7-6 Denbigh SQP fine-tuning results
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The SQP hybrid method is implemented for the Denbigh scheme using the crossover point 
adopted above (S2F3). Results can be seen in Figure 7-6, where again the stricter rule 
limits give the best quality results but take the longest. Best objectives consistently remain 
above the other two methods. For this example, the rule limit of 1.05 would be adopted, 
although 1 .1 0  and 1 .1 2  also give decent results within much shorter time frames.
7.4.3 Lactose Hydrolysis
Lactose hydiolysis is modelled according to the following reactions:
E + S « - E S - » E  + GL + pG r, = C eC s*(1 +  C„q/K„q +  Cpo/Kpo)"'
Ri ^  E + aG  EaG  Kao — 0.003, Kpo =0.079
^ E  + (3G E[3G 
R2 PG « •  aG  1-2 =  50*(CaG* -  C„g),
C„a* =  (C s“ + Cao" +  Cug“ -C s)*K /(K -H ) 
K=0 .1 1 1 1
Rs G L ^  GA r3 = 0.083CoL
R4  E ^  Ed r4=0.047CE
where E: enzyme ((3-galactosidase), S: substrate (lactose), GL: glucose, G: galactose (a  
and p forms), GA: gluconic acid, Ed: deactivated enzyme. A feed of lOOL/min consists of 
lOOmol/L lactose, O.65mol/L enzyme, O.OOlmol/L a-galactose, and O.OOlmol/L p- 
galactose. Glucose is the desired product.
Again, the SQP approach is applied using the third sequential random call as the crossover 
point (S2F3). Results are plotted in Figure 7-7. SQP again outperforms the other two 
methods in teiins of best objective, average total function evaluations and computation 
speed (with the exception of a rule limit of 1.10). To achieve the highest average best 
objective, a rule limit of 1.03 would be chosen.
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Figure 7-7 Lactose hydrolysis SQP fine-tuning results
7.4.4 Discussion
Investigations into crossover point find that it has a lai'ge impact on the results. Crossing 
over too early meant optimising a sub-optimal structure and gave poor quality results with 
very short timefiames. Selecting a late crossover point can result in termination before 
SQP crossover has been triggered, which results in computational times approaching the 
rule-based search, with no improvement in solution. To ensure the structure is near 
optimal before SQP is triggered, the crossover point has to be selected with care. Based on 
results fiom Van de Vusse cases A and B, a crossover point at the third sequential random 
call (or all rules in confoimance) S2F3 is adopted as the best trade-off. It should be noted 
that simple examples with simple stmctmes could have an earlier crossover point without 
detriment to the solution. Adopting tliis value ensures that both simple and complex 
applications are catered for.
The SQP method is then compared with the rule-based method and Tabu Seai'ch for each 
example, using this crossover point. The results for each example show consistent trends.
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Function evaluations are significantly reduced to within a quarter of the Tabu Seaich 
results and the rule-based method.
Computational time is also reduced. However, as the computation time for each SQP 
evaluation is greater than each mle-based one, the improvement for computational time is 
not as mai'ked as for function evaluations. SQP reduces computation time by up to one 
half of the mle-based results. For complex examples, this is a significant saving in 
computational effort required.
Average best objectives decrease as mle limits became more relaxed. Strict mles give high 
quality solutions, while best objectives remain consistently greater than the mle-based and 
Tabu Search methods regardless of the mle limit.
The SQP method also sees an increase in overall mle improvement rates compared to the 
mle-based method and Tabu Search. This can be explained by the initial stages of the 
search achieving high improvement rates. Then as the semch progresses, and particularly 
towards the end where improvements are less frequent, the rule improvement rates start to 
fall. As the SQP hybrid search switches over after only 10-20 iterations, the mle 
improvement rates are still high.
In general, stricter mle limits give better quality results, but take longer to reach them.
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7.5 Combined SQP with Dynamic Rules
To investigate the combined benefits of extending the basic knowledge driven reactor 
network synthesis method, dynamic rule updates from the previous chapter and SQP fine- 
tuning are applied simultaneously. Figure 7-8 shows the combined flowchart. Parameter 
values are chosen based on previous sensitivity observations. As selected in Chapter 6, a 
V type of 3 and a C type of 1 are adopted for the dynamic rule updates, and as discussed 
earlier this chapter, an S type of 2 and an F type of 3 are used for the SQP fine-tuning.
7.5.1 Van de Vusse
Combined SQP-Dynamic results for Van de Vusse case A are shown in Figure 7-9. It 
appears that the combined approach gives results similar to the SQP method, with 
consistently high performing best objectives, reduced computational time, similar if 
somewhat reduced average best objectives, and high quality improvement rates. Van de 
Vusse case B, shown in Figure 7-10, demonstrates the same trends, with the exception of 
an initial rule 6 limit of 1.10.
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Select best new solution
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Figure 7-8 Combined SQP-Dynamic flowchart
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Figure 7-9 Van de Vusse case A combined SQP-Dynamic results
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Figure 7-10 Van de Vusse case B combined SQP-Dynamic results
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Figure 7-11 Denbigh combined SQP-Dynamic results
7.5.2 Denbigh
Figure 7-11 shows that for the Denbigh example, similar trends are apparent. Consistently 
high best objectives, decreasing average best objectives, decreasing function evaluations, 
and improving improvement rates are the main obseivations. A mle limit of 1.03 gives the 
best quality solution in only half the time of Tabu Search.
7.5.3 Lactose
Lactose results are displayed in Figure 7-12. For the lower mle limits, the trends are 
consistent with those obseived previously -  high quality solutions in short timeframes. 
Higher initial mle limits of 1.07 and greater result in poorer quality solutions with 
excessive timeframes. This can be attributed to SQP convergence problems with complex 
stmctures including bypasses and recycles.
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Figure 7-12 Lactose hydrolysis combined SQP-Dynamic results
7.5.4 Discussion
The two extensions to the basic rule-based method examined in this and the previous 
chapter are combined to see whether the advantages of both can be realised 
simultaneously. Dynamic rules serve to achieve high average best objectives and overall 
improvement rates. SQP fine-timing reduces computational timeframes and achieves 
consistently top quality best objectives.
All examples demonstrate the same tiends. Best objectives are consistently high. 
Computational timefi'ames are greatly reduced compared wiÜi the basic mle-based method 
and Tabu Search, with the exception of less strict initial rule limits for lactose hydrolysis. 
Average best objectives are highly dependent on the initial mle limit selected, with stiicter 
rules giving better perfoimance. Overall improvement rates are consistently high and 
exceed botli other methods. Results for Lactose hydiolysis suggest that SQP application 
may cause convergence problems in cases of high complexity. Future work could 
investigate this further.
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7.6 Comparison
To summarise the results so far, all results for each method are presented in this section for 
comparison.
7.6.1 Van de Vusse
Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 show a comparison between the different methods presented 
for Van de Vusse Case A and Case B respectively.
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Figure 7-13 Van de Vusse case A comparative results summary
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Figure 7-14 Van de Vusse ease B comparative results summary
Figure 7-13 shows that for Van de Vusse Case A, the best method would be the hybrid 
approach using both rules with SQP, or combined SQP-Dynamic, giving high quality 
solutions at low initial rule limits with reduced computational timeframes compared with 
the other methods. Figure 7-14 shows that SQP for Van de Vusse Case B appears more 
reliable than SQP-Dynamic, with higher quality results and more consistent computational 
time.
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7.6.2 Denbigh
Comparative results for the Denbigh reaction scheme can be seen in Figure 7-15. 
Combined SQP-Dynamic gives high quality results using low initial mle limits and with 
computational times less than half of the basic rule-based and Tabu Search methods.
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Figure 7-15 Denbigh results comparison
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7.6.3 Lactose
Figure 7-16 shows that applying the lower initial rule limits for Lactose hydrolysis gives 
high quality results with reduced timeframes. It is obvious that higher initial rule limits for 
the SQP and SQP-Dynamic approaches are unsuitable and lead to excessive computational 
timeframes and lower quality of solution. This can be explained by the failure of SQP to 
converge with some complex structures given the complex nature of the kinetics.
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Chapter 8 Biocatalytic Case Study
8.1 Introduction
Biocatalysts have been used for thousands of years in the production o f beer and wine and 
to make foods such as bread, cheese, and soya. Understanding biocatalytic processes was 
a development of the early 20^ century, and the industrial and commercial importance has 
been increasing dramatically ever since (Bailey & Ollis, 1986). Important breakthiough 
developments involved antibiotics, vaccines, drugs and other medical products. Other 
applications include pollution conti*ol such as biological wastewater treatment, food and 
beverage industry applications such as glucose production from staich and high fructose 
syiTip from glucose (BIOWISE, 2004), hydrolysis of lactose and whey milk products 
(Giomo & Drioli, 2000), as well as growing applications in the fine chemical sector, 
pharmaceutical and agrochemical industries (BIOWISE, 2004). The growth of genetic 
engineering in recent years has also increased interest in bioprocess engineering and the 
development of suitable processes (Schugerl, 2001).
Advantages of using biocatalytic systems include the mild conditions under which they are 
conducted, low energy requirements, safety, pollution prevention, high selectivity and 
often high product quality (Giomo & Drioli, 2000). Disadvantages also exist and include 
issues such as the sensitivity of organisms and enzymes to extremes or fluctuations in 
conditions, contamination, and motion. One additional problem that faces the design 
engineer is the complex natuie of these systems and the highly non-linear models 
developed to describe the behaviour present difficulties for optimisation. In the absence of 
design decision-making tools, new designs mainly follow case-based reasoning, with the 
experience of the process engineer ultimately determining the design options selected. 
This limits the discovery and application of novel process stmctures that may allow 
increased performance and efficiency. This chapter investigates the use of the novel 
knowledge driven approach to systematically addiess these design issues for a complex 
biocatalytic example.
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8.2 Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae {S. cerevisiae) is a yeast organism that is commonly used 
throughout the food and drinks industiy. Commonly known as baker’s yeast, it is also 
typically used in beer and wine production. From a substrate of glucose and / or ethanol, 
various catabolic and anabolic pathways aie available for cell metabolism and biomass 
production. As many industrial applications aie based on many years of past experience, 
of key interest here is optimising and exploiting the conditions under which ethanol is 
produced.
8.3 Kinetic Model
Two distinct growth mechanisms have been well documented (Lei et a l, 2001), where 
oxidative giowth at low dilution rates produces biomass and carbon dioxide, and oxido- 
reductive growth occurs above a critical dilution rate and ethanol is formed. A kinetic 
model has been developed by Lei and co-workers (2001), which describes the growth of 
the yeast on glucose and ethanol. The model comprises 12 reactions as follows:
+0.33%4D77
S p y r  — ^  C O ; + 1 . 6 1 N A D H
^ p y r  'I' 0 -3 3 C O ;
^acemld  — ^  ^actlale  +  0 .5  N A D H  
S » . « » , . - ^ C O ;  + 2 N A D H
^aceiaid 0 . 5 N A D H  < > S
— ^ 0 . 9 1 3 % .  +  0 .0 8 7 C O ;  +  0 . 1 1 9 N A D H  
S . , . , . , . — ^ O . n & X „  + 0 .2 2 2 C O ,  + 0 . 4 0 1 N A D Haceta te  '  ' a  ~
AcdhX „ - ^ X
X^  — degradation
^  Acdh —^ d e g ra d a tio n
NADH  + O.5 O2 — ATP production
where Sgiu = intiacellular glucose concentration 
Spyr = intracellular pyruvate concentration 
Sacetaid ~ intracellulai* acetaldehyde concentration
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Sacetate = intracellulai* acetate concentration 
S e i o h  -  intracellular ethanol concentration 
% = biomass concentration
Xa = percentage of biomass that is active cell material
XAcdb = proportion of activity o f the protein caused by the enzyme Acetaldehyde 
dehydrogenase
NADH = nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
ATP = adenosine tiiphosphate
Assuming reaction 12 is instantaneous and NADH immediately foims ATP (provided 
excess oxygen is present), rate equations for the remaining 11 reactions aie as follows:
n - h i , --f g
^glii 1/ gill l/i ^ g lu \^ \N a c e ta ld  ^ le
'-3= h  " r  ^  -T.^pyr + ^ 3
_  » ^ a ce ta ld  y  y
^ 4  ^ 4  y  - ^ a - ^ A c d h
^  aceta ld  ^  4
. .  _  u  ^ aceta te  v  .  u  ^ a ceta te  ^  \ r
^ a ce ta te  5  aceta te  5 e  5 i^ g lti
.. _  ^ a c e ta ld  ^^6r^E tO H  v6 l i r  O.V o '^ a ceta ld  + ^ 6  6 e * ^ £ / 0 / /
^ g lii ' ^ 7
Ç 1
«  _  7^  “^ acetate  ^ v8 “  ^8 T ^  IT 1A.IT .---aceta te  ^ 5 e  l ^ 5 i  glti
To = ka + t .
no = ho  + hoe - ~ f w ~
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Table 8-1 Kinetic parameter values for Saccharomyces cerevisiae example
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
kih 0.584 k 4 4.80 K, 0 . 0 1 0 1
Klh 0.0116 K4 0.000264 kg 0.589
kii 1.43 k s 0.0104 k g 0.008
K„ 0.94 Ks 0 . 0 1 0 2 Kg 1 .0 x 1 0 “^
k |e 47.1 k s e 0.775 kgc 0.0751
Kie 0 . 1 2 K-Se 0 . 1 0 Kgc 13
K,i 14.2 Kai 440 Kgi 25
k a 0.501 k ô 2.82 kgc 0.00399
Ka 0 . 0 0 2 0.034 kio 0.392
Kai 0 . 1 0 1 k 6 r 0.0125 Kio 0.0023
k a 5.81 K(Se 0.057 klO e 0.00339
Ka 5.0x10“’ k? 1.203 KlOe 0.0018
kii 0 . 0 2
Kinetic constants are included in Table 8-1. More details of the model and explanation of 
the rate equations can be found in Lei et ah (2001). The objective is to maximise the 
production of ethanol. The following feed flowrates are adopted: glucose 14 g/s, ethanol 
0.13 g/s, biomass X 0.002 g/s, Xa 0,1 g (g biomass X )'\ XAcdh 0.0075 g (g biomass X ) '\ 
and water 984.86 g/s (Lei & Jorgensen, 2001).
8.4 Knowledge Driven Reactor Network Synthesis
To demonstrate the application of knowledge driven reactor network synthesis to complex 
problems, the tliree step methodology developed in this thesis is applied to the complex 
and highly non-linear problem of Saccharomyces cerevisiae metabolism.
8.4.1 Reaction Pathway Analysis
A reaction pathway analysis is carried out to identify the various serial and parallel 
reaction pathways. Figure 8-1 shows the reaction network diagram developed from the 
reactions. From tliis figure it can be seen that reactions 1, 3 and 6 (in the forward 
direction) are desirable. Competing reactions include 2, 4 and 5. Reactions 7, 8,9, 10 and 
11 all relate to biomass and as such are not directly related to ethanol production. The 
significance of these reactions can be investigated through data mining.
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Figure 8-1 S. cerevisiae reaction network diagram
8.4.2 Data Mining and Rule Formulation
Data mining has been conducted to uncover promising regions and relationships between 
variables. Table 8-2 outlines the rules developed based on data mining results. These 
rules indicate that high performance (maximum production of ethanol) should occur when 
the glucose concentration is low, the ethanol concentration is not zero, the biomass X  
concentration is high, the Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase part of the biomass XAcdh 
concentration is low, and the rate of reversible reaction 6 (where ethanol is produced), is 
within certain bounds.
Table 8-2 S. cerevisiae rule summary
No. Location
(reactor)'
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category^
1 n CqIu ^ X 0.3 1
2 n Ceioh = X 0 2
3 n Cxacdh >  X 0.05 2
4 n C x < X 1.5 1
5 n rg < X -0.04 2
6 n re > X 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 1
nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
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8.4.3 Optimisation and Synthesis
Optimisation and synthesis of the biocatalytic problem is conducted using 10 different 
initial stmctures as presented in Table 8-3. The superstmctuie allows up to 4 reactors with 
a maximum individual reactor size of 30L and maximum overall size of 50L. PFRs and 
DSSRs are represented by 20 serial sub-CSTRS. Termination criteria are set at 500 
maximum iterations and 50 un-improving iterations. A Neigbbouibood size of 7 and a 
Tabu List size of 1 are applied and the stochastic experiments were conducted with 2.0 
GHz processors.
Table 8-3 S. cerevisiae initial structures
Run Initial Structure
KEY
CSTR
PFR
10L
10L
13L
10L
13L
30L20L
10L
10L
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8.5 Results
8.5.1 Rule-based Results
Results can be seen in Table 8-4. Tbe optimal structures for tbe two methods are similar, 
both having combinations of plug flow and mixing. Tbe best Tabu Search structure also 
features a feed bypass. Comparing tbe numerical results, tbe mle-based search clearly 
outperforms Tabu Seaicb, giving better quality results with a higher best objective and a 
significantly better (10% improvement) average best objective over tbe 10 runs. Average 
function evaluations appear to be elevated, but this can be justified with tbe better quality 
solutions achieved. Figure 8-2 shows that for tbe random Tabu Search to achieve a similar 
quality solution, tbe neigbbouibood size bad to be expanded to 13 where tbe function 
evaluations were over 1400, almost double tbe rule-based search. Tbe maximum ethanol 
concentration for a single PFR is 5.15g/L (18.79L) and 4.24g/L for a CSTR (3.6L).
Table 8-4 S. cerevisiae results, rule 6 limit = 0.6
Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
Stats^ Best
Objective
Function
Evaluations
Total
Volume
Optimal Structure'
Rule-based ave 5.142 816 11.30 H  Kmax 5.271 1351 17.73 T 10.06
min 4.901 493 5.32 PFR CSTR PFR PFR5.07L 1.38L I.OIL 1.39L
Tabu Search ave 4.672 651 9.99
max 5.249 1236 16.83
min 0.231 300 4.41 PFR1.35L CSTR2.45L PFR1.30L PFR1.31L
* Best o f 10 runs based on different initial structures 
 ^Summary statistics based on 10 runs
Tabu Search  A verage, B est O bjective and Function E valuations
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’■§ 5.2 
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Figure 8-2 Tabu Search results for different neighbourhood sizes
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Table 8-5 Near-optimal structures for S. cerevisiae case study
Objective Stmcture Objective Structure
5.24
PFR CSTR CSTR PFR
4.43L 1.35L 0.94L 1.51L
CSTR ST   I ____________  0-74
CSTR
0.74L
'0.13PFR PFR
0.12L 3.16L
PFR
2.33L
— H i- T ^  i - » r  i~ T »r k -
5 18 5.16PFR PFR PFR PFR
10.86L 3.20L 1.20L 0.72L
T $ x H _ 1 0 .4 3
PFR PFR
M
3.85L
PFR PFR
9.7 IL 2.30L 1.05L
As this is the first optimisation study reported for this application, some other high 
perfomiing rule-based solutions are included in Table 8-5 for completeness. Figure 8-3 
shows the dependence of the results on the limit for rule 6. Figure 8-4 illustrates the rule 
improvement rates. From these two graphs, it can be concluded that a limit of 0.6 for rule 
6 gives the best results in terms of best objective, average best objective and rule 
improvement rates.
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Figure 8-3 S. cerevisiae average and best objective, 
average function evaluations
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Figure 8-4 S. cerevisiae average improvement rates
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8.5.2 Dynamic Rule Updates
Dynamic mle updates were applied to the S. cerevisiae example using V-type 3 and C-type 
1 and paiameter values selected from Chapter 6. Results are shown in Figure 8-5. 
Function evaluations decrease when dynamic mle updates are applied, however the best 
objective for an initial mle 6 limit of 0.6 also decreased. For this case, it appears that the 
mle limit of 0.7 gives the best result, with high quality solutions.
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Figure 8-5 S. cerevisiae dynamic rule update results
Table 8-6 S. cerevisiae dynamic rule update final rule limits
Rule Location
(reactor)'
Move
Category^
Dyn
ON?
Condition Initial
Bound
(X)
Average final rule bounds, rule 6  
limit = X
0.5 0 . 6 0.7
1 n 1 1 Cgiu > X 0.3 0.308 0.309 0.313
2 11 2 0 Ceioh = X 0 0 0 0
3 n 2 1 Cxacdli ^  X 0.05 0.046 0.047 0.046
4 n 1 1 C x < X 1.5 1.671 1.663 1.676
5 n 2 1 re<X -0.04 -0.041 -0.04 -0.04
6 n 1 1 I-6>X See X 0.505 0.594 0.682
nth reactor represents the last active reactor 
^move category 1 : increase, move category 2 : decrease
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Table 8-6 shows the average final rule limits. The results are fairly similar to the initial 
values selected. The final value for rule 6 closely reflects the initial value chosen.
8.5.3 SQP Fine Tuning
Chapter 7 presented an efficient fine-tuning hybrid approach, combining the rule-based 
search with a deteiministic algorithm in the form of Sequential Quadratic Programming 
(SQP) in order to reduce the computational time. However, when applied to the S. 
cerevisiae biocatalytic case study, the SQP method consistently failed to solve the complex 
set of equations for this example, suffering from small step sizes. This case study clearly 
demonstrates some of the shortfalls of applying deterministic techniques to complex 
examples. The hybrid fine-tuning method presented in Chapter 7 appears unsuitable for 
difficult problems, unless a more robust version of SQP or other deterministic algorithm is 
developed and implemented. Based on the results fiom this more complex example, the 
hybrid approach may not be cmcial, as the basic rule-based search achieved very effective 
fine-timing, leading to high quality solutions in short computational times which can be 
further reduced through distributed computing techniques as discussed in chapter 10. This 
example in particular shows that the knowledge driven rule-based approach to reactor 
network synthesis gives very promising results when applied to complex examples.
8.6 Discussion
Application of the rule-based methodology to the complex biocatalytic case study, 
metabolism of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, demonstrates the potential for knowledge driven 
reactor network synthesis to robustly find high quality solutions to difficult and highly 
non-linear problems, impressively outperforming Tabu Search. Tabu Search was clearly 
inferior at the same neighbourhood size, with average best objectives only 90% of the mle- 
based approach. Even at significantly increased neighbouihood sizes. Tabu Seai'ch results 
did not exceed the quality of the mle-based solutions. The number of function evaluations 
and thus the computational times, required for Tabu Search to get similar quality results 
were almost double that of the mle-based method.
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Dynamic mle updates were applied and resulted in reduced timeframes and similar quality 
results. The final mle limits adopted did not differ significantly from the initial bounds 
selected.
It was not possible to apply the hybrid fine-tuning method derived in Chapter 7. The SQP 
algorithm consistently failed to cope with the non-linearities of this complex example and 
could not solve any stmcture. Future work could investigate whether different 
implementations of SQP or some other deterministic algorithm might achieve better 
performance.
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Chapter 9 Extension to Non isothermal Systems
The knowledge driven reactor network synthesis method presented in Chapter 4 was 
developed for isothermal systems. As many industrial applications are nonisotheimal, the 
work presented in this chapter aims to explore future directions for research into how the 
method can be extended to enable application of the novel approach with reaction schemes 
whose reaction rates are highly temperature dependent.
As an initial attempt to accommodate nonisotheimal applications, the rate equation is 
modified so the rate constant is expanded into activation energy and temperature dependent 
terms. A similar approach to the basic knowledge-driven rule-based methodology outlined 
in Chapter 4 is adopted to represent the relationships between concentrations, 
temperatures, reaction rates and objectives as rate indicators, with temperature as another 
variable. The expanded database consists of various temperatuie values, for data mining 
purposes. Additional rules aie derived to reflect the trends with temperature and guide the 
search appropriately. Temperatures are incorporated within the reactor network 
representation by adopting temperature profiles along the length of the reactor, as proposed 
by Mehta and Kokossis (2000).
9.1 Illustrative Example
A  nonisotheimal version of the Van de Vusse example is considered (Mehta & Kokossis 
2000, Schweiger & Floudas 1999):
A — ^ B
A - ^ \ D
The first two reactions are first order while the third is second order. The feed consists of 
10 mol/s of pure A at a concentration of 1 mol/L. The objective is to maximise the 
concentration of component B. The reaction rate constant is dependent upon the Arrhenius 
temperature relation:
k „ = A ,,e ^ ^  (9-1)
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where ku- = temperatuie dependent reaction rate constant for reaction ir 
Air -  Arrhenius velocity constant for reaction ir 
Eir = activation energy for reaction ir 
T  = reactor temper atm e 
R -  universal gas constant
The allowed temperature range is between 177 -  537 degrees Celsius (450 -  800 Kelvin). 
The volume of each reactor is allowed to vary between 3.6 -  600L. Reaction rate data for 
the nonisothermal Van de Vusse example is contained in Table 9-1.
Table 9-1 Reaction rate data for nonisothermal Van de Vusse example
Rxn (ir) Air Eir
1 5.4 X 10" 15840
2 3.6 X 10^ 7920
3 1 .6 x l 0 ' 2 23760
9.2 Reaction Kinetics and Network
Contiaiy to the isothermal approach above where temperature is assumed constant, 
nonisotheimal applications take into account the temperature dependencies of reaction 
rates. The temperature dependence of reaction rate constants is often defined according to 
the Arrhenius equation:
k,.= A ,,e  (9-2)
where A:,-,. = reaction rate constant for reaction ir,
Air = Arrhenius constant for reaction ir,
Eir = activation energy for reaction ir,
T = reactor temperatme,
R = universal gas constant.
Reaction pathways are generally considered independent of temperatures for a given
system. Rate indicators are defined as described in Chapter 4, i.e. as ratios of various
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B-^ C
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KEY I I Desired product — ► Desirable reaction — >  Undesirable reaction
Figure 9-1 Reaction network diagram for the nonisothermal Van de Vusse example
reaction rates for serial and parallel connections. To gain familiarity with the systems, 
profiles of reaction rate constants against temperature are plotted, illustrating the relative 
impact on the different reaction rates or rate constants. As temperature dependent 
concentration profiles are more complex, the extra dimension restricts visual interpretation. 
Effectively displaying multiple components on 3-dimensional graphs becomes difficult to 
comprehend. As data gets more complicated, data mining becomes increasingly useful for 
extracting trends that are difficult to visualise otherwise. Figure 9-1 shows the reaction 
network diagram, which is the same as the isothermal case in Chapter 4.
9.3 Data Mining and Rule Development
A database is generated according to the method presented in Chapter 4, with the addition 
of temperature as another variable to allow for temperature dependent rate constants. A 
range of temperature values between the minimum and maximum for a specific application 
are included. The full database consists of ranges of concentration and temperature data, 
along with calculated reaction rate constants, reaction rates and rate indicators. Data 
mining is conducted to reveal more information about the relationships between the rate 
indicators and concentrations, temperatures and rate constants. Rules are developed as 
described in Chapter 4, with the option of including some additional rules added to account 
for the impact of variable rate constants on the rate indicators.
Rules developed for the illustrative example, nonisothermal Van de Vusse, are shown in 
Table 9-2.
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Table 9-2 Nonisothermal Van de Vusse rule summary
No. Location
(reactor)'
Condition Limit (X) Move
Category'
1 1 rl / 13 < X 6.70 5
2 n Cb = X ,C c = X 0 . 0 0 1
3 n Cb — X, Cc > X 0 . 0 0 2
4 n Cc > X * C b 1 . 0 0 8
5 n Cb X, Cc X 0.50 1
6 n Cb < X, Cc > X 0.50 2
7 n Fi / l 2 < X 0.15 8
8 n It / Î2 > X 5.30, 5.40, 5.50 5
Refer to Table 9-4 for move category description
9.4 Optimisation and Synthesis
Variations in temperature are achieved by adopting temperatiue profiles along the length of 
each non-CSTR reactor as first proposed by Mehta and Kokossis (2000). Key variables 
defining each profile are the inlet temperature Ti„, the outlet temperature Tout, and the peak 
temperature Tpeak for peaked profiles. Temperatures are allowed to vary between T„,i„ and 
T,„ax. Profile shapes are manipulated by varying parameter values, Tparami and Tparami- 
Temperature profiles include 1) flat, 2) linear, 3) exponential, 4) logarithmic and 5) 
peaked, as can be seen in Figure 9-2 and as defined as follows:
1. Flat (Isothermal)
^(frc) =
T  — T  — 0paramX param 2  ^
2. Linear
T{isc) = T„, +
(9 -3 )
3. Exponential
scstr
t p a r a m i  ~  ' tp a r a m i  ~  ^
(9 -4 )
T  = 0p a r a m l
' T param \
Q  " s a i r
(9-5)
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4. Logarithmic
(9-6)
T —0p a ra m l
5. Peaked
i fS C -T p ^ ra m x f
T{isc)= r„„, + e -  t;„, )  t„ > t„„
1 ^paraml ^  2 ^^scsir (9" 7 )
1  -  ^ p a r a m l ~  ^
paraml i
T{isc) = T„,+e
2  ^ s c s tr  “  '^param l ~  ^ s c s tr
1 <  T  <  Sp a r a m l  ^
where wc = index of the sub-CSTR within the PFR, 
nscstr = number of sub-CSTRs,
Tin = inlet temperatuie (or temperature of the first sub-CSTR), except for peak 
profile,
Tout = outlet temperatuie (or temperature of the final sub-CSTR), except for 
peak profile,
Tpeak = peak temperature in the peak profile, where Tpeak = max {Tin, Tout), and 
the actual Tin or Tout depends on the parameters selected,
Tparami ~ power paiaiueter in the exponential and logarithmic profiles, and the 
average in the peak profile,
T p a r a m i =  Standard deviation in the peak profile.
Temperature profiles are implemented by varying the temperatuie between sub-CSTRs. 
This is equivalent to an isothermal reactor with heat transfer to maintain constant 
temperature, but with the flexibility of selecting appropriate temperatuies depending on the 
progi ess of the reactions. The approach allows the incorporation of nonisothermal systems 
without the complication of solving energy balances.
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Temperature Profiles
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Figure 9-2 Nonisothermal temperature profiles, = 350, To„t = 750
9.5 Temperature and Profile Moves
Additional moves are added to allow for changes in temperature and temperature profiles:
• Modify temperature -  CSTR. Reactor temperature is increased or decreased.
• Modify temperatine profile parameters -  PFR or DSSR. Modifications can be made to 
Tin, Tout, Tparami and Tpa,am2 (whore applicable), with the aim of affecting an increase or 
decrease in the overall temperature. If profile type is isotheimal or linear, changes are 
made to either or Tout. If  the profile is exponential or logaritlimic, Tout, or Tparami 
is modified. If a peaked profile exists, 7/„, Tout, Tparami or Tpa,am2 can be adjusted. The 
parameter value is randomly selected.
• Change temperature profile -  PFR or DSSR. The direction of the profile (increasing or
decreasing) is specified. 2)n and Tout define the profile direction and allow 
determination of the existing direction. If is less than Tout, the temperature profile is 
increasing otheiwise it is decreasing. If the cunent profile is already in the required 
direction, another profile type is selected and Tj„ and Tout left as is. If the profile is in 
the wrong direction, any profile type can be selected and and Tout are swapped.
Tparami and Tparaiiû are set according to the new profile type.
Just as reactor volumes in the isothennal methodology are manipulated to increase or 
decrease concentrations, temperatures can be modified to affect reaction rates. The 
complete list of moves is shown in Table 9-3. Additional move categories were created to 
allow for different move combinations and are explained in Table 9-4.
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Table 9-3 Nonisothermal moves and move categories
Move ID Move Description Move
Category
1-3 Add reactor 1,5,6
4 Delete reactor 2,7,8
5-7 Change reactor type 1,2,3,4, 
5,6,7,8
8-9 Increase reactor volume 1,5,6
11-13 Decrease reactor volume 2,7,8
14 Add recycle stream 1,5,6
15 Delete recycle stream 2,7,8
16 Move recycle position upstream 2,7,8
17 Move recycle position downstream 1,5,6
18-20 Increase recycle ratio 1,5,6
21-23 Decrease recycle ratio 2,7,8
24 Add bypass stream 2,7,8
25 Delete bypass stream 1,5,6
26 Move bypass position upstream 2,7,8
27 Move bypass position downstream 1,5,6
28-30 Increase bypass fraction 2,7,8
31-33 Decrease bypass fraction 1,5,6
34 Increase reactor temperature 3,5,7
35 Decrease reactor temperature 4,6,8
36-40 Change temperature profile type in increasing direction 3,5,7
41-45 Change temperature profile type in decreasing direction 4,6,8
46-49 Modify temperature profile parameters to increase overall temperature 3,5,7
50-53 Modify temperature profile parameters to decrease overall temperature 4,6,8
Table 9-4 Nonisothermal move category description
Move
Category
Description
1 Reactant concentration decrease, product concentration increase, extent indicator decrease
2 Reactant concentration increase, product concentration decrease, extent indicator increase
3 Temperature increase
4 Temperature decrease
5 Reactant concentration, extent indicator decrease; product concentration, temperature increase
6  Reactant concentration, extent indicator, temperature decrease; product concentration increase
7 Reactant concentration, extent indicator, temperature increase; product concentration decrease
8  Reactant concentration, extent indicator increase; product concentration, temperature decrease
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9.6 Van de Vusse Results
Introducing nonisotheimal systems has required the development of a series of new moves 
for temperature modifications. To allow for the increased number of moves available at 
each iteration, the neighbourhood size (see Chapter 4) will need to be expanded. A 
sensitivity study found that a neighbourhood size of 12 gives high quality best objectives 
within reasonable timeframes. Table 9-5 displays the initial shuctures and temperature 
profiles for the 10 statistical runs for the nonisothemial Van de Vusse example.
Table 9-5 Nonisothermal Van de Vusse initial structures
Run Initial Structure Run Initial Structure
100L
500K
6
200L200L 200L
4 30K  780K  570K
Tk, 400K  
Tout 600K
2 00L 2 00L - » 2 0 0 L
T T
T i„810K  T ,o700K  T m 600K
Tout 700K  Tout 600K  Tout 450K
10L 10L
8 0 0 K  650K
70L
700K
10L — > 4 0 L
T
5L
4 00K
TinSOOK T in750K
Tout 750K  Tout 500K
Tparami “  1 Tparami — 0 .5
Tin 800K  Tin 500K
Tout 600K  Tout 5G0K
Tparami “  1
10L —> 10L 9  >
5L 10L 15L 2ÜL
4Q0K 500K  6 0 0 K  700K
50L SL
400l<
T i„7 7 0 K  
Tout 520K
20L
Tin 450K  
Tpeak 550K  
Tparami — 10 
TparamZ ~  2
10 SL - > 10L 15L 20L
T in400K  Tin 530K
Tout 650K  Tout 470K
Tparami ~  1
T p e a k  8 1  OK T in  600K
Tout 600K  Tout 600K
Tparami “  5  
TparamZ “  1 .5
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Table 9-6 Nonisothermal Van de Vusse results , rule 8  limit = 5.4
Nonisothermal . Stats Best Function Total Optimal Structure*
Van de Vusse 2 Objective Evaluations Volume
Rule-based ave 7.950 1884 51.82L
8.128 2580 105.81L -> l H  H I-»max
PFR PFR PFRmm 7.633 1055 5.42L 41L 13L 3.7L
Tabu Search ave 7.897 1934 51.88L
8.089 3617 84.91L -> l H  H Mmax PFR PFR PFR PFR
min 7.602 874 5.34L 42L 6.8L 17L 3.6L
Simulated 
Annealing 
(Mehta & 
Kokossis, 2000)^
ave
max
min
7.95
8.13
2 1 0 0 49.9L
64.1L
24.6L
T P S T P H *
PFR PFR 
43.8L 3.6L
‘ Best o f 10 runs based on different initial structures
^Summary statistics based on 10 runs, except Simulated Aimealing where literature reported 6  runs
Recall the allowed temperature range for the nonisotheimal Van de Vusse example is 
between 177 -  537 degrees Celsius (450 -  800 Kelvin), volumes are allowed to vary 
between 3.6 -  600L, and reaction rate constant data is shown above in Table 9-1.
Comparative results for the different stochastic methods are presented in Table 9-6. The 
simple PFR stmctures of Tabu Search and the rule-based method differ slightly to the 
Simulated Annealing solution which features side feed streams, and the total volumes 
differ also. Despite this, the mle-based search gives solutions of the same high quality as 
those reported by Mehta and Kokossis (2000), while Tabu Search does not perform as 
well. The temperature profile for the rule-based search, illustrated in Figure 9-3, shows the 
same trend as reported in the literature. This perhaps indicates that the solution quality is 
much more dependent on temperatuie profiles than reactor size or even mixing strategy.
Van de Vusse Endothermie Tem perature Profile
900
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Figure 9-3 Nonisothermal Van de Vusse temperature profiles for best solution
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Van de Vusse Endothermie Results
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Figure 9-4 Nonisothermal Van de Vusse results for different rule limits
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Further results can be seen in the figures above. Figure 9-4 shows how the results vary 
with different rule limits for rule 8. A rule limit of 5.4 appears to give the best results with 
a reasonable timefiame. This is also demonstrated in Figure 9-5, where the lower limit of 
5.3 gives reduced improvement rates. It can also be obseived from this graph that rule 7 
does not rise significantly above the random move selection improvement rate of just over 
60%, although the overall improvement rates of ai'ound 75% are acceptable. Figure 9-6 
shows that the convergence progress for the rule-based search is faster than the Tabu 
Seai'ch.
9.7 Discussion
Preliminary investigations into extending the mle-based method to cater for nonisothermal 
problems presented briefly in this chapter involved applying temperature profiles along the 
reactors and developing new moves for modifying temperatures. This approach proved 
successful in finding the optimal results for the nonisotheimal Van de Vusse example
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reported in the literature. The results were superior to Tabu Search in teims of best 
objective as well as function evaluations.
The range for the extent (serial) rate indicator for the nonisothermal example presented is 
much greater than the isothermal cases. The nonisothermal range was between 0.15 and 
5.4, compared with 1 to 1.10 for the isothermal examples. This is due to the exponential 
(Arhennius) temperature dependence, which can change reaction rates by many orders of 
magnitude firom the lower temperature bound to the upper. For example, the 
nonisothermal Van de Vusse example could have a rate indicator (ri/rz) value anywhere 
from 0.00006 to 1000. The isothermal Van de Vusse case A range was several orders of 
magnitude smaller, from 0.05 to 1000. Therefore the acceptable region for high quality 
nonisothermal solutions is broader and the mle limits reflect this.
The nonisothermal problem in general required longer timeframes than isothermal 
examples. The isothermal Van de Vusse (Case A) example required an average of 60 
seconds per search and Case B was around 45 seconds. The nonisothermal Van de Vusse 
runs presented above took on average 80 seconds. This reflects the additional function 
evaluations that were necessary as the number of possible moves to trial had increased by 
one third and the neighbourhood size was expanded to allow for this.
Variance between solutions was high for all methods, with the average best objectives up 
to 10 percent lower than the best solutions foimd. This reflects the combinatorial effect of 
optimising both temperature and volume. In an effort to reduce the variance, the 
termination criteria could possibly be extended, to see whether closer convergence could 
be achieved with additional time.
Although the quality of the solutions for the mle-based method was high, mle 
improvement rates were not of the usual standard. Curr ently the rules are one-dimensional 
and assume that effective move directions can be selected based on one criterion. The 
results presented in earlier chapters have proved this to be effective for isothermal cases. 
However, as temperature adds another dimension, it is proposed that to more effectively 
select move directions in nonisothermal problems, multi-dimensional mles may be 
necessary. Tliis could be investigated in future work.
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Chapter 10 Parallel Computing Applications on the Grid
A Grid network of computers can be utilised for parallel processing applications. Parallel 
processing technology has been developed since the 1980’s to allow computationally 
demanding applications to be distributed amongst multiple processors to share the load 
(Berman et a l, 2003). This allows a reduction in the overall time required for the 
computations, and thus increases the ability to process demanding applications and to 
enable previously unworkable problems to be addressed. Today, parallel processing 
applications are no longer limited to the same location with a localised cluster of 
computers, but are instead being applied globally on Grid networks across the internet.
The Grid is an emerging global infrastructure that will allow the sharing of resources 
regardless of location. It aims to integr ate networking, communication, computation and 
information and “support the execution of large-scale, resource intensive and distributed 
applications” (Berman et a l, 2003). It has evolved from parallel processing technology 
and collaborative efforts to solve large-scale problems across research disciplines and 
locations. Grid applications will include distributed supercomputing, high-throughput 
computing, on-demand computing, data-intensive computing and collaborative computing 
(Foster & Kesselman, 1999). The Global Grid Forum (GGF) has lead the way on 
developing standards (Foster, 2002). Globus has been developed as a metacomputing 
infrastructure toolkit providing capabilities and interfaces for communication, information, 
resource location, resource scheduling, authentication and data access (Foster & 
Kesselman, 1997). Latest developments include the Open Grid Services Architecture 
(OGSA), which combines Globus Toolkit with Web services (Foster, 2002). Much 
research and development work is still required and Schopf and Nitzberg (2002) 
summarise 10 key issues that still need to be addressed, including functionality, software, 
security, and standards. The potential of the Grid has already been proven with successful 
applications in the fields of life sciences, engineering, data management, physical sciences, 
as well as some commercial applications (Berman et a l, 2003).
The Grid represents a significant development by allowing large-scale computing capacity 
to be readily accessible. Aside fr om enabling extremely complex computational problems 
to be addressed, other benefits may be seen on a smaller scale by users such as small
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business. Clusters of computers are usually only available in large institutions or 
enterprises but access to a Grid network in future could be set up at low cost by a small 
business. The development of the global Grid infrastructure, architectuie, standards and 
software will enable parallel processing to be more widespread and could allow significant 
advances in medium scale problems where reduced timeframes could promote more 
detailed studies.
This chapter aims to briefly consider some of the possible options for distributing the 
optimisation algorithms presented in this thesis. Parallel processing applications using 
stochastic optimisation tools have already shown the benefits that may be gained by 
sharing computations across multiple processors. Genetic algorithms naturally lend 
themselves to parallel architecture as they maintain parallel populations. Process 
engineering applications include the synthesis and optimisation of nonideal distillation 
systems (Fraga & Matias, 1996), and process design optimisation (Wang et a l, 2004). 
Tabu Search applications using parallel computing have also been reported for scheduling 
and vehicle routing problems (Fiechter 1994, Garcia et a l 1994, Bortfeldt et a l 2003), 
although not within the process engineering domain.
10.1 Parallel Runs
10.1.1 Distributed Optimisation Approach
Efficient fine-tuning using sequential quadratic programming (SQP) was investigated in 
Chapter 7. The critical factor determining the success of this hybrid approach is the 
crossover point, and a number of alternatives have been trialled. These were based on how 
frequently rules were in conformance and a random move selection was made.
Another approach for determining an appropriate crossover point can make use of parallel 
processing technology. Multiple processors can be used to conduct simultaneous runs for 
the different starting structures, with objectives fed back to a central processor to calculate 
the standard deviation over the different intermediate solutions. Once this is below a set 
value, indicating closeness to the globally optimal domain, the central program sends out 
the message to crossover, and each program then simultaneously makes the switch to SQP.
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Figure 10-1 Grid flowchart showing information flows between processes
10.1.2 Implementation
A Grid test bed of twelve 2.0GHz processors was set up to implement the approach. The 
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is used as the basis for the communication between 
processes (Message Passing Interface Forum 1994, Snir et al. 1998). The Grid 
optimisations are implemented using 11 processors, with processes 1-10 innning the 
different initial structures, while process 0 is the central collation point. Figuie 10-1 
illustrates the information flow between processes. Processes 1 thiough 10 run according 
to the hybrid SQP approach presented in Chapter 7, with a few minor additions, indicated 
by shading in Figure 10-2.
After each iteration, the objective of the accepted structure is sent to process 0. 
Meanwhile, process 0 is receiving objective values ftom each process. Once each process
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has sent the value, process 0 calculates the standard deviation of all the objective values 
received:
n p = P - \
(10-1)
(10-2)
where cr= standard deviation,
rip = number of values (not including process 0),
P = number of processes (including process 0), 
f(x)ipr = objective function value from process ipr, 
ipr = process rank index.
<  —
Initial solution
Violated rules?
YE!
Select appropriate move direction Select moves randomly
>
1
r'
Generate new neighbourhood solutions and simulate
Select best new solution
NO
YES
Tabu? Best so far? 
YEsX
All Tabu? 
YES
■ SEND objective to process 0
>  RECEIVE standard deviation from process 0
Apply SQP?
NO
Termination cntena met?
YES
Final solution 4
Figure 10-2 SQP-Grid flowchart detail for processes with rank greater than 0
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The standard deviation is then expressed as a fraction of the average value, allowing the 
relative magnitude of the variance to be easily interpreted as a percentage;
_  crcr = -F
ipr
(10-3)
where a  = normalised standard deviation.
Process 0 then broadcasts this value to each of the other processes, which have been
waiting to receive the broadcast. On each process, the calculated standard deviation is
compared with a set limit (input value). Once the normalised standard deviation is below 
this limit, SQP is implemented.
Disadvantages include that the central process can only receive values in rank order, which 
means subsequent processes are waiting before their ‘send’ can be executed. This may 
delay completion of the overall optimisation and should be investigated further.
This approach also assumes that the separate mns for different initial structures will have 
quite varied results and will converge towards the same objective. If, however, the 
objectives aie similar to begin with, this approach may call SQP prematurely and result in 
poor quality solutions.
10.1.3 Results
Recall the illustrative example used throughout this thesis, the isothermal Van de Vusse 
process:
A — ri = kiCA ki = 10.0s'^
B—^ C  r2 =  k2CB k 2 = 1 . 0 s '
2A—^ D  rs^kjCA^ k3 = 0.5 Lmor's"'
where B is the desired product. The feed flow rate is lOOL/s and contains pure A. Two 
cases are observed -  Case A has a feed concentration of A of O.58mol/L, while Case B is 
5.8mol/L. The objective is to maximise the outlet concentration of component B.
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Simulations are conducted using a Grid o f ten 2GHz processors. Investigations tiial 
normalised standard deviations from 1% to 0.25% as the crossover switch. Optimisation 
studies apply a neighbomfrood size of 7 and a Tabu List size of 1.
As the mns are perfoimed simultaneously, computational (CPU) time is calculated 
sepaiately for each process. The results here are presented as an average, for comparison 
with other methods. However, the key difference between mnning simulations in parallel 
or sequentially is the total computational time. Total time for parallel processes equates to 
the time it took for the slowest process to converge. For sequential processes, the total 
time is the sum of all the individual mns. It is expected that parallel processing should 
allow a significant reduction in the total real time required to achieve a solution.
Van de Vusse Case A
Results, based on the mles presented in Chapter 4 and using a mle 6 limit of 1.05, can be 
seen in Figuie 10-3. Although the best objective achieved remains constant, as the 
standard deviation crossover point increases, the average best objective deteriorates. 
Similarly, reflecting the trade-off between speed and quality, the computational time also 
decreases. This suggests that a standard deviation above 0.5% could result in premature 
convergence and inferior solutions. The total CPU time, representing the slowest mn, is 
approximately 50% greater than the average.
Figure 10-4 shows a comparison of results witli other methods presented in this thesis, 
based on a standard deviation of 0.5% for the Grid method. Best objectives are all similar, 
while average best objective for the Grid approach is slightly less. However, the benefit of 
using Grid technology is dramatically obvious from the difference in computational time. 
Average CPU times are about half that of Tabu Search and basic mle-based method, and 
similar to sequential SQP. Total time is now an order of magnitude smaller, indicating a 
speedup of 10, which reflects the number of processors sharing the mns.
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Figure 10-3 Van de Vusse Case A, effect of standard deviation on Grid runs
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Van de Vusse Case B
Grid is implemented with Van de Vusse case B using a rule 6 limit of 1.10. Figure 10-5 
demonstrates the results. Although less consistent than Case A, the overall trend is the 
same. Solution quality deteriorates as the standard deviation crossover point increases and 
computational times reduce. In this example, the total time is approximately double the 
average time. Adopting a standard deviation of 0.5% appears to give satisfactory results.
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Figure 10-5 Van de Vusse Case B, effect of standard deviation on Grid results
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Figure 10-6 shows that Grid solution quality is comparable with the other methods. Again, 
the total time frame involved is ten times less than the Tabu Search method.
Applying Grid networks for process synthesis offers the key advantage of reducing the 
timeframes involved. The work presented here is a basic application of parallel processing 
capability where separate runs are conducted on separate processes, sharing information 
with, and coordinated by, a central unit. More advanced applications may attempt to use 
the available computing power in a more efficient manner. For example, calculations 
within a run may be divided and shared between processes, particularly if one process is 
idle while waiting for others to share information. This is explored briefly in the following 
section.
10.2Parallel Moves
As discussed in the previous section, reducing the computational time by conducting runs 
simultaneously on parallel processors is the simplest form of utilising a Grid network. The 
overall time becomes as fast as the slowest process to converge.
An alternative method of increasing the efficiency of using multiple processors 
simultaneously could share the calculations within the simulation between processors. 
This approach involves using a different process to perform each neighbourhood move. 
After each move has been simulated, a central process determines which move to accept. 
This structure is then broadcast to all other processes so each process is starting from the 
same new structure, and is ready to accept a new move.
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In contrast to the parallel run implementation described in Section 10.1, where idle times 
occuiTed while processes waited for others to send the latest objective value or finish, in 
this approach, idle time would be caused by differences in the time required to solve each 
move. Some moves may be more complex than others and require additional time.
Due to the number of variables required to ‘describe’ a structure completely, multiple 
broadcasts are required to send all the relevant infoimation to each process. This may slow 
the execution down, and this will be investigated.
10.2.1 Implementation
Each process performs identically until moves have been selected, when move iin is given 
to process itn to implement and simulate. Each objective is sent back to process 0, which 
has been idle, and it deteimines which move to accept. The accepted move is broadcast 
back to all processes and the process responsible for simulating this move broadcasts all 
the relevant information representing the accepted solution. This solution is accepted by 
all processes, which then begin the next iteration at the same stalling point. Splitting the 
moves in such a way requires only as many processors as the maximum Neighbourhood 
size.
10.2.2 Results
Van de Vusse Case A results are shown in Figuie 10-7. Neighbourhood size was 7, Tabu 
List size was 1, a mle limit of 1.10 for mle 6 was applied (see Chapter 4), and the results 
show an average of 4 mns with different initial stmctures. The quality of results is similar 
across each of the different methods. Computational time for Grid parallel moves shown 
in the graph represents the slowest process to converge. Despite this, marked improvement 
is observed, with timeframes less than one quarter of the mle-based method where moves 
are simulated sequentially. The average time for the rule-based method was 20s, while the 
Grid was 3.4s. As the neighbourhood size is 7, the maximum number of processors used at 
any one time was 7 and the Grid approach could be expected to be 7 times faster than the 
mle based search as it tries each move simultaneously rather than sequentially. The Grid 
operations of broadcasting, sending and receiving multiple variables may have slowed the 
process down, but only by about 0.5s per process. Considering more complex examples
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where run times are substantially longer, the contribution of these operations to the overall 
simulation could be deemed negligible.
10.3 Discussion
The first section in this chapter described how Grid networks have been utilised for a 
hybrid optimisation approach, following rule based guided moves with a deterministic 
fine-tuning algorithm using sequential quadratic programming (SQP). Separate processors 
are used to simulate runs with different starting structures, and feed objective function 
results to a central processor which calculates the standard deviation. Once this is below a 
certain level, indicating converged structures, the processes switch to SQP to fine-tune the 
reactor volumes and split fi-action flows.
A study investigating the effect of different standard deviation limits found that 0.5% was 
an appropriate crossover point, giving good results. Adopting this approach has given 
similar quality solutions to other methods presented in this thesis. As the average time 
frames were the same as SQP run sequentially, any delays caused by waiting for other 
processes to communicate information are negligible.
The real time impact of using multiple processors makes the optimisation only as fast as 
the slowest process. Even so, for both examples, the total computational time was an order 
of magnitude less than Tabu Search and the basic rule-based approach. This shows the 
potential that parallel processing exhibits for the optimisation of complex applications, 
allowing feasible timeframes to be achieved.
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The second section of this Chapter has presented a more involved application of parallel 
computing, where the calculations within an optimisation search are shared between 
processors. The approach makes use of the inherent par allel nature of Tabu Search where 
multiple new solutions in the neighbourhood are considered and these moves are calculated 
simultaneously on different processors. The results are good quality and timeframes are 
only one quarter of the sequential time. The results show the potential for parallel 
processing to reduce clock times and perhaps allow the optimisation of applications 
previously restricted by excessive timescales or too complex to be attempted to become 
feasible.
Both parallel processing applications presented in this chapter aie effectively using 
multiple processors to reduce the timefr ames of a sequential algorithm. Modifications to 
the sti'ucture of the original single-processor progiam were minor, involving some basic 
send, receive and broadcast commimications. There exist more advanced ways to 
implement parallel processing technologies, for example where the mathematical 
calculations of the numerical solver can be distributed amongst processors, reducing idle 
times of any processor at any time. Yet another approach could exploit the additional 
information parallel processing makes available to the search by utilising the seai'ch history 
on different processors to influence the search direction. For a stochastic tool such as 
genetic algorithms where a population of solutions is maintained, the best solutions from 
each of the searches on different processors could periodically be added as a new organism 
to the other processors, achieving a more effective search than a purely sequential one.
Parallel processing obviously has much potential to reduce clock times of computationally 
intensive programs. It can also be used to generate a better solution to the problem (Fraga 
& Matias, 1996). The development of tlie Grid infrastructure will increase the availability 
of large computational capability and make parallel processing a more accessible and 
attractive method for solving complex problems, and may be the futui’e for difficult process 
engineering optimisation problems.
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11.1 Conclusions
This thesis presents a novel optimisation approach to the synthesis and optimisation of 
complex reactor networks in order to overcome difficulties associated with existing 
methods such as initialisation and convergence problems, dimensionality limitations and 
long computational times. We have introduced the concept of knowledge-driven 
optimisation, i.e. to utilise systems knowledge in order to develop rules that help to focus 
the optimisation seai'ch on high performance regions. The knowledge driven reactor 
network synthesis implementation consists of three main steps. Firstly, the reaction 
process is explored and serial and paiallel pathways are identified. Secondly, data mining 
techniques are used to enable the analysis of kinetic infoimation in order to identify 
complex trends that are easily missed othei*wise, and develop mles to describe the 
uncovered relationships. Finally, knowledge-driven optimisation and synthesis is 
undertaken using the mles to guide the optimisation search towards promising regions of 
perfoimance.
Application of knowledge driven reactor network synthesis has been demonstiated with a 
number of illustrative examples. The method effectively outperfoims the robust stochastic 
optimisation teclinique Tabu Search in terms of convergence speed. It was observed that 
the mle-based method achieves higher improvement rates than random move selection, 
which proves the usefulness of developing knowledge-based optimisation schemes. The 
methodology is less limited by the number of reactions or components and suffers fewer 
convergence problems when applied to complex systems. It is robust and can achieve 
solutions in short computational times.
To increase mle performance automatically, dynamic mle updates can be implemented. 
Rule improvement rates are calculated as the optimisation search progresses, and if they 
are not adequate, the mle limits ai*e modified dynamically, eliminating the need for initial 
mle tuning runs. Results showed that applying dynamic mle updates increased the mle 
improvement rates.
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A hybrid model, combining the rule-based search with detenninistic Sequential Quadratic 
Programming (SQP) to enable efficient fine-tuning during the latter part of the search, was 
also presented. The first stage applied the mle-based search to find a near-optimal 
stmcture, with the continuous variables then fine-tuned using SQP to find the neaiest 
optimum. Results showed that the hybrid approach was capable of finding good quality 
solutions using minimal function evaluations within half the computational times required 
by Tabu Search, and the mle-based method enables confident identification of the 
switching point.
To demonstr ate the benefits o f applying knowledge driven reactor network synthesis over 
existing technologies, particularly with regard to complex reactor networks, a biocatalytic 
case study, the metabolism of Saccharomyces cerevisiae^ was presented. Results showed 
that the mle-based method achieved significantly higher quality solutions than Tabu 
Search at low neighbourhood sizes. Almost double the computational effort was required 
for Tabu Search to achieve similar quality solutions.
Preliminary studies were conducted into extending the method for application to non- 
isothermal systems where reactions rates are highly dependent on temperature. 
Temperature profiles were adopted along the reactors and additional moves created for 
modifying temperatures. The method was successful at finding the optimal stmctures for 
literatuie examples, and was superior to Tabu Search both in terms of best objective and 
function evaluations.
Finally, paiallel processing teclinology was briefly investigated using a Grid network of 
processors to conduct distributed runs and assess the potential for achieving results in 
reduced times. Clock times were reduced in line with the number of processors used. The 
evolving Grid infirastmcture promises widespread access to large-scale computing capacity 
and may encourage the use of parallel processing within the process engineering domain 
and facilitate the solution of complex optimisation problems.
11.20riginality
The main original contribution of this work to the field of process systems engineering is 
the development of a novel method that utilises systems knowledge, uncovered using data
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mining tools, to devise rules and guide an automatically customised optimal search. The 
knowledge driven optimisation approach offers major improvements over existing 
techniques as it allows to;
• Perform robust optimisation for complex reactor network synthesis within reasonable 
computational times; and
• Better understand the key features governing optimality of a particular process.
11.3 Limitations
The Knowledge Driven Optimisation method has been developed to address some 
shortfalls of existing reactor network synthesis methods. This thesis presents the 
conceptual approach and preliminary findings into the use of systems knowledge to help 
guide optimisation decisions. The methodology is still in the early stages of development 
and is expected to evolve and improve with futuie work. As with any work at an initial 
stage, a number of limitations exist, which ai e described below.
• The method is dependent on a kinetic model to define rate indicators, which could be 
impossible where no such model exists. This may be overcome with the use of data 
mining to derive a kinetic model, assuming experimental data exists, or by simply 
using the relationships uncovered during data mining to construct the rules directly.
• The database used in data mining studies was generated based on all combinations of 
component concentrations. This allows the analysis to consider concentrations other 
than those observed in experimental work with the potential to expose novel 
combinations. The downside to this is that infeasible or impossible combinations such 
as high reactant and product concentrations could occur together and skew the results 
of the analysis. Future work could consider generating a data set that more closely 
relates to the feasible limits of the model and see what impact this has on the data 
mining results.
• Very simple move selection based on rule violation is in place. There are effectively 
two move directions, loosely based ai’ound increasing or decreasing the extent of 
reactions. If a rule is violated, one of two move directions is suggested. The two move 
directions coiTespond to two move categories and all moves fit into either (or both) 
move categories. Therefore, any rule violation would suggest trying half the available 
(and feasible) moves. More sophisticated move selection could be implemented by
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increasing the number of move categories and reducing the number of moves included 
in each category, thereby allowing more specific move selection. This would enable 
finer control over the types of moves that may be suggested at any particular time. For 
example, if  the solution was violating a mle by only small amount, then small changes 
could be suggested.
• The implementation is limited to homogeneous isothermal and nonisotheiinal reactor 
networks. Futiue work should expand the methodology to cater for multiphase 
applications and include separation.
• The preliminaiy study into application of the methodology to nonisothermal problems 
found that the single-criterion mles were not as effective as in the isothermal cases. 
Multi-dimensional mles may need to be developed to allow for the interactions 
between the key dimensions of temperatuie and volume.
11.4Recommendations for Future Work
The results presented in this thesis show the potential for Knowledge Driven Optimisation 
to enliance existing stochastic tools by allowing insights gained into the underlying process 
featui'es to help guide the search. There are many directions for focusing fliture work, and 
a selection of these is outlined below.
As data mining is a major part of the knowledge driven approach, the effect of different 
data mining tools on the process and the quality of results would be worthwhile examining. 
A comparison of commercial tools could focus on process engineering requirements, such 
as ability to process large datasets, and ease of use. Different data mining techniques could 
also be applied to see whether any benefits could be gained.
To allow the hybrid fine-tuning approach to work effectively for complex applications, 
investigations could be conducted into more robust implementations of the SQP algorithm. 
Other detenninistic NLP techniques could also be considered.
More detailed studies are required to consolidate a knowledge-driven mle-based approach 
to nonisothermal problems. Futuie work could consider the development of multi­
dimensional mles that provide better representations of the solution space and reflect the 
interdependence of the two key dimensions: volume and temperature.
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There are many opportunities for extending the existing knowledge driven optimisation 
methodology to cater for more general or alternative process systems. Some extensions 
could include: multiphase systems and downstream processing including separation; non 
steady-state systems, i.e. batch or fed-batch, Avhich aie commonly used in bioprocess 
applications; molecular design; and scheduling or planning.
The Grid network has much potential for advancing computational capability. A 
comprehensive study into the capabilities of GRID networks and parallel processing could 
examine what benefits can be gained and how the Grid can help solve complex process 
engineering problems.
The Knowledge Driven Optimisation method has been developed from a process 
engineering perspective and successfully applied to reactor network synthesis. Future 
work could explore the possibility of generalising the method and enabling it to solve 
MINLP optimisation problems in general.
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